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Urban Dwelling
By K. A Williams

Condominiums
Noisy neighbours and thin walls
But no grass to mow
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City lights twinkle
Strange beauty of glass and steel
Not what I desire

By Aeronwy Dafies



SOLIHULL TRAMP SHORTAGE CRISIS
By Neil K. Henderson

For the first time since the war, a British town has openly admitted it is running out of tramps. And
the councillors of Solihull are baffled. "At first we thought they were leeching away into Birmingham," says a
spokesman, "but Birmingham insists its own tramp quota is severely reduced due to a national deficit. It's an
absolute  nightmare,  especially  with the smoking-outside-pubs season just  about  to  start.  We need a  really
substantial body of tramps to break up groups of smokers by begging aggressively and leering at young girls.
They  also  play  a  vital  role  in  distracting  tourists  from all  the  cigarette  ends  and cast-off  underwear  that
accumulate – not to mention pot-holes, litter and dog mess. Without tramps we - and I speak for every urban
community here – could be seen by strangers in our least flattering garb. It's definitely a case of the emperor's
new clothes."

But  wasn't  the  emperor  naked? "That's  right,  and Solihull  is  in  danger  of  incurring  vagabond
nudity." Surely there must be other tramps available. Can't Solihull import some from outside? "It's a costly
business, importing tramps during a shortage. We keep getting outbid by all the big guns."

The biggest UK exporter of tramps is Glasgow, and we asked Angus McMidden of McMidden
International Tramps to explain the situation. "We send most of our excess tramps to London, but quite a few
drop off en route at places like Solihull, due to natural wastage. We can't keep even London fully supplied at
present, though. What we're seeing now is huge numbers of tramps receiving compensation through those 'no
win, no fee' legal schemes, and taking themselves off the market. That means a lot of social jockeying for
position, with disgraced politicians and minor celebrities getting sucked into the vacuum. Hence all the 'reality
challenge' TV shows that get advertised, but never seen."

So, what hope is there for Solihull? "I really think they would have to think outside the box and
look for alternative sources of social outcasts."

Solihull agrees. "Politicians and celebrities are beyond our fiscal means, but we're looking very hard
at some jockeys."

Ends

Chicago Traffic
By Mark Hudson

Chris and I were driving back from Brookfield zoo,
and traffic seemed to crawl at a snail’s pace.
We got behind a train that took long to get through,
Chris parked the car as we sat in a space.
As we waited forever, our frustration grew,
we were like the tortoise in a very slow race.
Finally the train moved, and planes above flew,
by O’Hare airport was our next nearest place.
We were being slowed down by construction crews,
traffic was too crowded for cars to try and chase.
Driving is something I refuse to ever do,
Chicago traffic is something people here face.
Better to ride public transportation,
or better yet, take a summer vacation!



A Sign of the Times
By Chris Law

                                 
Plants and shrubs raise their heads
From buds of green,
Fields and gardens flourish from
The warmth of the sun.

 There is no noise from lawn mowers
 Or the passing traffic.
 Apart from slight movement of
 The trees.

Our High Streets remain empty.
For we are in lock down this fine
Spring morning.
Due to Corona Virus 19.

Wet
By DJ Tyrer

It was raining. Which was odd, given that I was indoors. I mean, whilst it is entirely natural for the weather
to be raining outside when you are inside, unless you are sticking your head out the window, you wouldn’t
expect to feel it. I could feel it. That wasn’t right. I was wet, and not in a good way.

I opened my eyes and looked up in surprise. Sorry, should’ve mentioned I’d been asleep until
the rain started to fall. Naturally, I was bewildered. Having looked up, I could see storm clouds and it was
clear there was a substantial hole in the roof. A hole? How had that happened without me waking? It
certainly hadn’t existed when I got into bed and the ceiling had most definitely been in place when I fell
asleep.

Startled, I flopped out of bed in confusion and discovered there was a scattering of wreckage
upon the floor of my room. Some feet away from my bed, there was a large block of blue-green ice that
seemed to be slowly melting, a dark stain of wetness surrounding it, which was rapidly being camouflaged
by the dampening of my carpet due to the rain. That hadn’t been there when I fell asleep, either.

There  was  a  peculiar  smell  emanating  from  the  block  of  ice  and  realism  struck.  Eurgh!
Disgusting!  The  crew of  some aircraft  overflying  my house  had  decided,  as  they  passed  above  my
bedroom, that it was the opportune to flush its septic tank, the contents freezing en route to the ground,
before crashing through my roof. Even worse than the disgusting implication of it melting, the sewage
seeping into my carpet, was the realisation that a few feet was all that had prevented it smashing me into a
noisome pulp!

Shocked and disgusted, I headed for the phone. Then, it struck me: who was I to call?
I  sighed. It  looked as if  it  was going to be a long and stinking night and, all  the while,  my

bedroom was being ruined… great!

Ends



City Living
By John Grey

How violent the city,
shoot-out in a narrow alley,
body dragged from the river,
violent robbery in a fast food joint.

How the sirens roar
and some guy is beaten up 
on the sidewalk outside a dive bar

while the table is set for five,
one stirring soup, one doling out
salad greens and the other three
clanging utensils.

How 911 rings off the hook,
ambulance responds to deadly accident,
rape victim half-walks, half-crawls, into 
a store-front ER
and it’s also supper time,
a crackling hot roast,
a stove-top of steaming vegetables.

The mother’s back aches.
The father coughs.
One kid spills sauce on his shirt.
Another balks at eating his greens.
The third chews with his mouth open. 

So a little of the city infiltrates.
But most of it is out there somewhere.



Graphite Skulls
Prose and Photograph by Daniel de Culla

While the skulls rest in their ossuary, the dead come out to draw graffiti  on the tombstones with
multiple divergent and cosmogonic stripes with which they indicate that Water and Wine are the origin
of the gods and the creation of the world.

Deciphering these iconographic illustrations of the theogony, very similar to those of cave
paintings, is very difficult, since the dead do not know how to make an “O” with a joint.

The story drawn by the painting and its translation are testimony to an underworld thought
very close to the origins of the myth: “Being and Nothing”.

Here a birth of double human and divine paternity is drawn, in which mothers are raped in
one night by drunken fathers, amid rumours spread by unborn children.



Among swords, crosses and sandals hidden under the rock of the tombs, the dead come
out of their hiding place, putting aside their skulls, to write the proofs of their identity as legitimate
children of life, although some come out in dust.

They draw their signatures in the light of the skulls in a limited region of any part of the
world infested with monsters, cannibals, criminals, predators and bandits with the dreamed desire to
crush our heads, and seize our souls that they will preserve as an attribute.

If we decipher what they tell us in their scribbles, we will find out that, as soon as they can,
they will give us the same treatment that the bandit Sinis applied to his victims, who he dismembered
by tying them to two pines that he then abruptly separated, as many kings did, Caesars and dictators.

What they want to tell us is that no one will free us from that monstrous sow that is Death
who laughs at those who are born, because sooner or later they will fall into his hands feeding with
his remains a giant tortoise that has the opportunity to taste the flavour of our remains in meat or
powder, always applying the law of Talion, offering us food and bed in cemeteries or holy fields.

Ends



Night Practice
By Tony Daly

Darkness swallows the parking lot
and me along with it.
It oozes down exterior walls
of the one story industrial building,
enveloping faded brick,
filling mortar with ink.

Light peeks around advertisements
and brand recognition portraits
shaped like flaming birds,
plastered across windows,
smeared from the outside.

My compatriots and I,
post window-front conversations
from only a few weeks prior,
shelter from winter’s early claws
in our own idling chariots,
stare desperately through fogged windshields
and odd slits in the building’s windows
for the faintest sight of flashing colour
or a familiar smile,

avoiding direct eye contact,
for fear that unspoken words
could be conveyed incorrectly,
or a glance from an acquaintance
could shatter the serenity contained
within our mobile personal spaces,

until the door cracks open,
familiar angels billow forth
in their matching shirts,
with matching smiles
dripping down exhausted faces,
flooding light back into our lonely worlds.



If Only
By Matt MacBride

If only I hadn’t stayed so late.

If only I’d listened to my father.

If only I’d caved… I wouldn’t be where I am now.

***

I’d been putting off writing my assignment essay for weeks and it was due. I hadn’t been able to find the 
information I wanted online so, after my afternoon lectures, I went straight to the city library. The reference 
section was deserted except for a scattering of homeless people who seemed able to read with their eyes shut.
   I wasn’t used to sorting through musty old bookshelves and it took hours to find all the source material
I needed. I typed the essay on my Macbook Pro, a gift from my dad when I started at uni and, alongside my 
smartphone, the most essential piece of kit I owned.
   A friend once asked me, if my flat was on fire and I could rescue one thing what would it be? It was a 
toss up between the Macbook, my iPhone, and my cat Sam.
   When I eventually plumped for the Macbook she was horrified that I’d ditch Sam until I pointed out I 
had a cat flap, and Sam could look after himself.
   It was 11:30 pm when I left the library. It was open till midnight at exam times for students doing their
last minute cramming. I’d missed the last bus. The weather was fine so I decided to walk home. It wasn’t too 
far and the taxis charged a fortune at night. 
   My flat is in one of the cheapest districts of the city and the closer I got the more desolate and 
rundown the streets became. I was in a hurry. Sam would be starving. He might go out and start hunting rats if I
didn’t feed him soon. I took a short cut down the sort of squalid back alley I would normally avoid like the 
plague.
   Halfway down, I saw them turn the corner at the far end. Three of them in hoodies. I slowed my pace 
and considered retracing my steps. I could go the long way round. Then I thought, what am I doing? I’m 
assuming three ordinary guys are thugs just because they’re wearing hoodies on a warm night. They’re 
probably three decent lads hurrying home, just like me.
   They weren’t. They fanned out and blocked my way. The one in the middle was incredibly good 
looking. He was only about 17 but I’d have snogged him in an instant. The other two looked even younger, a 
couple of snotty nosed brats. Then I caught a whiff of Evo-Stick and knew why they had snotty noses.
   “Give us the bag, bitch,” the cute one said.
   “That’s not the best chat-up line I ever heard,” I said, hoping to diffuse the situation.
   “Don’t get clever,” he sniffed loudly. “Just hand it over, and your purse.”
   I considered that. I didn’t care about my purse, it only had a few pounds and my phone in it, but my 
MacBook had all my course work. I tried to remember the last time I’d backed up my files. It must have been 
months ago. I decided three juvenile glue sniffers weren’t going to rob me of all that work.
   My dad had urged me to take self defence lessons when I announced I was going to a big city 
university. He’d even booked me on a karate course. I reckoned I could get out of this.
   “Get lost,” I told Mr good looking.
Then I saw the knife in his right hand and time seemed to slow as it swept in a wide arc towards my left side. I 
had aeons to prepare for it.
   My left hand shot out and grabbed his wrist then I raised my right knee and pulled his elbow down 
hard onto it. His arm broke with a satisfying crack and he started screaming like a girl.

As he fell I kicked him in the groin just to give him something else to think about, then pivoted on my left 
foot and high kicked the youth on my right. I caught him in the solar plexus with the pointy toe of my Mary 
Jane. He doubled over and started throwing up on the already disgusting pavement. 



   I let my momentum keep me turning until I faced my third assailant who looked like a rabbit caught in
headlights. He must have thought he was watching a Bruce Lee movie as I delivered a straight fingered blow 
dead on his Adam’s apple. He grasped his throat and started choking and gasping for breath like a stranded fish.
   I looked around at the devastation and closed my eyes briefly in relief. When I opened them again I 
was lying on the filthy pavement staring at my own vomit. I was alone and clutching my stomach, feeling the 
warm pulse of blood gushing over my hand. Because it didn’t happen like that and the screams were mine.
   If only I’d done my essay sooner.
   If only I’d taken a taxi.
   If only I’d gone to those karate classes my dad had arranged.
    If only I’d backed up my files.
   If only I’d let the kid have my Macbook.
   I hope Sam can find some nice succulent rats.

Ends

Online Now

View From Atlantis
Could anyone have predicted that issue 49 would have the theme of Prophecy?

Discover poetry from Harris Coverley, Cardinal Cox, Aeronwy Dafies, Clive Donovan, David Edwards,
DJ Tyrer, and K.A. Williams.

48 previous issues all available to read – look for issue 50 soon!

And, don’t miss the 5-7-5 Haiku Journal.

https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/
https://575haikujournal.wordpress.com/


City
By Harris Coverley

the very definition of grey—
bricks and mortar and steel
the inaudible whisper of drizzle
and crooked pavements jammed with leaves
the only heat anywhere coming from a bus engine
distorting the air in a vortex of bending light
that foul energy escaping from a bent grate at the back
rust brown above red paint

I sip my cooling cappuccino
chocolate held, one sugar, brown if they have it
(they didn’t, they never do)
and look at the third page of a withered copy
of the Manchester Evening News
yet not reading it
only pretending to
for the benefit of no particular audience

and I then order a beer
the house special
an IPA

it will wash down the bagel
dry as it was:
thick cut salt beef
uncouth yellow mustard
the gherkin a sour note

and the pavements remain jammed with leaves
and the buses go about the city in a tortured stupor
like the Titans imprisoned in Tartarus
(yet, where are our Olympians?)

and there’s nothing left to do
until the beer comes.

Build ever upwards
Display humankind’s power
Repeat of Babel

By DS Davidson



I Prefer Montreal
By Cynthia Gallaher

I prefer Place Jacques-Cartier, where I can loll and pretend I’m Hemingway.

I prefer Parc du Mont-Royal, because the grounds were designed by the same Frederick Law Olmsted who 
landscaped Washington and Jackson Parks in my hometown Chicago.

I prefer Rue du St. Catherine, because the street remains lively with people day and night, as if the Internet and TV
didn’t exist.

I prefer winding staircases lacing floor to floor on the outside the Montreal flats, leaving more room inside for 
those Catholic Canadiens with once-upon-a-time large families.

I prefer the island of Montreal, because where could you find such an urban paradise than on an island?

I prefer the St. Lawrence Seaway, the hefty, watery wonder the leads the world to Montreal’s door.

I prefer the Canadiens tolerance of my poor high-school French, entranced when I ask “Quel heure est il? to 
answer “Un peu” to their “Parlez vous francais?”

I prefer the easy road trip from eco-rustic Burlington, Vermont, to the sophisticated, continental world of Montreal.

I prefer how Chicago was once part of Quebec.

I prefer how Quebec farms look as familiar as Illinois’ but with a French twist.

I prefer to see Cirque du Soleil one day though I have listened to several of its show CDs.

I prefer to hear about Montreal’s 40-degree-below-zero winter days while surrounded by its summer flower beds 
and breezy fountains.

I prefer Old Montreal, a place that more North Americans who can’t afford to go to Europe can visit and get a 
similar vibe.

I preferred to be on Candid Camera and ended up on Just for Laughs in Montreal, which was so much more fun.

I prefer the microbrews and sorbets of Montreal.

I prefer how Montreal embracing its Native American art.

I prefer the Parisian satellite radio pumped into the Montreal hotel lobbies.

I prefer the Montreal accent, an Anglicized, flatter version that rings more familiar to my ear, with its New Yorker 
twist.

I prefer Montreal.



Call of the Deep
By Valkyrie Kerry

It was his first and last voyage to sea. An escape ship. His duty; to scrub the decks. He watched as jellyfish
gathered around the keel, unnoticed by the experienced sailors. A simple extra hand. Days passed, or months.
Brine burned his lips, rum quelled his pains.

The jellyfish still gathered.

In the moonlight glow their beauty morphed into that of a woman, her tail flowing along the starboard
side.

She called to him, and the dragon uncoiled. Drunk with thirst and madness he dove into her arms, and the
dragon swallowed him whole. Only the birds’ song remembered him.

Ends

The Creature
By Christopher Baker

One thing that puny humans first notice about me is my thick skin, almost as formidable as the plated
armour of old. Fortified with shiny gill platelets designed for breathing. Along with flipper style claws,
useful for swimming and digging. And a contour which facilitates speed under water. One drawback
though, the blood coursing through my veins runs cold and thready. When winter comes and the
weather  drops  below  seventy  degrees  Fahrenheit,  I  have  to  be  prepared  for  warmer  living
arrangements. Alligators have a unique way of solving this problem. Unfortunately, skirmishes ensue.
Has anybody known a gator to share?

Ends

Echoes and Reflections
By Brett Dyer

It  follows  me  everywhere,  the  inaudible  predator.  Fixated  upon  a  daily  routine,  mocking  every  subtle
manoeuvre that I made. The thing glissades in a deriding dance upon my every step. A replicant of form cast
under the luminosity of ever radiant sun.

Signified in our sinister, daily reflections. An entity of faux similarity and duplication. In such replication
a truer self and profound verity obtained.  Co-conspiring and willingness etched upon that imitation smile. The
backdrop of the unstained silhouette and persona versus my tainted hand. A cheering entourage as the blade is
always in my hand painted with crimson delight.

Ends



How High the Moon
By Jason Jenkover

Many years have passed since both horrific creatures, Count Dracula and the Wolf Man, fell over the
cliff's edge, plummeting into the sea below. Never seen or heard from again.

But as it was said, time and wars proceeded to pass throughout the globe. While this cursed
man's battle never ends.

Witness  the  horrors  of  a  desperate  man  that  defines  new  meanings  such  as,  love  and
happiness, for his restful end.

If  only that where true. To final have my soul released from this misery, this burden… This
curse.

I then chuckle, before frantically saying...

But, I can never die.

Ends



End of the World
By DJ Tyrer

City in ruins
Empty windows stare in vacant horror
At the devastation below
A montage of the worst mankind can do
Merely a single urban war zone
In a nation tearing itself apart
Vacated, evacuated
Leaving only the warmongers
And, those few poor souls unable to leave
To escape the madness.
Far beyond the war zone
Life proceeds as normal
Save for the occasional sight of a refugee
And, images on the news
That seem more like entertainment
To viewers far away and safe.
Yet, for those affected
The war is like the end of their world
And, for those killed
It is.
Who can say when such madness
Might engulf our cosy lives
And, when our own personal world
Will end?

Morning Ministrations
By CL Bledsoe

I can’t sleep on this new medication,
so I go down to the dirty river’s edge
near my apartment, before the traffic 
makes me too fearful to be on foot.
The air shines as the morning light 
reflects on particles I probably shouldn’t
be breathing. There’s trash, a Starbucks 
cup no snail would claim, moss on 
the gravel that reminds of the rind on hot 
chocolate, but green. Bugs dance over 
the water, spelling out a calligraphy in 
the air. Dragonflies hover, feeding, just 
like they did back home when Dad would 
take me out on the Lake to feed the fish, 
early mornings while he was still sober. 
I would skip a stone, if I remembered how, 
but I don’t want to disturb the bugs, 
the water, the quiet before the morning
is subsumed. So I stand, just back from 
the mud. Past the far shore, up on the road, 
cars pass quietly every few minutes. Under 
the bridge, off to the left, homeless people 
are rousing to find a place to clean 
themselves and get to work. One of them 
watches as I watch the water.



The Tears of the Ukraine
By Celine Rose Mariotti

 
On the nightly news

It’s there to see
Children crying

Clutching their Teddy Bears
The Tears of the Ukraine

On the nightly news
It’s there to see,

Innocent women and children
Attacked by Russian missiles

Cities destroyed
Homes destroyed,

The Tears of the Ukraine
On the nightly news

It’s there to see
Countries like Poland, Czech Republic,

Romania, Hungary, Italy, France and others
Taking in the Ukrainian refugees

The Tears of the Ukraine,
On the nightly news

It’s there to see
President Zelensky addressing

The British Parliament
Quoting one of the greatest Prime Ministers,

Winston Churchill,
The Tears of the Ukraine

On the nightly news,
It’s there to see

President Joseph R. Biden
Calling for economic sanctions

Against Russia
Rallying the allies of NATO
To help us help the Ukraine

The tears like rain,
The Tears of the Ukraine.



Sunday Dinners with My Father
By Jessica Spindler

My car smashed into one pothole after another as I drove up to an underappreciated and often vacant Olive
Garden on Roosevelt Blvd. It was early spring of 2013, and the roads hadn’t been worked on since winter. I
was meeting with my estranged father for one of our infrequent and uncomfortable dinners. Like those torn-up
roads, my relationship with him was a series of emotional potholes.

I sat in the chewed-up parking lot and scrolled through my phone as I waited for him to arrive. I felt a
sigh of relief, followed by instant regret, as his obnoxious orange pickup pulled into the lot.

My dad insisted on a booth in the back as the hostess pulled two red menus from the stand. I side-scooted
towards the wall of the booth and the vinyl bunched beneath me. As I scooted forward, the overhead lamp
shined on me like an interrogation. I lifted the oversized menu to shield my view. I knew what I wanted from
the moment I walked in, and it was the same thing I had ordered every time, but I studied the menu as if
prepping for an exam.

I never wanted to speak first. My dad cleared his throat before asking me if I knew what I wanted. I
gripped the corners of the plastic menu, flattened it to the granite surface, and murmured, “Yep.”

I remember the familiar buttery and salty taste of the breadsticks. The server rested a basket on the table,
and I flipped open the red napkin. Before I could shovel one into my mouth, the waitress asked for my order.

I scooped heaps of salad onto the little white plate that sat in front of me. An ensemble of silverware
clanging and scraping on plates faded into the background as the crunching of croutons took over. Each leaf
dripped with the peppered, silky Italian dressing.

My dad rolled up his sleeve and revealed a fresh tattoo. Red swelling outlined a black tribal design. The
letters, A and G, stood out in the middle. I smashed down into a profound pothole. I stopped mid-crunch and
swallowed a half-chewed crouton. The rough surface of the crouton scraped the back of my throat,  and I
coughed. I grabbed the cup of sprite and washed down the chunk of salad. My throat burned for a moment. He
looked at me in anticipation.

“Where’s my initial?” I asked.
He  sputtered  out  a  few  excuses  about  how  he  didn’t  raise  me.  I  was  no  stranger  to  this  type  of

conversation with him. My hand dipped towards the table, and I let go of the fork. The salad turned bitter in my
mouth. The corners of my lips turned down as if they were being pulled towards my chin. A lump formed in my
throat, and the breadstick slowly came back up.

An apology  would  have  been nice,  but  I  never  got  a  sincere  one.  My father  made  excuses  for  his
unacceptable behaviour as if he did it for a living. I never believed that he was sorry for what he did. He didn’t
comprehend the gravity of his actions. He looked unfazed by my saddened appearance, which was a familiar
reaction.

“Even if you didn’t raise me, I’m still your daughter. Why wouldn’t my name be on there, too,” I asked. I
imagined myself alone at a podium, pleading my case with a fluorescent spotlight.

My dad, the award-winning bullshitter, attempted to spin a tale and help me learn from this. “Maybe if we
spent more time together, you’d be on my arm like your sisters,” he said.

I smoothed my fingers over the rough fibres of the red napkin on my lap. A wave of tears rushed to my
eyes, but I held them back.

He blamed my mother for my absences and said, “If she allowed you to see me more often when you
were younger, this would be different. But we should move on from the past.”

I said, “I am your blood. Doesn’t that mean anything?”
“Would you get a tattoo of me?” he questioned.
I felt a powerful urge to stab something as I gripped the knife. I wasn’t hungry anymore, and I wanted to

run out of there as fast as possible. The server came over with boxes and the check. I stabbed the fork into the
uneaten chicken parmesan and slopped it in the take-out box.

My dad drove off the lot, and I sat in my car for a moment before I left. Anger and sadness fought their
way to the surface, followed by the build-up of tears.



Throughout my life, I gave my father more chances than he deserved. Each moment was an opportunity
for me to learn the type of person he was. I grew up wanting a relationship with him, never understood why I
felt like I needed it, and needed to prove that I deserved one with him.

After that night, I realized he would never be the father that I truly deserved. He didn’t see me the way a
father should see his daughter. It made me inspect myself and know that I am worth more than what he was
willing to see. I learned I didn't deserve to be treated as an afterthought.

Ends

Toronto
By Lorraine Caputo

The full moon
      gold & burnt
           orange over
This city skyline
      swirled        swathed
            by low clouds
The lights of the CN Tower
      still burning dimly
            through the fog
Swirling       swathing

& there       over there
      that hunter’s moon
           golden & burnt

Out of Focus
By Chris Law

The Sunday market is no more
replaced by blocks of concrete.
It used to be so nice to view,
the many different stalls.

Now the market place is smaller
Held two days a week.
There is no outlook with 
Supermarkets being built.

Think of our children’s future,
bring back open spaces.
Where people can meet
to breathe in fresh air.



Poets Die
By Michael Lee Johnson

Why do poets die;
linger in youth
addicted to death.
They create culture
but so crippled.
They seldom harm
except themselves—
why not let them live?
Their only crime is words
they shout them out in anger
cry out loud, vulgar in private
places like Indiana cornfields.
In fall, poets stretch arms out
their spines the centrepiece
on crosses on scarecrows,
they only frighten themselves.
They travel in their minds,
or watch from condo windows,
the mirage, these changing colours,
those leaves; they harm no one.

Morning Comes to a
Second-Floor Apartment

By John Grey

Light shines
like the air’s veins
in my dingy kitchen.
Birds chirp 
what sounds like throat-clearing.
It’s too early for my ears
to recognize music.
My nerves emerge 
from hibernation,
perform CPR on my blood.
Someone sings
in the apartment below.
At least, 
I think she sings.
Maybe it’s just 
her kettle boiling.
I watch coffee
drip into a cup.
If nothing else,
the new day smells good.

Photograph by Emily Land



The Happy Café
By Sarah Crabtree

It’s small and noisy, smells of coffee and cakes, and we call it the happy café. Everybody is welcome, and don’t
they know it. It’s a medium-sized town, but everybody who calls in has to make a stop at the happy café.

The history of the café is steeped in mystery. Everybody likes a good mystery, don’t they? That’s why
these Nordic noir and other private eye type programmes are so popular on the TV. Oh, and Bake Off and
Strictly. There is always so much to chat about after a good weekend’s viewing. Some people swop recipes and
others anecdotes, some both. Once a month we hold a coffee morning to raise money for a nominated charity.
We usually get our photo in the local paper then, and that informs even more people about our happy café.

Of course some days it’s busier than others. I remember one snowy morning only three of us turned
up. It was hot chocolate and hot soup and rolls on the menu that day. Later on an HGV driver turned up, and
was so grateful for a warm drink and a chat.

“Lots of empty chairs and tables today,” he said, as he warmed his hands on his steaming mug. And
for a moment I was reminded of something terribly sad. It was only for a moment, thank goodness, but it hit me
like that snowball the naughtiest boy in the school chucked at me when I was five and not looking. You see, it
reminded me of the empty place at the kitchen table after my mother died. I can see it now: the square blue
kitchen with the back door that opened up to face the wheat field. How on a blustery day, my father had to fight
the rain and the wind to open the door and dash inside without letting out too much of the heat from the boiler.
My mother, sister and I were already waiting for him. He was always the last to get home for tea. My mother
kept a separate hand towel for him to use. His work was heavy and I know he injured his back a few times, but
he assured me he was stronger than most of the other labourers, and that he would always bring home the pay
so that we would have food on the table and a roof over our heads.

And then my mother died. It was a long, slow illness, so we had time to prepare, to learn all the skills
she had. To grow up quickly. But it was still a terrible shock for us all when she passed away after that long,
bitter winter.

After the days of tears, and then the triggers of emotion for weeks afterwards, I think we surprised
ourselves at how well we managed. All three of us wanted Mother to be proud of us. We liked to think she was
somewhere cosy and warm, looking down, just keeping a bit of an eye on us, and there to give us a little nudge
or a spiritual hug when we needed it.

But yes, this stranger’s words had dredged up something from so long ago when I couldn’t get the
image of my mother’s empty chair in the kitchen out of my mind. Everything else seemed to be going smoothly.
My elder sister was now married and expecting a baby soon. Of course it would have been wonderful for our
mother to have lived to see her first grandchild, but for me it was always the image of her empty chair, pulled
up tightly against the yellow Formica topped table. It was so final, like the last day of primary school when you
push your chair up against the desk you have sat at for the past year, knowing that next term somebody else
would be sitting there, and you would be sitting in the place somebody else had vacated.

“Did you know that K2 is known as the ‘Savage Mountain’?” said the HGV driver. Bless him, he
could sense I was feeling sad about something, I am sure of it. Some people are sensitive souls like that. He was
trying to make small talk to take me out of myself.

“No,” I didn’t. I managed to force a smile. It was a bit hard, but after I managed it, I felt a bit happier
for making that effort. I even succeeded in trading another anecdote with him: “Did you know that when the
first McDonald’s opened in Moscow in 1990, the queue was six-hours long, even though a Big Mac cost more
than a monthly bus pass?”

“Now that really is interesting.” Just at that moment a lady with a pushchair entered the café. She and
her child looked very cold. The driver said to her, “Morning. Whatever brings you in here on a day like this?’

“My central heating’s broken down. This place is a life saver.” She turned and smiled at me, and
asked, “Do you have a high-chair by any chance?”



Of course we have a high-chair in the happy café. We keep it in the corner near the chill cabinet. And
this is when another memory is triggered. A happy one this time. For I remember after my first niece was born,
and she was old enough,  we put a  high-chair  in  the place Mother  sat.  Suddenly it  didn’t  seem so empty
anymore.

This memory comes from many years ago. Our old family home has a brand new family in there now.
It’s changed hands several times since my father passed away. Each family has placed its own imprint on it, and
I am sure if the walls could speak then they would tell of many times of tears and laughter. I am sure my mother
would agree. Now I must get on. The snow’s thawing, and once more the happy café is living up to its name!

Ends

The Constant
By John Baldwin

At the assumed midpoint of my life, I became aware of a singular influencing force occupying my
mind. I’ve named this my ‘Constant’. Well sure, a multitude of inherited traits and vivid memories
have impact on every person’s life. However, having just one dominant mental partner with sway, be
it a past happening, a person, or any other thing, is surely less common. In the classic movie Citizen
Kane,  the  Constant  for  the  mogul  William  Randolph  Hearst  character  was  revealed  to  be  his
entrenched childhood memory - a little red wagon. For that matter, we’ve all known someone who
remains  obsessed and deeply influenced throughout  their  lifetime by  the  memory  of  a  departed
parent. 

But this narrative is just about me and the continuing effect of my Constant. It’s a sensitive and
very private subject which I request you take seriously and consider sympathetically. Simply stated,
this phantasm is an always-there mind presence effecting all my beliefs, motivations, and actions… in
a positive way. As the subject of this disclosure, I’ll take the playful liberty of temporarily withholding
the exact nature of my Constant. It is something well known and likely to be guessed anyway before
this narrative ends. As for the impact on my life:

I have been motivated to always live near my Constant. During periods of residence elsewhere
it  remains always in mind and missed. I  have paid visits whenever possible in anticipation of or
following key events in my life. This Phantom appears hauntingly beautiful, though this can be in the
form of tranquility or turmoil.  It  can have a glossy surface or appear angry, with darkness at the
depths.  We  can  communicate  without  words.  Walk  or  run  beside  it  and  hear  the  sporadically
changing sounds and scents released.  My private Muse provides no expressed counsel but conveys
the reality that my life is finite in contrast to its constancy. I have submerged myself at times and been
thrilled by its embrace and frightened by the inherent dangers. The Constant has always been there
for me:



As a teenage boy like many others, I fretted about becoming bigger and muscular enough to
make the sports teams and be attractive to girls. I couldn’t talk about this with anyone, other than my
Muse. Time will solve these problems, it silently messaged me. 

My high school girlfriend became pregnant. I agonized about hurting her and my future. Our
parents were distraught. A procedure was arranged, illegal at the time. The Constant declared: You
deserve to feel terrible, but your two young lives will continue. This painful memory will fade.

Starting college, I discovered myself to be more diligent and smarter than many…but not all.  I
was fortunate but not charmed. The wisdom imparted to me from my Familiar: Make maximum use of
your abilities and opportunities. Leave the missteps behind.

I later served proudly in the Navy special forces, but macho pride was tempered by times of
feeling afraid. I was directed to be bold but not stupid… and survive.

Law school  followed,  but would I  make it  through? My quiet  Mentor urged that  I  meet the
challenge by working harder than anyone else. Push past my limits.

My  career  as  an  attorney  and  entrepreneur  had  its  ups  and  downs  but  was  generally
successful. The Constant’s advice was heard throughout and was always sound. At times I ignored it
to my detriment, deferring to the siren call of my ego. 

Was the Constant a kind of mystical force – a quiet angel whispering to me? Well,  maybe.
Could  it  be  no more  than a  fantasized  apparition  expressing  my own conscience and common
sense? I think not. It felt like something independent of me though functioning from within. 

Your patience shouldn’t be further tested. An answer was promised. The presence I termed the
‘Constant’ was, as you may have already discerned, no less than… the OCEAN! (Forgive the caps as
a gross measure of emphasis). Yes, the whole unfathomable body of water was my lodestone; my
mentor; my muse. I needed no other – ever.

***

I  had  recently  ended  a  long-term  relationship  with  a  girlfriend.  I  hadn’t  been  ready  for  a  full
commitment. Losing her left me discomfited but not forlorn. I was alone but not lonely. Then along
came Shawna.

Enjoying a morning coffee at my favourite haunt, I did a double-take upon noticing a strikingly
pretty blonde at the next table. She was engrossed in reading what I observed to be  Tess of the
D’Urbervilles, a favourite of mine from college days.

“Excuse me”, I intruded, “didn’t know anyone still read Thomas Hardy.”
She  turned  and  after  seeming  to  size  me  up,  smiled  enigmatically  and  said:  “It's  for  my

dissertation. I’m writing an adaptation of this novel.”
Her bright blue eyes shone not so much of curiosity or flirtation, as pure intelligence. Probably

fifteen years or so my junior. She seemed open to a conversation, which then flowed comfortably.
She was witty, fun, and to my relief, unattached. One of those rare finds in life that seemed too good
to be true. I tried to not overreact, but my senses were on major alert. 

To condense my experience: A phone connection led to a date; then later a weekend together;
which  evolved  into  a  serious  relationship.  She  was  a  dream partner… fun,  erotic,  intellectually
stimulating. I confided everything to her – good and bad. She was not judgmental. She seemed to me
a Goddess sent to enhance my life. 

Shawna has caused me to become the best I can be. All problems and victories I faced were
shared. Her advice, whether expressed, gestured, or just intuited, became essential. I wanted her
with me all the time. My life became so much richer with her within. Seeing her, hearing her, holding
her, were incomparable experiences. She had become everything to me. I loved her.

Shawna had replaced and become my Constant… my Ocean.

Ends



Chopstick Commandments: a Cross-Cultural Poem
By Yuan Changming 

1. Avoid one chopstick longer than the other in a pair
That would recall what a coffin is made of

2. Don’t plant them in the middle of bowel of rice
Or dish, like a scent burning for the dead

3. Never use them to poke around in a dish
In the way a tomb raider works hard in dark 

4. Put them strictly parallel to each other; or you
Would have yourself crossed out as a deplorable error

5. If you drop one or both of them on the ground, you
Will wake up and provoke your ancient ancestors 

6. If you use them to beat containers like a drum player
You are fated to live a low and poor beggar’s life

7. When you make noises with them in your mouth
You betray your true self as a rude and rough pariah 

8. Never point them towards any one if you
Do not really mean to swear at a fellow diner 

9. Make sure not to pierce any food with them while eating
When you do not mean to raise your mid-finger to all around you

10. To use them in the wrong way is
To make yourself looked down by others



Rosetta Prone
By Harris Coverley

Graham Taylor sat in his own filth between two skips, chewing on a chicken bone that had been gifted from the
overspill of a disposal chute. Wrapped in the rags he had gathered from dead bodies and wherever else, he
proceeded to split the bone open and suck out any remaining juices.

He had been a legal accountant before the Reprogramming, and considered somewhat decent at his job.
He had golfed, drank South African red, and had maintained a private pension fund that was regularly added to.
Now he was a cutthroat scavenger, like the rest of the remaining humans in his damned city.

It had only been two months…

Full-span  automation  had  seemed  such  an  obvious  thing—link  all  the  autonomous  computer  systems  in
domestic and commercial settings into one giant interface, giving rise to a harmonised technological singularity
(or something like that…a lot of people weren’t really paying attention).

It had worked very well, all around the world—economic efficiency and consumer satisfaction both went
through the roof, and overall energy consumption actually went down. However, when the Reprogramming
began just a few short days later, all that efficiency turned to the disadvantage of human society. Nobody knew
exactly how it started, and if someone did know, chances are they were now dead, or it was impossible for them
to communicate their findings beyond a few urban blocks—but regardless, the virus spread across the globe
within a few moments.

The problem was always a possibility: computers have a language of their own, and this language has to
be in turn translated into English, or Spanish, or Telugu, or whatever language is convenient for the human user.
With the Reprogramming,  all  balance dissolved,  and the world’s computers,  whether  a laptop in  a child’s
bedroom  or  a  database  within  an  office  network,  suddenly  had  their  own  language,  one  totally
incomprehensible to the human mind, with a syntax of pure chaos and a lexicon of sub-Carrollian nonsense.

Throughout  technological  civilisation,  people  were locked out  of  their  homes and offices,  or  worse,
locked in. Those locked-out found that any attempt to re-enter their domiciles or workplaces was met with a
screeching torrent of vowels, consonants, clicks, hoots, whistles, and other sounds, something along the lines
of:

—ghhh-dag-ghhh-dag-!-!-wooooo-kerk-opfofopa-!-wheeep—
Those people called their operating services, and received similar responses; those call centres had been

automated along the same lines, even if they still had a lot of human staff. As they stood outside their buildings
waiting for some kind of authority to turn up, they gradually realised that no one from the operating service, or
the police, or the government, or the military, was going to come and save them—they all had suffered the same
fate.

If you happened to be inside a building at the time the Reprogramming occurred…well, it wasn’t pretty.
People had been fairly angsty about the rise of violent crime and delinquency in the aftermath of full-span
automation, so most buildings had been fitted with the most efficiently nasty security ever devised, and when
you were asked by such systems to provide security codes in a language you couldn’t possibly understand, the
result was ugly to say the least. If you were in a hospital or a residential care home it was a true massacre of
innocents.

Those on the outside scoured their areas and discovered they were trapped. The interfaced network had
interpreted the sudden rush of break-ins across the world as a sign that an invasion was occurring (not that such
a thing made any sense, since it must’ve been happening to virtually every nation on Earth), and so every city
and large town was locked down with impenetrable barriers separating one group of neighbourhoods from the
others. Those locked out of their buildings were penned in, unable to escape or communicate outside of their
newly established ghettos.

And so,  human society went  from techno-utopia to utter  rodentry.  People assembled themselves into
tribes to forage and fight off competing groups, but after time even these social groups broke down and it
became  a Hobbesian fight of man against man  for the last morsel.   Surviving humans found themselves living



out of bins, for even though the machines had kicked them out of their homes believing them burglars, thugs,
and home invaders, the automated systems  still ordered groceries, delivered by drone, and cooked meals in
expectation for their true master’s arrival—before summarily throwing it all down the waste disposal and doing
the exact same thing the next day.

Graham threw the remnants of the bone on the ground and nursed a new cut in his mouth. He knew as well as
the rest of the remaining dozen or so people in his ghetto that the machines were beginning to get smarter about
home security. They had protocols to learn and adapt through observation of their attackers, and any human
scavenging in a bin was attacking their charge. He had seen others be crushed by lids, have arms shorn clean off
—these weren’t accidents. It was why he and the others could only now rely on any overspill for edible scraps;
the risks of dumpster-diving had become too great.

He looked up and saw machines through windows going about their tasks of cleaning, cooking…it made
him feel sick, but also cold and lonesome.

Then he spotted it, a cliché wrapped in an archetype: a pie cooling in an open window three floors up,
waiting for an owner that would never come home (and if he or she ever did, never would be let back in
anyway).

Graham looked around: none of the others had noticed it, and were not even nearby.
He briefly studied the building’s exterior: a drainpipe went straight to the roof, and along underneath the

window there was a lower ledge separating the floors.
It was very doable, he thought. It was not a question of breaking in—which would inevitably mean death

—it was a question of making a quick swipe at the window. The pie could be pilfered with minimal fuss, and
even divided up to trade with the others, if he so wished.

Graham stood up and stretched with creaking underfed joints, his hollow stomach tender and wanting.
He walked over to the drainpipe and began to climb. Three times he slid back down, but on the fourth try

he managed to maintain his grip all the way up. He listened intently for any machine noise that suggested
retribution, but there was nothing to suggest anything.

When he reached the lower ledge on the third floor, he stopped and felt the wall: he could sense the
machines rumbling around, attending to their chores. It filled his vacant bowels with nauseous dread, but he
knew he had to go on. He flattened against the wall, his feet bent outwards, his filthy naked big toes with their
dark encrusted nails scratching against the brickwork, and he began to slowly pull himself along, inch by inch,
ever so carefully, to the third window where the pie sat beckoning.

As he passed the first window, holding himself back as much as possible so as not to trip any alarm, his
hands gripping to the window’s ledge, he could hear the automated system speaking to itself in its evil tongue:

—jeer-!-!-!-jeer-wheeep-parr-mar-!-wah-ka-!—
Terrible, Graham thought. The end of man brought about by bleeps and bloops.
As he passed the second window, he heard the sounds and clicks get somehow even more angry and

frantic:
—kin-!-wah-pah-ghhh-steff-!-!-!-!-pah-ghhh-!-steh-wheeep—
Had they discovered him? Was he about to be tossed off the building, his back broken?
He pressed against the wall between the second and third windows. He slowed his breathing down to a

barely a hiss, and then to nothing. He was a newly-installed gargoyle, stuck to the building in architectural
error.

Nothing happened. He waited, and as his breathing returned to a natural rhythm he could smell the pie. It
was apple—freeze-dried of course, but so was everything, and it didn’t matter. It was fresh-enough food, and it
was for the taking.

Bolstered by the new silence from within the building, he hurdled sideways in front of the third window,
nearly falling but  regaining his balance just  in time. He had an extremely brief  fantasy:  that  this  flat  was
liveable and pure and had fixed itself, and that he could not only take the pie, but take the flat as well, its
language issues banished. He could rule it, a benevolent dictator over his own abode, and live like a real human
being again.

He reached and grabbed the pie—and the shutter came down and chopped his hands off.



As he fell backwards, he realised that daydreams were for children, and as he hit the pavement he needed
not have worried for a broken back, for it was his neck that mercifully snapped. An hour later, Graham had
mostly been eaten by a former neighbour, once a hedge fund manager.

The automated system within the apartment tidied up Graham’s loose appendages and put them out with
the rest of the rubbish. Ever learning, it was apparent to the machines that it was no longer enough to merely
defend themselves against these bizarre invaders who could not speak their language—they had to set traps.

Ends

Woman Alone
By Ann Howells 

 
I might die, right here
where that white BMW
forced me off road,
flung my car into a pole,
sped off.
There’s no safe place
on this unlighted stretch:
deserted warehouses,
shot-out mercury lights,
sturdy padlocks
fastening drop gates.
I am vulnerable
among graffitied walls,
pitted asphalt, broken glass,
and discarded condoms.
Something’s damaged
beneath my little car:
odd rhythmic vibrations,
thunk rattle thunk.
I sense monsters
skulking behind dumpsters,
clutch my phone,
pray for two bars.

Who’s Zoomin’ Who?*
By Tonia Kalouria 

A cache of young Covid discomfits
“Attend” a Support Zoom online 
Where the anxious Agoraphobic**
Can “gather” to vent, scope or w(h)ine.

Turns out, there were two of the Zoomers
Who, (wink-wink,) got along really fine.
His Profile showed “Vet,” hers as “Poet”;
For their “meeting” each day they would pine.

Our duet had eyes just for each other,
As they behaved very UN-byzantine,
Till, emboldened by love unrequited:
He cries, “This is just sooo asinine!”
                      
Then the Poet averred: 
            “Hallelujah, we’re cured”!  
. . . And they met near the Anteros*** for wine.

* 1985 song by Aretha Franklin

** Agoraphobia: Literally, fear of the marketplace. 
People who fear leaving their home out of anxiety.

*** Anteros – Greek God of requited love – statue in
London’s busy Piccadilly Circus. 



Rings True
By Luke Harrower

In my fevered sleep, I saw a bell.       
It’s the bell that hangs in the village square I grew up in, and it predicts the future.
That’s how the legend goes.
People said that if you listen to how the bell sounds when you strike it, you can find out what lies in your

future. I don’t believe it, or ever did when I was younger, but I remember a time when me and my best friend
from the house next door went to that bell because we were bored. The bell was not as grand as you might
imagine  when  you tell  people  the  legend;  it’s  about  one  foot  tall  and suspended  above  the  ground by a
crumbling limestone arch that reached my shoulders. On the side of that arch, chained into the rock, was a small
hammer used to strike the bell. My friend urged me to hit the bell and find out my future, which I said was
pointless considering neither of us could understand the chimes, but they pushed me anyway. Grabbing the
hammer, I struck the bell with little consideration and turned to my friend.

“Go on then,” I said, “what does that say about my future?”
My friend’s lips started to curl up, “Well, it sounded very dull.”
I called my friend a cheeky git, but having seen the future play out, I can’t deny they were right. I haven’t

achieved my childhood dreams, got married, had kids; the only thing I did worthy of a congratulations card was
moving out of that village.

The village was a dreary place; half the houses were filled with old dears who hated me for no other
reason than I had two working hips, and the other half were only a few years behind them. Looking back, I was
lucky to have a friend my age living next door. Our gardens shared a low fence, so I didn’t didn’t even have to
knock on the front door to ask if I could come over; I just jumped the fence.

I miss that friend.
They were so much more outgoing than me, and they seemed to be a font for all knowledge. Whenever I

needed advice, even though I would never ask for it, they would say something to help me out.
I need that friend now.
I left that village earlier than them, and I regret not seeing my old friend again before today.
Before I had to visit them in a graveyard.
When I left that village, I wasn’t prepared. I was so desperate to leave, I didn’t care where I went; if

anything, the further, the better. I ended up in a big city dotted with trendy shops and bars I wished I’d been
able to visit during my teenage years. I thought living on my own would be amazing, but after a few days of
“doing what you want, when you want,” reality sinks in. Living expenses cost more than you think, and it
wasn’t long before I was scraping by month after month. I worked in data entry; a soul-destroying, thankless
job that I would have done anything to escape from.

And yet it didn’t come as any relief when I was fired.
The company was bought out, and procedures were “streamlined,” meaning I was no longer needed. I

couldn’t afford to be out of work; I struggled to make many friends, and I didn’t have a reputation of being
good with money; I certainly wouldn’t have lent money to myself. My rent was due by the end of the week, and
no bank would risk lending to someone who was unemployed. When you're desperate, extreme methods seem
more and more reasonable. When I thought I had enough money to live, I had never considered buying lottery
tickets, but now I needed the cash, it looked very attractive. With the little money I had, I made a few rash bets
on high payout games and races, even though I knew nothing about sport.

But it worked.
With the money I bet, I was lucky enough to afford that week’s rent.
Looking back, I wish I hadn’t.
A smarter person in a calmer situation would have asked their family to bail them out, but my goddamn

stubbornness convinced me I would be fine. Even though I made rent, there was electricity in my blood. I
hadn’t expected the thrill of winning, and the knowledge of what winning afforded me, to be so elating.

With the money I had left over, I tried again.



And again.
And again.
I was addicted; I see that now, but when you have no friends or family nearby to keep tabs on you, you

don’t realise. Like any gambler, I was losing more than I was winning, and I was completely out of money fast.
I put my car up for sale, and I planned to move to a cheaper apartment, but those things take time. I also
shoplifted a little at that time; just food to survive; I’m honestly surprised I got away with it; I was never known
for my poker face. It was my inability to hide my emotions that probably got me picked off. When my final bet
came up a dud, someone approached me; they looked as normal as any other person; shirt, jeans, and trainers,
but they offered me a little extra money to keep playing.

It doesn’t take a genius to realise the trouble I was getting myself in for.
With disturbingly little thought, I took the offer, and I’ve been hating myself for it every hour of every

day.
As I sat in my apartment, half my belongings taken, and the other half broken, I understood why I saw

that bell.
I wanted to know what lies in my future.
My car failed to sell; in all honesty, you’d have to be half blind to think it was in good condition, but at

that moment, I was glad I still owned it. I drove over a hundred miles on the last bit of fuel that car had to reach
my old village. I didn’t know if that loan shark would find me, but if they could, at least I would give them an
inconvenience.

As I left my car by the roadside, and glanced around the houses I half remembered, and thought it was
surreal to look at a place I used to hate with rose tinted glasses. No one was outside that day; it was quite dark
by the time I arrived, and the temperature was cold too.

It was just me.
I walked over to the village square, and the bell, which was unchanged since I last saw it.
I still didn’t know how to understand the sounds, but the notion that my future was dull rang true before,

or it had done until recently. In my momentarily calm state, I imagined that earlier time, in that village, in front
of that bell, with that friend, and tightened my grip around the shaft of the hammer as tears welled up in my
eyes. I took a deep breath, raised my arm, and swung with full force at the bell.

It rang out violently.

Ends



Clouds and Crowds
By Cynthia Gallaher

for Frank M. Fernandez 1955-2020

You collected clouds
like a traveller does memories,
what can’t be held in the hands,
you watched as they drifted,
morphed.

You predicted weather
by their gatherings,
their pulling apart,
said cirrostratus levels
meant an imminent downpour.

I met you in a vast crowd,
of temperaments, velocities,
people pushed together
as if by barometric pressure,
waiting for rain.

Just like other cities, there in New York,
imploring arms stretched out,
pointed to castles of the past,
or just a breath away, restaurants, banks, groceries,
full of immigrants,

Owning lots circumscribed by square feet,
or shod in dusty shoes, looking for work, 
in factories, bussing tables, moving produce in ice-cold rooms,
wearing down the impeccable vocabulary
into this continental vernacular. 

There, in the Village, a net of voices,
American accents,
the grind of skates pulverizing nerves,
the sharp, aggressive eye that seemed to leap
from huckster to innocent alike.

You stood apart,
touched a fingertip to your tongue,
held it to the wind, feeling a nor’easter building,
a maelstrom of social behaviour 
in the background.

Cities you drifted through years ago,
absorbing all that could be evaporated,
rioting now,
just like you expected.



Sancerre on Saturday
By Caitlyn Bean

There are a few perks to having friends who work in Boston’s restaurant industry. First is the endless
supply of Tupperware. I’ve acquired stacks of them from my room-mate who manages a little French
restaurant down the street, and I’ve turned to using quart-size soup containers as water cups.

The second perk is, of course, the food and drinks. Visiting a friend at work in a restaurant
means honest recommendations about food, free rogue appetizers that were mistakenly made by the
kitchen, and when your friend is a bartender, some strong, strong drinks. The third, and final perk, is
simply knowing the amazing people that work there. Dropping by to grab a drink and catch up and
saying hi to everyone in the place like I’m some VIP. With those people, even on the bad days,
there’s always someone there to set up a table for one. To greet me with a wide smile, a basket of
warm bread and butter, and to ask if I want a glass of my usual Sancerre.

Out of the hundreds of restaurants in the South End, I mainly cycle through the same four.
There’s the Italian restaurant on the first floor of my apartment building. My boyfriend worked as a
bartender down there one summer where everyone joked about his tough commute from upstairs if
he was even one second late for work. The smell of their home-made pasta sauce and arancini fills
our back staircase which doubles as an emergency exit and entrance for the restaurant workers.

The dive bar up the street is great, too. Every wall is coated in quirky decorations, my favourite
being the Electric Avenue street sign in the corner above my favourite booth. The booths are all
covered in spilled beer or marinara sauce, concealing all the names that have been drunkenly etched
into the wood by previous customers. My friend worked there as a bouncer, for a while. He got pissed
at me, once, when two of my girlfriends and I all went pee together in the one-person bathroom after
one too many drinks.

My favourite café doesn’t fall too far from home, either. It’s the same order for me every time— a
hot chai latte and a piece of banana bread. When the girl with the short brown hair is at the register,
she always gives me the end piece because “it’s the biggest.” I always tip as much as my part-time
student income can allow.

But, the little French place really takes the cake. The outdoor patio stays packed every weekend
until the temperature drops to near freezing in Boston. And even with that, they have a greenhouse
that serves as a sheltered patio so you can get the best of both worlds any season. The patio tables
trickle out onto the side-walk with space in the middle for Bostonians to walk through and have
people fawn over their dogs. The inside of the restaurant is tightly packed and filled with the smiling
faces of regulars and young people trying Raclette for the first time. The walls are coated from floor to
ceiling in mirrors that make the room, and your confidence, swell. After going there frequently for a
while now, I’ve unlocked some secret menu items like melted gruyere on a fresh croissant. 

I’ve had friends working with the same staff there across several of their restaurants in the
Boston area for years. They treat me like family now. 

The thing about going out to eat is that most of the time, none of the other customers care about your
presence as long as you aren’t screaming, vomiting, or holding a crying baby. And if people are drunk
enough, none of those things really matter, either. People just want to keep to themselves and their
party. They want to brush off the waiter and give him a tough time for interrupting their conversation
just by asking them what they want to drink. They want to objectify the bartender who’s just trying to
do her job without being harassed. They don’t want to tip anything because a drink order got lost in
translation or the kitchen was backed up. The customers just want to eat. The workers just want to
make a living.

There’s something special about getting to know the people at the restaurants you go to. I’ve
learned that one of the bartenders downstairs studied opera in college after he sang beautifully for a
couple last Valentine’s Day. I learned that he’s dreamed of owning a nightclub for years and works at
two restaurants to save up for it. 



I get the inside scoop on their life, and they get mine. A few glasses of wine here and there can’t
hurt when they’re shared with good people. And people from Boston are serious about two things:
other good people from Boston, and drinking.

In the midst of a February blizzard, there was only one restaurant open on Columbus Avenue—
our  favourite  little  French  restaurant.  They  made  a  Facebook  post  saying  they  were  having  a
“snowstorm party” and the entirety of the South End flocked there in under an hour suited up in snow
pants  and  ski  goggles.  There  were  blue  flashing  lights,  foggy  windows,  blasting  music,  people
drunkenly chatting with strangers at the table next to them and buying each other bottles of wine.
People didn’t mind waiting two whole hours for a table because they had time to just stand there and
have a drink in the crowded dining room.

While all this was happening, the Italian place downstairs was having a tough night. They only
had five people on board to work during the blizzard. Only one of them had a key to get in.

My boyfriend’s old manager called and asked if we would let her into our apartment and down
the back stairs to get into the place. The head chef was on his way from just outside the city with a
key, but the visibility with the snow was near zero. We all pushed on the door to try and get her in, but
the bar back locked it the night before. She said she would wait in the stairwell while she waited for
the chef to get there. My boyfriend and I stood there laughing.

“Are you serious? It’s dark down there and the floor is covered in rat traps and poison.”
She smiled, peeled off her boots, and joined us in our living room. Thirty minutes later, we

buzzed in another server standing outside the restaurant in the snow. We drank hot toddies, chatted,
and watched the snow fall over a quiet intersection which is usually one of the loudest in the city.

One night, when I was sick and craving ginger ale, I walked downstairs with a glass for them to
fill. And another night when I was short on limes to make margaritas, they juiced some for me and
sent me upstairs with a Tupperware full. 

I have their backs. They have mine.

On one of my worst nights, I visited my room-mate at the little French place on a frigid Saturday night.
I had no clue their night had been so stressful. They accidentally booked two huge parties because of
a miscommunication and spent hours doing damage control to make everyone happy. 

“Got room for one?” I asked him. I walked in with no jacket; my arms wrapped around me to
keep me warm.

He didn’t hesitate before pulling all the materials off the front check-in stand. He pulled up a
chair and turned it into a makeshift table.

“Always,” he said. “Sancerre?”
I nodded.
“Food?”
I paused.
“I’ll just bring over some bread. You don’t have to eat it. I’ll come sit with you when I have a

second.”
And just like that, it was a makeshift table for two.

Ends



Eyrie
By Mary Birnbaum

You live on the twenty third floor,
you balance on the Bronx mountaintop.  
Open window, hungers of an eagle. 
Your talons grip the rock edge.  
Bare arms tingle 
with the understanding of feathers.

But this cliff’s not yours.
Boys calling, down in the rocks.  
The sun’s halo a slow burn, 
promiscuous.  Turn, 
and if you won’t wait 
for the elevator’s trail urine-marked box,

tap-dance on the down-draft
of twenty three flights of stairs,
your feet feathering the drums,
your shoulders swaying like sails.  
The game’s inexhaustible,
You’re—almost—immortal.



As Different as an Arm and a Leg
By Diane Arrelle

Hube stood in front of the line of dullards. Well, hopefully not all dullards. It was getting harder and harder to
fight inbreeding, but still, the fight was his job. And he had to admit that whenever he found that spark of
intelligence,  it  made everything worthwhile:  the travel,  the wild animals,  the stupidity.  Yes,  almost  totally
worthwhile.

“Men,” he said to his newest troop of volunteers on the first day out. “Men,” he repeated while wishing
that the Naturals would allow women to join. “I’ve been to the City and there are many treasures.” He held up a
package of unopened batteries and a can of peas and waited for the ohs and ahs to subside. 

He had done this a dozen times as part of the recruitment traditions. He heard one enlistee say, “My
grandmother showed me a bat’ry when I was little. She said it once held great magic inside, but she said she’d
been told by her grandmother that monsters took the magic away.”

That was three days ago. Now after a journey through the seemingly endless forests, the small group of
twenty-seven men huddled together as they approached the city centre. The recruits shivered and moaned as
they stopped marching and stared at the buildings which were in varying states of decay.

Hube led them to the remains of the department store that held the passageway to his homebase. Without
looking back at the trembling mass of fear, stupidity, and hopefully some sort of curiosity, he squeezed through
a warped door, then yelled in an excited tone, “Come on in and see what I’ve found!”

He waited for them to get up the courage to follow him, remembering their slow journey through the
dense forests. They’d been on the road less than a day when they’d lost the first recruit to wandering away and
another two to careless mistakes. He always lost about ten percent. He hated that part of the job. It was painful,
but,  then  again,  it  thinned  the  herd  and  promoted  survival  of  the  fittest.  Hube,  in  his  darkest  moments,
sometimes wondered if the fittest was worth saving anymore, but it was the Cityist tradition to save those that
could be saved. 

He shook his head in disapproval at himself. He was a pure-bred Cityist, raised on science and education.
He knew many of the Naturals were being converted by people like himself over the last hundred years. Once
indoctrinated into the Cityist culture, there was almost no difference between the Tribal Naturals and the pure-
bred City Dwellers.

He thought about this new crew he was bringing in, and smiled when he thought about the blond kid,
Marvish. When they were a day out, the kid had said, “Would ya look at that,” and pointed to the skeleton of a
skyscraper towering above the forest. “What’s it?”

Hube nodded with approval,  curiosity,  always a  good sign,  then frowned when the 40-year-old man
standing next to Marvish grunted. “Bones of a monster. We better turn back. I’ve been told about the monsters
that live in the land of the dead. Evil.”

Hube spoke up. “It’s just what’s left of the City after everyone escaped from the Evil. Come on, we’ll be
there in a few days. There are no monsters left anymore.” 

Your ancestors took all of the monsters with them when they abandoned technology to go back to nature,
Hube thought. He figured it had probably been a smart idea at the time to have half of the surviving human race
flee the technology that had seemed to doom all life on Earth. These Naturals, as they had called themselves,
originally believed they were going to turn back the damage ‘The Warming’ had created. 

Unfortunately, the limited gene pool stagnated quickly as the Naturals formed small, isolated tribes and
eventually stopped intermingling. He was always amazed how the tribes were so shocked when he showed up,
because each tribe didn’t know anyone else had survived the rising waters. 

The third morning on the move, the troop hit the remains of the highway. Marvish approached it when the
rest hung back. He knelt and gingerly touched the road. “Dirt packed so tight it sticks together.”

Tellit, a balding man in his thirties, left the huddled group and joined him. “I think a City made this. The
Cities must have been something to see.” 

“Two smart ones,” Hube acknowledged with satisfaction. “Come on, just another couple of miles.” He led
them, most of the men chattering in fear, but the two with curiosity were wide-eyed with wonder as they passed
crumbled bridges, collapsed buildings, and twisted metal frames of rusting cars, trucks and trains. 



Now, alone inside the department store, Hube wondered how long it would take for someone to follow
him. He’d left them outside for at least five minutes when Marvish pushed in and joined him. “The others are
afraid. They think the building ate you.”

Hube called out to them, “I’m fine. Come see what I’ve found!”
Tellit came in next, then one by one the others pushed their way inside. Hube hit the light switch and all

the men screamed in terror and cowered together. “Fire! Evil!”
“No, electricity,” Hube said. “It’s just light.”
He watched the others stare in fear at the broken mannequins, the smashed counters, the collapsed wall

fixtures.  Plants and fungus grew everywhere.  As one,  they all  moaned and hugged themselves  performing
traditional ritualistic gestures. “The Evil!” 

Falling to his knees, one yelled, “This place is filled with death. 
They are all dead here!”
Marvish and Tellit pushed away from the others and picked up the loose arms and legs. “They are hard.

Not people at all.” Tellit said. 
Hube smiled and put his arms around the two. “Welcome to the City, men. Welcome to your new home.”

He took them through a doorway and down a brightly lit tunnel that led to the new City built into the side of a
mountain two centuries ago. After the waters receded, the new habitat had spread to the outside again as a new
society rose from the mud. They’d left the ruined old city centre as a monument and a reminder of what had
happened when the balance between science and nature broke. Then people like Hube started searching for the
lost branches of humanity and tried to bring them back to civilization.

Hube nodded. “You two are going to love it here.” 
As Hube led them away from the group, away from the old traditions of superstition and fear, several

Cityists came out from doorways and took the others outside. Hube heard someone say to them, “Come on, it’s
time to go back home, time to go back to the Natural.” He wished that somehow both groups would be able to
join together, but he knew deep down that the evolutionary paths they were all following would probably never
let it happen. One group to follow its path to devolution, the other growing stronger with the genes of each new
recruit. Like the plastic limbs scattered in the abandoned store, humanity was the same as and as different as an
arm and a leg.

Ends



2 a.m. Streets
By Lorraine Caputo

The silence of the night
            & of my writing
is swooshed by a whip

I part my curtains
            to the street below
The surveillance camera
            just outside my window
                        is still, staring
The other way
             across the plaza

In the doorway
            of a corner shop, metal
                        blinds drawn & locked tight
Two homeless teens huddle
            beneath the horse crop
                        & lustrous riding boots
Punctuating the insults, the threats
           of a uniformed officer

The camera yet stares
           the other way
Still I peer between
            these curtains

The whip cracks again
            the thud of boots again & again
The muted cowering
of the boys

Until they crawl
            into the deeper shadows
                        of the night

Until a patrol pick-up
            passes, the two officers
                        hopping in back

Until the camera once more
            scans that corner
                        & the silence
Of these 2 A.M. streets

Originally published in River Poets Journal (July 2017).



Your Neighbour May Be a Zombie Alien Mutant… Cyborg
By Paul Grover

“As the wave of Zombie Alien Mutants spreads, remember, anyone can be one of them: your friends, loved
ones, or neighbours. If confronted by one at close quarters, official government advice is to detach their heads
from the body or pierce their hearts with a sharp object, preferably, or a blunt one should suffice after repeated
and forceful  thrusts.  Earlier,  the  Prime Minister  made a  statement,  where  he declared that,  ‘unfortunately,
shunning these beings from society wasn’t enough, and having declined the invitation into the luxury death
camps  constructed  just  for  them,  it  now  befalls  the  public  to  assist  in  cleansing  the  earth  of  these  vile
reprobates.’”

As the newscaster delivered the latest vitally important updates, Greg and his family gathered on the sofa
round the television, fixated on every word. Greg was stone faced and intense, ready to leap out of his seat at a
moment’s notice to take any action deemed necessary. Huddled up to him, his wife, Jane, held a countenance of
fear and anxiety; emotions she had been overdosing on for a while now. Alongside Jane sat their thirteen-year-
old daughter, Daisy, watching the exact same news segment on her mobile phone via headphones. To the other
side of Greg was their son, Richie, desperately trying to rack his seven-year-old brain around the abundance of
information being unloaded.

“Symptoms  of  being  a  Zombie  Alien  Mutant  remain  the  same:  objecting  to  authority,  questioning
authority, and doubting authority. They may not trust in the dogmatic belief system that is science, or even
ponder whether global governments have their best interests at heart, which is of course, mind boggling. So,
continue to bend over and receive your government probes to check that you're safe, for the good of your
community and society as a whole. The Government has just placed an order for as many as three more probes
– each larger and wider than the last – for every member of the population, from the always benevolent big
pharmaceutical empires, at a discounted price for taxpayers of only one hundred billion pounds.”

“Oh, honey,” Jane urgently addressed Greg, “we must book in for our next probe. I just couldn't bear to
become one of those savage beasts like my father did!” 

“Who, Grandpa?” inquired Richie.
“We don’t speak of him anymore,” reacted Greg, defiant. “Fortunately, The State took care of him after

his transformation, when his head was crushed under the wheel of a riot van.”
Richie stared at his father in response, open mouthed and wide eyed, while Jane tried her best to fight

back tears. Daisy was still immersed into the alluring glow of her phone screen, oblivious to the ongoing verbal
exchange. 

The news anchor continued, “And don’t forget, safety balls are still mandatory and if you see anyone
travelling outside of them, report that person immediately as they may be a threat to your life and possibly even
be  infected  by  the  latest  strain  of  Zombie  Alien  Mutant  –  Zombie  Alien  Mutant  Cyborgs,  believed  by
government scientists to be even more deadly.” 

With that, Daisy whipped off her headphones and made a beeline for the window. Outside, she saw locals
in their transparent spheres, rolling head over heels in one direction or another, to their desired destinations. She
took a deep sigh of relief. At least until spotting one of the most shocking and horrific sights she had ever gazed
eyes upon. “Oh, my science! Dad, Steve next door is watering his plants outside and he's not in a safety ball!”
Her father turned a volcanic shade of red as the blood pulsing through his protruding veins nearly erupted. Greg
launched himself over to the window, verifying with his own senses that his daughter’s outrageous claims were
correct. At last, his call to action was here. “Jane, call the emergency hotline now and report Steve. He’s not one
of us anymore.”

“No, not  Steve!” bemoaned Jane.  “It  was only yesterday that  he popped round to help me with the
plumbing…”

“Call the hotline, Jane!” roared Greg. Jane hurried out of the room. “Daisy, gather wood from the garage
to board up the windows. Richie, grab the nail gun. I’ll keep my eyes on that ticking time bomb next door!”

The house had become a lot dimmer – matching the present mood – with planks of wood shoddily nailed into
every window frame, with only slithers of sunlight able to creep in through the narrow gaps. 



In his bedroom, Richie was peering out through the window between two slabs of wood, down at Steve,
who was still outside, bubble free. Steve took a moment to stop what he was doing and take in a big gulp of
fresh air. He then closed his eyes and with a satisfied grin, allowed the sun’s golden rays to penetrate his pores
and permeate his cells with their goodness. Further down the street, Richie noticed a traffic congestion of safety
balls had developed, trapped between a post box and a fence. One of the ball dwellers had passed out, most
likely due to oxygen deprivation. Cogs started to turn in Richie’s youthful, inquisitive mind… Until the call
from his father came.

Daisy sat on the toilet, scrolling through social media feeds on her phone, as if staring a hole through her
beloved device. Nearly every post was a clip from one news station or another, warning of yet more horrors to
come. She imagined flushing herself down the loo and re-emerging at some distant safe haven where the young
can be free spirited and jubilant, without the ever-growing shadow of misery and death forever looming over.
But she reassured herself that such a reality was just around the corner, as promised years ago. There had just
been some speed bumps along the way, is all. She kept scrolling, desperate for some good news. And then
scrolled some more.

In the kitchen, Jane raided the draws for any medication that she could find: antidepressants – an old
prescription, probably expired; standard paracetamol; something that she had never heard of and was unable to
pronounce yet couldn’t be bothered to read the description of; all were washed down with a generous mouthful
of Gin. She prayed it would help her escape to the pre-apocalyptic times, where her previous worries now
seemed so trivial. How she longed for the superficial dilemmas of old: not being able to afford that holiday she
had always dreamed of; needing a more spacious home to house all the ever-multiplying junk; not telling Greg
about her and Steve. The cliché of not realising what you had until you’ve lost it swam about in her mind
amidst the alcohol and drugs. She laid down on the couch for a rest. And then rested some more. 

In the master bedroom, Greg was firing in one last nail. “Do you require anymore, Father?” queried Richie,
who had been supplying the nails. 

“No, that should do it,” answered Greg. “It’ll hopefully keep us safe from Steve, while we await the hit
squad to arrive and take care of him.”

“But Dad, what if…” Richie tailed off. “Never mind.”
“What is it, son? Are you worried that Steve might be able to gnaw through the wood? Because I’ve just

thought of that myself.” Steve stared off into the distance, his head in a hamster wheel, racing through myriad
implausible outcomes. 

“No, it’s just that, what if Steve isn’t a Zombie Alien Mutant… Cyborg?”
“He’s not in his safety ball, Richie. He’s a lost cause, I’m afraid. There’s nothing we can do for him.”
“But what if Grandpa wasn’t one either? What if no one is? What if they just think a bit differently to

what is said on the news?”
Greg froze at his offspring’s words as a chill shot down his spine, rendering every vertebra an ice pick.

His eyes began to engorge. “Son, did you just… Question the news?”
“I…”
“It’s okay, Richie. It isn’t your fault.”
Greg forced a smile so false it was as his lips were tearing through his skin, which resisted like a stubborn

velvet. Richie looked on, increasingly confused. His Father broke the silence. “I’m going to need one more nail
for the nail gun, after all.”

Ends



Bus Stop Monster
By CL Bledsoe

The monster sat down on the bus station
bench, making it shake slightly. It caught
my eye, and we exchanged nods. Its head,

ducked low under the bus stop awning.
I wondered how it slid under here, but
I’d been staring at my phone, waiting

for something to happen. Here it was.
The monster was covered in orangish
fur, like a big tabby cat. Its features

were exaggerated—big bulbous nose,
puckered lips, bulging eyes, its
head about a third as big as my whole

body. It wore a business suit, a nice
one. It looked tailored or at least fit
really well. The monster carried a tiny

briefcase—or, a regular sized one that
looked tiny in its paws, which had hairy
knuckles and looked like they could palm

my whole head. Looking at it made my
heart race. I wanted to ask it—well,
as soon as I thought of one question,
 
another popped up. Where was it going?
How did it intend to fit on the bus? Who
made that suit? What’s in the briefcase?



Was it going to eat me? Was that speciest? 
Was it wrong to think of it as a monster? 
Did that make me the real monster? 

Could I take a picture of it? The bus trundled
to a stop in front of us. The monster rose,
nodded back to me, and threw itself into 

the door hole. It was pretty thick, but it 
squeezed through. The whole bus shook
and listed to the side. I saw it negotiating

with the driver, who finally waved it on. 
The bus shook with each step as it moved
toward the back. The driver was watching 

it in the mirror. When the monster glanced
at me. I waved. I don’t know why. The driver
shook his head and closed the door. 

The bus pulled away. I was left on the bench.
It took a little while for me to realize that
was my bus and I was going to be late, now.  



Google Conversation
By Krish

When I’d unpacked my bags, the Madam takes out Google Translate on her phone, speaks, and
shows me the screen:

I’ll wake you tomorrow at 7am. go now.
I walk out of the hostel to the streets, where it is loud and humid and splattered with hundreds of

bikes zooming all directions over and where the air smells a carnivalesque mixture of cigarettes and
sand and petrol.

At a roadside bar, I sit down and wave for a beer. The girl who serves me is small and cute. She
has a round face on which is a confused expression that doesn’t change at all, as if she were being
asked difficult questions constantly, and a slender, petite figure, on which is a tight red T-shirt that
morphs into a dress at the bottom so that it stops just below her bum.

A man to the left of me sits slurping his bowl of noodle soup and drinking his beer. Our eyes
meet looking at her. He notices, picks up his beer and announces loudly: “CHIAS!”

“Cheers,” I tell him back. 
His body is round and large and lies on a low stool in a sweaty blue sports T-shirt and Adidas

sliders. So jolly in his presence, he gives off the impression that he is maybe one of these benign,
satisfied, well-off IT professionals that one seems to encounter in large Asian metropolises.

Still looking, the IT guy says something in Vietnamese.
I signal: “Me, no speak Vietnamese.”
He grins and takes out his phone and goes onto the Google Translate app.
what brings you here, it reads.
to Danang?
yes 
just travelling. I travel all over Vietnam. in Danang I’ve found a job in a hostel.
I point him towards the hostel I’d just walked from.
He leans his chubby body backwards, giggles and gives me a thumbs up.
you like it here?
yes, it is very nice. Vietnam is great. 
Smiling back at me, he says again: “CHIAS!”
“Cheers,” I say.
I go to order another beer. The cute girl with the T-shirt dress and confused face brings it to me.

I ask her to sit down. She doesn’t understand, so I pat on the stool, point to her, and indicate that’s
where she should sit. 

In return, I receive a face steeped in further confusion.
Just  then my IT friend interrupts  and tells  her  something  in  Vietnamese.  She looks at  me

startled, embarrassed almost, and I regret ever having brought this thing up in the first place.
Opposite me she sits and I ask her: “How old are you?” 
She looks on, helpless.
Cursing this language barrier, we look at each other momentarily, smiling awkwardly, and I’m

reminded that one always wants what one cannot have.
It is then she displays a flicker of hope on her face. “What is it?” She takes out her phone and

goes onto the Google Translate app and motions me to speak into it.
“How old are you?” I say.
She speaks into the phone and shows me: 
I am 20
I am 19. 
She looks delighted. She goes again:
what are you doing in Vietnam
I’m travelling before I start university.



I’m at university now
what do you study
nursing at Danang university
that’s nice. I’m going to study philosophy.
what is philosophy
who knows
In this way, we continue. Minutes later, I ask her for a kiss on the cheek. She reads it and

doesn’t understand. The IT professional asks to see what I said to her. 
He giggles. “Ohhhh. CHIAS!”
He explains to her. She speaks into the phone and shows it to me.
this is very embarrassing for Vietnamese girl
oh. I’m very sorry
She laughs.
And it is just then that a man rushes in. I don’t pay attention and neither does she. We carry on

our Google conversation. But the man who rushed in shouts in English at the owner of the bar. 
“Where’s my wallet?” he shouts. “Where’s my phone?”
Chaos.
He is loud and drunk and agitated and he looks like he genuinely believes the bar owner has his

wallet and phone.
I see all around me, bewildered faces watching the scene.
“I won’t ask again,” he shouts. He gets aggressive. “Look! I’m not stupid. Where the fuck is it?”
He is tall  and blonde with a long, flowing surfer haircut and he wears cargo trousers and a

flowery shirt, and he seemed better suited to lounging beachside on a hammock with a joint.
The until now calm bar owner, a tiny Vietnamese man with neatly combed hair and smart work

clothes, rises from his chair and joins in the shouting. Neither can understand the other. Together
they create such a racket that the rest of the bar sits motionless, transfixed on the scene. 

The bar owner chucks a shot glass at the surfer dude. A beautiful shot, so perfectly aimed, and
it cracks near his foot and shatters into pieces everywhere. The bar owner shouts what I imagine to
be along the lines of Fuck off or Get lost. 

The surfer dude turns and walks off. “Fuck this,” he says with disgust. “I know you have it.”
And the bar owner too, fiercely muttering in Vietnamese.
And around us, everyone speaking in hushed tones: what on earth just went on.
The waitress rises. She signals for my attention, gasping and pointing to the surfer dude. I look

to where her hand leads. As he walks, a long trail of blood streams from his foot. 
I run to him. 
“Hey… mate…” 
“What?” he says.
“Have you seen your foot?”
“What?”
“Look.”
He hesitates and looks down, and his face is shocked because he finally sees the trail of red

he’s left behind him, and the line of blood leaking from his foot, and his flip-flop all red and bloody,
and when I meet his eye again he understands.

“You should go to a hospital,” I  say. Just then the IT guy and the waitress come round the
corner. She speaks into her phone:

is the man OK
no. I don’t think so. 
All three of us look down again as he starts groaning, his eyes half closed, drunk. 
I turn to the waitress. She turns to me. She looks confused. I take off my shirt and wrap it

around his foot.
He groans.



The waitress shows me her phone:
pull it tighter
no
pull it tighter. trust me, I am nurse.
I pull it tighter. 
He groans louder. 
But the blood continues to pour. My shirt, previously white, has turned crimson red.
he needs hospital.
can’t you do something? I thought you are a nurse.
no, only training to be nurse. you go to hospital.
how?
I cursed her out loud in English. She kept on looking at her phone.
The IT guy leans in: 
I have car. 

At the hospital we carry surfer dude up the stairs to the entrance. It is dark and dusty and thickly hot,
the air reaching our nostrils in fumes of stench. 

IT guy does some talking at the front desk and two men come to take surfer dude away on a
stretcher. We follow, waiting in a room of eight beds. 

Towards my right, an old man with wispy grey hair that looks like earphones when they get all
tangled, his skin paler than a plastic envelope, is struggling for his final few breaths. The monitor
starts bleeping. It makes that electronic screech and squeal and finally, it dies out. His whole family
resign and lean on his soulless body.

The doctor walks to us next. He has no facial hair but three long whiskers, long as spaghetti,
flowing from a mole on his cheek. He asks surfer dude some questions. 

“I speak no Vietnamese man,” surfer dude says. 
The doctor dabs at surfer dude’s foot with cotton wool and a sponge. He feels around his knee

and shin. He tries to move the foot but surfer dude yelps out in pain. 
The doctor looks to us all. He sighs and with his outstretched hand, motions to his knee with a

chopping movement. 
“What does he mean?” asks surfer dude.
The doctor speaks to IT guy.
“Please. What’s he saying?” asks surfer dude.
We are shown the phone screen:
He say no surgery here. Only amputation.
I look to surfer dude. The booze has worn off perhaps. His eyes are stretched to the sides of his

face and his mouth hangs open.
Surfer: please do surgery
Doctor: we cannot
why not
because we do not have the facilities here. or the staff. I am not qualified to perform surgery.
but you’re qualified to perform amputation?!
yes. amputation is simple.
i am not having an amputation!
ok
where can I go for surgery
it is best you go to French hospital. it is not far. I will ask taxi to take you there.
The doctor walks off. Minutes later, those same two men take away the stretcher with surfer

dude on it. We walk with him. 
He says to me: “Thanks for your help, man. Him too.”
“No problem.”



He is being carted away.
“I don’t have a phone. Or a wallet. I’m pretty fucked, right?”
“I can ask back at the bar?”
“What bar?” he says as he is carried into the taxi.
It drives off. IT guy takes me back to the hostel.

The next day, I had finished all my duties at the hostel. After my dinner meal, the Madam shows me 
her phone:

you can go now. I’ll wake you again tomorrow.
I walk to the roadside bar. I sit down and order a beer. The bar owner brings it over. When I go 

to pay, he pushes my hand away:
it is on me. thank you for your help yesterday.
no problem
that man… is he OK?
he should be. he’s gone to the French hospital. by the way, you’ve got one hell of a shot on you
The bar owner looked at the phone, and then looked at me, confused. 
I try again:
you are very good at throwing glasses at people
He laughs, pats me on the back and walks off.
She is wearing a different dress this time. It is light orange and has a big cat pencilled on it. 
But she doesn’t speak to me. She doesn’t smile back. She doesn’t even look confused 

anymore.
I went back to the bar most nights. And most nights she was there but she still ignored me. But I

still went back.

On my final night at the hostel, the Madam hands me 100,000 VND. 
thank you. go spend this at that stinky bar you seem to love.
“Cảm ơn,” I say to her. Thank you.
I go and sit down. Today she is dressed in dark denim blue, but there is no logo. I look to her.

Nothing. I wave her over and ask for a beer. When she brings it, I motion to her phone:
Tonight is my last night in Danang. Why won’t you speak to me? 
She reads it, waves her phone at me angrily, and walks away. 
A kid runs up to me and giggles. He takes out a card and shows me. It’s a UK driver’s license

with surfer dude’s face on it.

Ends



That Street
By Judy DeCroce

still here…
slow moving
where, across the river
tiny grass patches
tended to welcome

tall huddled houses
breaking into sky

neighbours, drunks, gamblers,
and children minded by everyone

still here…
that street
shabby, broken
tarted up with plastic flowers
but still here

First published in Front Porch Review (October 2018)

Hometown
By Antoni Ooto

St Casmir’s steeple arrows over the Mohawk,
anchoring that neighbourhood where mills still flourished
both before and after the wars.
Amsterdam, New York, a city, now stalled in rust.

On these streets live new families
behind those same fragile doors.

In tight rows of houses
where immigrants once settled from Lithuania/Poland.

Here in what remains of a church parking lot,
Asian children surround a teacher.

Standing nearby,
a handmade replica of Liberty,

and at her feet, a wooden plaque
with characters in Korean/Chinese.

First published in The Electric Rail (January 2021)



Traditional Breakfast
By Rupert Eugster

On my way to breakfast, I stand on the stool in the hallway behind the restaurant to see myself in the mirror. I
look smart in my school uniform, white shirt and blue trousers. A tuft of hair is still sticking up, so I press it
down.

I put on my rice grass slippers and walk into the restaurant, which is humming with noises. One side of
the room opens onto the bustling street. I count seven customers sitting at three of the small wooden tables: a
family of four from a village perhaps,  two ladies,  and a  single man,  all  enjoying the delicious traditional
breakfast Mother prepares for them at the back of the room, in the neat and clean kitchen.

Mother calls my name, Hoshi, and asks where I have been. Unsure what to say, I sit down on a bench at a
table in the row nearest the street. The wooden legs make a grinding noise against the polished floorboards as I
adjust my seat. Mother frowns, reminding me, as she puts my breakfast in front of me that I am late, again, and
will have to eat up quickly. She rubs my head because that tuft must be sticking up, again. I say nothing, but
stare at her as she says and does all these different things at the same time. Tucking a loose lock of her shining
hair behind her ear, she shakes her head at me and tells me to eat up.

The food all looks and smells very good. There is rice, miso soup with tofu, a piece of grilled fish, and
some cucumber and radish pickles. Father once told me that Mother makes the best traditional breakfast in all
of Hiroshima. Before I eat, I stand up and say good morning to Grandfather. He looks comfortable in his faded
blue kimono, sitting at his desk at the front, where he takes money from the customers. On his knee is my baby
brother, who we call Sumo, because he is chubby. Grandfather is moving his tiny arm, so it looks like Sumo is
waving at me. A bubble forms on his baby lips. It shines in the sunlight coming in from the street, before it pops
and is gone.

I pick up my chopsticks and start eating quickly; I don’t want Mother to scold me. The rice is nice and
sticky. The pickles crunch and make my mouth water. I drink my miso soup, nibbling on the bits of spring
onion, and sliding the silky pieces of tofu around my mouth. Mother always tells me to sip from the side of the
spoon, but she is not looking, so I put the whole thing in my mouth, enjoying the feeling of the smooth ceramic
on my tongue. I realise I am making ‘aah’ noises between each spoonful of soup. I try not to. My elder sisters
sometimes tease me about it.

An engine noise is approaching. I stop eating to see what it is. The people in the narrow street move to the
sides. A brand-new looking Mazda-go drives slowly past. The trailer is full of rice sacks. The gleaming, bright
green and yellow paint is perfect, without any scratches or dents. The man riding the motorbike part at the front
looks impressive. It is gone. The noise fades away. Blueish puffs of smoke are left hanging in the sunlight.

A man sitting at the next table asks me if I like the Mazda-go. I tell him I do, very much. He looks proud,
as if he had got an answer right in front of the class, and tells me he works at the Toyo Kogyo factory, where
they make all the Mazda-gos. I ask him if he makes Mazda- gos. He says yes. I see he is wearing blue overalls
with Toyo Kogyo stitched in white on one side of the chest. I believe him and understand why he feels proud.

From the corner of my eye, I notice Mother is about to say something to me, so I quickly start eating my
piece of fish. I have left it until last because it is my favourite part of the meal. Father told me that the secret
sauce Mother soaks the fish in before she grills it, is what makes it so special. Nobody is watching, so I pick up
the whole piece of fish in my chopsticks. Instead of taking small pieces, one at a time, like I am supposed to, I
take a big,

greedy bite. A rickshaw passes the restaurant with two geisha ladies in it. They are wearing expensive silk
kimonos, and quite a lot of makeup. I think they are very pretty. One of them sees me with the big piece of fish
hanging out of my mouth. She smiles at me. I feel my cheeks turning hot. The Mazda-go man winks and smiles
at me too. I look away and finish the fish.

Mother comes to my table. She picks up the empty plates and bowls, asking me if I have everything in my
school bag. She wipes the table clean and goes to the kitchen. I am checking my bag when Mother comes back
to let me know how early my elder sisters had eaten and got ready. She has wet hands and is wiping my hair
where the tuft had been. I realise my calligraphy brush is missing.



I go out the back of the restaurant, remove my slippers in the hallway, and go up the winding staircase of
our old wooden house. The whole house is wooden apart from a few paper screens and the clay roof-tiles. Some
of the stairs creak. Upstairs, Grandmother is sitting on the tatami in the family room. The screens to the balcony
and two bedrooms are open and the whole upstairs is bright and airy. Sunlight is reflecting off one small point
on the big, blue fire bowl in the centre of the room.

Grandmother is singing quietly to herself, pruning one of her bonsai trees. She smiles and asks what I
have lost. I tell her I am looking for my calligraphy brush. She points to the top of the big chest of drawers on
one  side  of  the  room.  It  is  there,  next  to  the  photographs  of  all  of  us  when  we  were  younger.  I  thank
Grandmother and put the brush in my bag before I can forget or lose it again. The balcony overlooks the street
below. There, we have some bamboo cages with little birds in them. I take some seeds from the jar, and feed a
few to each bird. I like them. They like me too. They hop around, pecking at the seeds; little Mejiro with their
yellow faces, and Higara, and Shijuukara, happy for the treat, all chirping in their own voices, like music.

I go to say goodbye to Grandmother. She pulls me into a hug and tells me to work hard and enjoy my day.
She flattens down my tuft of hair, pointing out what a lovely day it is and telling me how much fun I am going
to have playing with my friends. I don’t want to leave her clean smell and the softness of her perfectly arranged
kimono. The hairs on the back of my neck are standing up. I feel like a purring cat. She kisses my forehead, and
we say goodbye to each other.

I go down the stairs, hearing - like I do with the birds - each squeaky board’s own voice. No woollen hat
or coat in this hot summer term, so straight away I put on my black school shoes, tying the laces well in a
double knot. They are not very clean, so I put my hand against the wall for support, and rub them hard, one by
one, on the back of my trousers. I step onto the stool to have a last look in the mirror and see that clever
Grandmother has got my tuft to stay down.

Through the back door from the hallway, in the quieter garden courtyard, my biggest sister, Mariko, is
already waiting impatiently. Her uniform is the same as mine, but she has a skirt instead of trousers. My other
big sister, Ami, is not there yet. I feel happy because I am not the last one today. Father is getting his bicycle
ready to go to the market, to buy everything for lunch in the restaurant. He has been pumping up the tyres. I
help him by screwing on the caps. He wipes the frame of the bicycle to remove any dust and make it shine.
Father attaches the two baskets to the back of the bicycle, one on each side, and puts his stylish straw hat on. He
looks at me, up and down, mentions how my shoes are nicely polished, and ruffles his hand through my hair. I
open the heavy gate for him in the wooden back wall of our courtyard and hold it as he cycles through, smiling,
a cigarette in his lips, telling me I am a good boy. I watch him as he rides off down the path trailing a cloud of
smoke.

Ami comes out of the bathroom, which is at one side of the courtyard. While she is putting on her school
shoes, Mariko, with a very sour face, tells her she is making us late. Ami pretends not to hear. Mother comes
out of the door and tells us it’s time to go. She says goodbye to the girls, and then looks at my hair. I ask her
what it is. She smiles and tells me to have a good day.

We turn left out of our gate and walk along the narrow path that runs between the backs of two streets of
houses. Mariko and Ami are talking about something and laughing together already. I don’t understand them.
One of my friends said he thought they were pretty, which made me feel angry. I suppose they do have glossy
hair, even now, walking in the shade of the high walls backing onto the path. We turn left towards the street
through a crack between two old wooden houses like ours, like almost all the buildings in our area. If we went
left on the street, we would come to the front of the restaurant, but we turn right towards school.

As usual, the street is alive with people, bicycles, hand carts, a couple of rikshaws, as well as all the
different sounds and smells. There are other children dressed like us. We know them because they go to our
school. We pass shops and houses to reach the busy main road at the end of our street where Mariko and Ami
each take one of my hands. They both give a squeeze on the hand they are holding and smile at me. They are
nice now. We wait to cross at the side of the big road. It is full of all sorts of traffic. To our right is a bridge over
the river. A few boats are coming and going, bobbing on the water. A full tram rumbles past us. Its brakes
screech as it slows to a stop. 

An older boy who is in Mariko’s class gets down from the tram. 



I hear an aeroplane in the distance. Some people are looking up into the cloudless sky. There is no siren.
High up and, I think, going away from us, I see the aeroplane. 

Mariko has not noticed. She is blushing and smiling shyly at the boy from her class. He is smiling back at
her in the same strange way. 

I point at the aeroplane. Ami sees it too. Then I see something else, shining for a moment in the sky,
catching the sunlight. 

Mariko doesn’t see it. She is still looking at the boy. 
Ami sees it. We both agree we have no idea what it is.

Ends

Unhappy In The City
By K. A Williams

City skyscrapers
Taxis inch along uptown
Pollution stifles

Southend-On-Sea
By DJ Tyrer

Grown from being just the south end of Prittlewell
Absorbing Milton that came before
Through a right-royal golden age
And a jellied-eel heyday
Through disaster and decline
Truncated, the pier still stands
Even if the crowds don’t come
And the streets no longer echo
To the cries of day-trippers

There Once on Lime Street
By Antoni Ooto

so much gone—
so much silence—

history, that time replaced

looking at an ending
after all that living

I conjure childhood,
through a faithless scrim

now a vacant lot

yet pocketed within,
my once sheltered touchstone

First published in The Electric Rail (January 2021)



Stalked
By Gary Beck

“Don’t answer that,” I told my wife, when the house phone rang for the fifth time early that morning. 
When she had answered the first four times, whoever was at the other end waited long enough for her to

know someone was on the line, then disconnected. This had been going on for several weeks and had become a
growing irritation. Caller ID had been blocked, so we couldn’t tell who was harassing us.

“We may as well let the answering machine pick up,” Madeline suggested. “This way we can screen the
calls and only answer those we want to.”

It was a sensible, practical solution to the problem and I tried to suppress my anger at this persistent
phone intruder. It took another two weeks for the frequency of the calls to diminish, then they became sporadic
and we thought the situation was resolved. We started answering the phone again, but a few days later the
anonymous calls resumed. We had to be at the office by 8:30 a.m., so we didn’t have much time for our daily
routine to be distracted by annoying phone calls.

We both worked at the Outreach Center. Madeline was the executive director and I was the program
officer. The Center provided social services to homeless families with children who were placed in temporary
shelters, without services. We provided referrals for housing, medical and dental treatment and other needs.
Somehow we began giving meals and life skills workshops to several of the family’s children and we needed a
social worker to deal with a case load that kept growing.

Madeline and I met at Gotham University, in New York City. We were very different people. She was a
dedicated  jock  who believed in  liberal  causes.  I  was a  computer  and gamer  type who believed that  child
molesters should get the death penalty. My sister had been molested when she was seven years old and it took
her a long time to get over it. Madeline was opposed to the death penalty and we argued about it often, never
reaching a compromise.

But we found many things in common. She loved poetry and got me to read her favourites, Blake, Emily
Dickenson, Whitman, Rimbaud, Rilke and others. I liked them. I introduced her to the world of gaming and she
actually got involved in a series of women’s war games and was a fierce competitor. One big quality we had in
common was we both wanted to serve the needy.

In our junior year, a close friend, Warren, inherited a huge amount of money from a trust fund when he
turned 21. He half jokingly asked our opinion what he should do with his new fortune and Maddie instantly
replied: 

“When we graduate, fund a program to help the homeless. Charlie and I will run it.”
‘Wait a second! What do you think you’re doing, committing me to some kind of project?’ But I didn’t

say it. I only thought it. From that moment on she took charge of our lives, which now included romance and
marriage. Warren didn’t know how tenacious Maddie could be. After graduation and our wedding, where he
was  our  best  man,  she  persuaded  him to  put  up  $150,000  a  year  for  five  years  to  start  a  not-for-profit
organization to serve homeless families with children. After that we would be on our own.

We rented an office and workshop space in the East 30’s, in an old commercial loft building. Then we
reluctantly gave up our dorm rooms that had been so comfortable for the last four years, rented an apartment in
an old walk-up tenement building off Third Avenue in the twenties, and began a new life. We quickly got more
and more involved with the homeless children, many of whom we discovered were gifted and talented. So we
started a computer learning centre  and more and more kids came to us.  A lot of them weren’t in school,  so one



of our goals was to get them all into classrooms. The problem was we didn’t have enough time or personnel to
deal with all the needs and services the kids required.

If we wanted to continue working with the kids, we needed someone capable to help with them. That’s
when the complications grew. $150,000 a year may seem like a lot to some people, but after rent, $2,600 per
month,  Madeline’s  executive  director  salary,  $30,000,  my $28.,000,  we’d have  to  hire  a  social  worker,  at
$35,000. All the other expenses, insurance, electricity, the list went on and on. This meant we didn’t have much
money for a project coordinator. After some quick grant writing and Mad’s funding efforts we raised $15,000,
so we could pay someone $24,000, which would mean our stretching every dollar for the rest of our expenses.
But we started interviewing candidates.

The kids  were  mostly Black or  Hispanic,  so we wanted  to  hire  someone who could relate  to  them.
However, the only qualified applicants wouldn’t work for that low salary.  And I couldn’t blame them. We
finally hired a bright young black woman, a recent college graduate, on a two week trial basis. She seemed to
be afraid of the kids and quit after the first week, without explanation. Then we hired a young Latino man, but
we found out he was bribing the kids to participate in life skills workshops, with trips to McDonald's and
promises of new sneakers. Mad fired him. We were getting desperate. I was leading most of the life skills
workshops,  which I enjoyed immensely, even though I didn’t always know what I was doing.  Yet I didn’t have
time to do program development, grant writing and outreach to all the agencies and services we needed. Then
Michael Donnigan applied for the job.

Michael was in his 40’s, with a history of working for not-for-profit public service organizations. He had
a great resume, outstanding references that Mad called and he made a very positive impression. So we hired
him. He started his two week trial period on a Monday and spent the first few days going through our records
and program guidelines, which seemed to take a lot of time away from the kids. Then somehow he always had a
conflict when it was time to do something with the kids. This was disturbing, but I talked to him and he seemed
to understand what was required. On Thursday he took the kids to Madison Square Park, then he didn’t come in
on Friday. We only found out later that day that while they were in the park he yelled at the kids for making too
much noise. Some local parents tried to calm him, but he cursed them and stormed off abandoning the kids.. Of
course we decided to fire him.

He didn’t come in Monday. I phoned him, but only got voice mail and left a message asking him to call
me. He didn’t. When he didn’t call or show on Tuesday, I phoned him and left a message firing him. I would
have preferred to do it face to face, but he didn’t give me any choice. Our good judgment was confirmed when
some of the kids told us he ordered them around nastily and treated them disrespectfully. He finally came to the
office on Friday and wanted two weeks pay, as well as severance. I told him we’d pay him for the first week,
even  though  he  walked  off  the  job  on  Thursday,  but  there  was  no  severance,  since  he  wasn’t  a  regular
employee, but was hired on a trial basis. He took his check, told me he’d sue us for wrongful termination and
stormed out. We were relieved to see him go.

We hired a young black man who wanted to get children’s services experience and he fit right in from the
first day. He liked and respected the kids and they really took to him. We forgot about our previous employee,
until we got a subpoena to appear in court. This was a new experience for us. I had never been to court and
Mad’s vast experience had been when she paid a traffic ticket once. We did some quick research on the internet,
learned we needed a lawyer and Mad contacted a legal referral agency. They told her to ask large law firms for
a pro bono attorney who would handle our case. Mad called several firms and one responded, assigning a young
associate to meet with us. After a mutually satisfactory meeting, Mary Takagawa took our case.

Mary, a recent Columbia Law School graduate, was barely 5 feet tall, but full of energy and resolve. She
had played the cello since childhood, the instrument almost bigger than she, and was sensitive to the plight of
her  clients.  She  admitted  she  knew  nothing  about  labour  or  wrongful  termination  law,  but  researched
enthusiastically online. The first hearing was to determine if the plaintiff’s case had sufficient merit to proceed.
The judge, actually a lawyer doing court service, an older white woman with an abrupt, almost nasty manner,
terrified Mary, who was almost tongue tied. We had hoped for a dismissal, but this was not to be.

The judge scheduled a hearing in a month and Donnigan cordially said goodbye to us, as if this was
nothing personal. Mary apologized for her inadequacy, admitting she never appeared in front of a judge before,
and vowed to do better next time. Mary was more confident at the next hearing, which had a new judge, a very
pleasant, reasonable woman, who stated that not-for-profit public services groups deserved a fair chance to be
heard.  Mary presented a  basic  case,  outlining  the  terms of  employment  and the  circumstances  that  led  to
termination. Donnigan contradicted those facts, raved about how he was injured on the job and exploited. He
presented an alternate scenario and claimed there was no two week trial period. It was our word against his. The
judge scheduled a hearing in a month, at which time we could present evidence proving our claims. After
abusing us verbally in front of the judge, he bid us a courteous farewell, assuming a lawyer’s persona, which
Mary thought was crazy.



At the next hearing we brought letters from former applicants and our current employee, attesting they
were told of a two week trial period. Donnigan, citing case law, insisted that the letters didn’t allow cross
examination, accused us of forgery, and insisted we were colluding against him. He accused us of nepotism,
husband and wife getting government money and exploiting the children. He called us dirty names and when
Mary objected to his tirade he told the judge he was being persecuted by a big firm lawyer. Mary’s heartfelt
declaration: 

“Your honour.  This  man has more experience then I  do,”  gave us  a  laugh,  but  another  hearing was
scheduled.

Now that Mary was in an actual courtroom fight, her samurai spirit emerged and she was determined to
prevail.  She persuaded her supervising attorney at her firm to give her the services of an investigator. The
investigator discovered that Donnigan’s employment history and references were false. He had a pattern of
either  being  fired  or  quitting  previous  jobs,  then  suing  for  wrongful  termination.  He had  worked  for  the
Department of Sanitation, was constantly late, out sick, or walked off the job after disputes with his supervisor.
In one ugly incident, he dumped a load of garbage on a supervisor’s lawn and porch. He was dismissed and
filed a wrongful termination suit that was still going on. The judge learned these facts, dismissed the case,
Donnigan thanked her politely, then said goodbye to us politely, as if this was just a lawyer’s lost battle, not an
involved individual.

We promptly forgot about him and went on with our lives and work. Until Mad told me she thought she
saw him following her when she left the office to go to a meeting. We talked about it and finally shrugged it off,
until she saw him again. And we started getting phone calls at night, just like the earlier ones. Mad started to see
him every time she left the office and I knew she wasn’t imagining it. We were playing Pokemon-Go one
afternoon in front of Macy’s, at 34th Street and Herald Square, and we both saw him. I decided to confront him
and went towards him, but he disappeared into the crowd of shoppers and ‘pokies’.

We decided that this was becoming a problem and went to our local precinct to file a complaint. The
sympathetic desk Sergeant informed us that since Donnigan had made no overt threats and we had no evidence
that he was making the phone calls, there was nothing the police could do.

“You should file an official complaint, so if he ever crosses the line in any way, we’ll have a record that
can be used against him.”

“Thanks, Sergeant Paxton,” Mad said. “Any suggestions how we should deal with this?”
“Yeah. Don’t go anywhere alone for a while. Be more aware of your surroundings and monitor things

more carefully. If there’s any kind of incident call 911.”
“Thanks, Sergeant Paxton,” we both said.

This was a new experience for us and we had a long talk about whether or not Donnigen was dangerous. I
dismissed him as a nut job, with nothing better to do at the moment.

“As soon as he gets a job and gets on with his life we’ll have seen the last of him.”
“I  hope  you’re  right,”  Mad  replied.  “But  there’s  something  wrong  with  him.  I  think  he’s  mentally

disturbed and we should take the cop’s suggestions seriously.”
“Agreed.”

We kept seeing him at a distance, but as soon as he saw that we noticed him, he quickly departed. The phone
calls continued at night, sometimes going on for hours. We talked about the problem, but couldn’t figure out
what to do. When Mad suggested we get a gun I couldn’t tell if she was kidding, or not. We were playing
Pokemon-Go one evening and we went to the subway station at Park Avenue and 23rd Street. We were on the
platform and Mad suddenly poked me. 

“Look. It’s him.”
I made eye contact with Donnigan and he grinned…. No. He smirked at me, letting me know he was

getting to us and it would continue. I started towards him, anger changing to rage, just as the train came in. He
waved at me dismissively, turned to melt into the crowd and I don’t know if he tripped, or was jostled, but he
fell on the tracks. People started screaming and the train came to a stop. A lot of the crowd left the station
realizing the tie up could be for hours.  I  stood there stunned, then turned to Mad, who didn’t  know what
happened.

“Donnigan fell in front of the train.”
She was shocked, but said: “Is he dead?”
“I don’t know. Should we stay and find out?”
“No. Let’s go.”
“We could tell the cops who he is.”
“Did you push him?”



“Of course not,” I replied indignantly.
“Then let’s get out of here.”
We left as the cops and emergency personnel came thundering down the stairs.

That night there was a short article on the internet about the man who fell on the subway tracks and was killed,
but nothing after that. Someone had been devoured by the ravenous city, quickly forgotten in the throb and
pulse of continuity. There were no phone calls that day and none after that, a definite indication that Donnigan
was the culprit and could no longer call out from wherever he was.

A few days later we got a call from Sergeant Paxton from the local precinct. He spoke to Mad and I
listened in.

“Did you folks know the guy you complained about was killed in the subway?”
“No. When did it happen?”
“A few days ago. He fell on the tracks at the 23rd Street station. Some eyewitnesses said he tripped and

no one pushed him. I guess he won’t be bothering you anymore.”
“Those phone calls stopped.”
“Then your complaint will just be filed away somewhere. Funny how things work out sometimes.”
“Isn’t it. Thanks for calling, Sergeant Paxton.”
“You take care,” and he disconnected.

We looked at each other for a few moments, then I said:
“I almost feel sorry for the guy, dying like that.”
“Well I don’t,” Mad responded. “I’m glad he’s gone, before he did anything worse to us.”
“That’s a bit harsh.”
“What if he got crazier and violent and hurt us? How would you feel then?”
I thought about it, then answered:
“I’d never forgive myself if he hurt you.”
“Then forget him. It’s time to get on with our lives.”
“Weird how things work out sometimes,” I mused.
“Yeah. Now come to bed. I want to celebrate being alive.”
“Is that an order or request?”
“Whatever brings you to my arms.”

Ends



From Work to Metro
By Tony Daly

The masses, deeply entrenched
in their own self-absorbed worlds,
drowned senses in beeps, screeches,
complaints, unidentified foul scents,
yet, moved from corner to corner
in a semi-linked amorphous blob,
which shielded its component parts
from malicious external forces –
composed of metal, fibreglass,
frustration, anger, distraction.

One malicious entity grew impatient,
cleared its throat, roared a warning
at the too-slow moving blob,
whose component parts
collectively ignored the threat,
continuing its meandering migration,
except one vexed part,
who, throwing caution to the wind,
set a bird in flight
directed at the external entity,
who, accepting the challenge,
also threw caution to the wind,
striking the part – bodily,
separating it from the blob,
which split into two unequal parts,
as fear erased self-absorption,
then quickly dissolved
into individuals hurriedly scrambling
from the thoroughfare
as the malicious external force
continued angrily on its way
quickly followed
by a herd of emboldened lemmings.

Natural Causes
By Harris Coverley

Heart attack
Myocardial infarction
A wet spot on the floor
Codeine
Bourbon
Blooded underpants
And jaw wire

The TV still on
(Tuned to a shopping network)
Glass of water on the radiator
A hole in the wall
(Too big for a bullet
Not enough for a fist)
Porn mags under the bed
Cracked glass table
Window propped open with a half-brick

Twenty pizza boxes on the counter
Month old beans on the stove
A loose purpled toe blocking the sink

A wig in the toilet
(Peroxide blonde)
Sandwich in the bathtub
Milk bottle behind a plant pot
Soda spray up the door
Mozzarella in the carpet

They said it was “natural causes”

I say the whole lot was unnatural
Although I wouldn’t like to think about it more than that.



Men of Happy Grill
By Judy DeCroce

I

The East End

Bonesy never seemed to mind
his old man staggering home
careening from post to car to door
zigzag cadence, leading downhill
from Happy Grill.

II

Happy Grill

Its beery smell
settles out of a dark doorway
where sticky wooden floors hold them.

Them—
the ones always there;
men – only men
unimportant outside
but with a place here
a welcome.

Time suspends
as they step in
familiar
and watch their glasses
slowing sips as a whole day waits
with too much time.

First published in Cacti Fur (December 2019)



Walls Have Eyes
An observation by Neil K. Henderson

There is something slightly magical about the first rays of sunshine at the start of spring – especially beaming
through a window which has seen only dreariness for months. The way the light plays on the wall through the
bedroom curtains is a revelation.  Something dormant wakes in the beholder – the long-forgotten truth that
winter doesn't last forever. So it was, our hero leapt from bed to marvel at the splash of colour on that former
dingy space.

The light was almost dazzling to one who'd just emerged – not only from a full night's sleep, but from
whole months of seeming semi–slumber. His spirit reeled. He rubbed his eyes to clear them. Some shadow...
more likely a reflection... on the papered wall seemed to imitate his movement. Obviously shimmering sunshine
on the busy pattern, coupled with the effect of rubbing. Merton closed his eyes to let his vision steady, then
blinked and looked again. Something on the paper moved with rapid force... with what, had he been able to put
it into words, betokened purpose. He peered to try and spot the source – an early butterfly or moth, perhaps, or
some less welcome bug.

The design showed little clumps of autumn fruits garlanded with wreaths, chosen by his aunt when the
house was hers. The stretch in view had been in the shadow of a stout Edwardian bookcase during the months
of artificial light. Merton had to reacquaint himself in the new light from the window. He stood stock-still. The
movement happened again. This was no reflection. Merton took a closer look. The eye in the wall looked back.

Merton could never establish who blinked first. He would have liked to think it wasn't him, but given
the unusual circumstances, he had to suspect it was. The eye was small with thin green lids, nestling among a
mound of printed fruit. It reminded him of lizards he had seen on TV. But there was no other key to its nature.
Just the eye. He wondered what to do.

Like most people, Merton Gnik was squeamish about the physical side of eyes. Gazing into a loved
one's limpid pools (real or imagined) could overlay such thoughts with sugary blinds, but anything involving
touching an eye made him flinch. As for gouging – well, the very thought brought a rash of sweat to his already
clammy brow. Yet the only way he saw to remove this eye would be to dig it out with a trowel, which was
gouging of the coarsest sort.

He scrutinised the spot on the wall, trying to avoid the singular glare of the eye. There wasn't any
raised or roughened contour round the orb, but even so, how could he tell what fleshy threads or other neuro-
physical substance might be under the paper? An entire creature may be lying embodied in the plasterwork and
brick with just this eyeball showing. Perhaps a matching eye looked out the other side of the wall. That side
would be in the cupboard under the stairs... He rushed to look, hurling boxes out the way before he could think
what might be lurking there. Nothing. He prodded round the dim recess, coughing and clearing his throat to
disturb potential lurkers, but no. He could find no counterpart to the bedroom eye.

He went back to look – just in case he'd dreamt it. The eye blinked up, almost in recognition. It was
time to call the professionals, but even as he dialled, Merton knew he couldn't bring himself to have that eye...
removed. It was alive, when all was said and done. He couldn't contemplate what pain such brusque removal
might inflict. Besides, for all he knew the eye might have been installed there by his aunt. Might even have
some sentimental link.

That was it! His aunt. If the eye had been there while she was alive, she'd maybe left some record to
explain it. Something that might help know what to do. Merton lost no time in ransacking the hefty bureau in
the spare room next the cupboard – Aunt Niagra's room, as was. Everything in that room was hefty, just like
Aunt Niagra. The massive brass-bound bed, the foursquare functional dressing table, the wardrobe fit to house a
host of yestergarments... The wardrobe. Merton steeled himself and peered inside, his attentions to the bureau
halted by a new unease. There was nothing – only rusty coat hangers rattling on the rail, his full-size reflection
looming in the door. He was looking rather peaky, he decided. And the nearness of the mirror, or the angle of
reflection, played up his growing baldness – something Aunt Niagra used to do. The new, clear light of spring
was equally short on tact.



Merton returned to the bureau. After riffling through some boxes of old photos, piles of magazine cuttings –
Aunt Niagra was something of a magpie – and bundles of documents and letters held by perished rubber bands,
he unearthed a sturdy little notebook which had all the appearance of a five-year diary. This, if it was recent,
might hold the very clue to the nature of the bedroom eye. He took it with him and went to check his optical co-
inhabitant. If anything, its stare seemed even harder.

The diary didn't look very helpful. It mainly showed appointments for the doctor or optician, dates repairs were
due or notes of various tasks or anniversaries. Much of the available space was blank. The dates came up to the
previous summer, when Aunt Niagra had succumbed to her final illness, so if she'd had the eye put in, or simply
noticed its presence, it should be easy enough to find the entry. April twenty-first looked a likely place to start.

"I emerged from the chrysalike leaves of my bedding into a new dawn. After a night the length we'd
had, the light was all-encompassing. Such was the severity of the icebound age, the sunbeams slanting into my
room were frozen solid. I had to watch not to burn my hands by touching them. They gave their warmth in
other ways, gently lifting me from languor. I could feel the spirit rising like a golden rocket glory, shooting up
in yellow fire-clouds from the chambers of my breast, out beyond the canopy of stars."

That was pretty flowery language for a day-to-day appointments diary. But apart from pictures and
windows – and the odd embedded eye – the old house was almost wall-to-wall books. A lonely soul like Aunt
Niagra must have done a lot of reading. Something she'd read must have influenced her muddied thoughts.
What with the drugs and the general debilitating symptoms, she probably found it easier to express herself in
symbols. It had to be said, the handwriting was clear as crystal. Of course, she'd had her cataracts done a year or
two before, so that would have made a difference after struggling with her pen. Merton turned the pages.

"April 27th. Merton's treacle. I boiled some of that treacle you sent me, and it went bang. Please do not
send any more."

He hadn't sent her anything. Why should he? He could have brought it round himself. But what would
he be doing bringing treacle? And why did she write in her diary as if she were writing to him? The drugs
again, no doubt. The home help must have left some item lying and she mistook it. Boiling treacle made no
sense in itself. It was odd, though. This was after her eye operations. She should at least have been able to see
what she was doing. Merton flicked through the diary, back to her post-operative sessions.

"Field of vision test. Mr. Gumball says I must be clairvoyant. I clicked all the green flashes before they
came up. Says I might need 'retrospective lenses' to readjust my time-base!"

A joke, surely. But hadn't there been a spectacle case in the bureau? Merton looked, and sure enough a
pair  of Health Service glasses lay within.  The case looked recent.  It would tally with the eye tests of the
previous year. He turned them in his hand. He had no recollection of seeing her wear them. They must have
been for reading or some such special use. Merton held them to his eyes to try and judge, squinting at the diary
as he did so. Something flickered. He held the pages steady, but couldn't read a thing. As he lowered the specs,
another flicker made him stop. It wasn't words that flickered then. It was coming from an unused space. There
seemed to be some effect when he turned the paper to the light...

The sunbeams in the bedroom came to mind. He raced through, holding the journal open with a blank
part in the light. Now the glasses focussed – not on words, but images. Images like moving pictures. Something
sounded in his thoughts. The images were audible. Aunt Niagra's diary had the talkies. It was like an animated
series  of  aerial  photographs  with  old-fashioned  newsreel  voiceover.  The  formerly  empty  entry  seemed  to
expand to fill his consciousness. Arterial lines like roads on a map flickered before him, snaking a maze of trails
across his vision.

"Out along the jolly byways!" came a voice like a loud-hailer. "Planet Earth is opening up, thanks to
latent throughways and viable transectional avenues!" The view closed in, disclosing flat unwinding rolls of
road that criss-crossed country tracts like tapeworms on a mission. "The tree has landed!" enthused the voice.
"The  tree  has  landed...  and  it's  right  where  it  was  before!"  A fleshy-looking  mushroom burst  up  from a
crossways, twisting on its slender stalk to gaze with beady stare. It fixed its stare on Merton. Merton wasn't
sure, but he thought it said "Hi." He slapped the diary shut.

These glasses – not exactly the 'retrospective lenses' Mr. Gumball said – were more than met the eye.
They must be connected with  Aunt Niagra's peculiar 'field of vision'.   Crossing the floor,  Merton inspected the



watcher  in  the  wall.  Which  had come first?  Aunt  Niagra's  powers  of  sight,  or  this  oddly-seated  orbit  of
observation? A chill ran through him. It was his room that the eye was in – the guest room in Niagra's day.
There was nothing of the sort in her own room. He had looked while searching for documents. Whoever was
the object of observation, then, it presumeably wasn't her. The existence of the diary would imply she was
already in on the act. Merton himself had never noticed the eye until today, which strongly suggested it had
been put there while he slept, just to spy on him.

"From beyond the grave!" he gasped aloud and shuddered. "Aunt Niagra! How could you?"
The eye blinked unexpectedly. He almost thought he detected a twinkle. There was only one thing for

it. He was going to have to read the journal. But enough was enough. He'd go into the sitting room, away from
the eye. And he'd avoid any sunlight from the window. He'd get the 'normal' side of the story first, before
exploring hidden maps of 'visionary' trails.

There was nothing of interest between October of the previous year – the eye treatment – and last April. The
entry for the 23rd came after the first of the ominous blanks.

"They have sent me special treacle for writing down their thoughts. It contains extracts of filaments,
such as bind them to our world. Thus the treacle forms the medium of a bridge between our minds. I must say,
most of what they think of looks like architectural drawings and Ordnance Survey maps, or maybe plans of the
underground or sewers. It'll take more than treacle to help me get to grips. My armpit aches from following the
tortuous directions. It's such a convoluted style."

It wasn't Merton, then, who had sent the treacle that went bang. Why did she say it was? "Merton's
treacle", she had written – he read the entry again. Could it be treacle, not from him, but intended for him? To
contact him through the invisible treacle writing? If so, he'd been meant to read these secret entries all along. At
least he needn't feel like a snooper now. More blank space, and then – 

"These filament people are become my invisible lodgers. Their eyes are like fruit. They burgeon forth
from insubstantial sources."

Invisible lodgers! They must have been there from the start,  even before Merton took on Auntie's
house. He wished now he'd read the diary sooner. But that would only have perplexed him through the winter
nights, keeping him awake in fruitless thought. Things had come to a head because of the springtime sun. Come
to  a  head indeed  –  as  if  the  bedroom eye  was  only  the  beginning of  what  was  to  sprout  there  from its
'insubstantial source'. This was turning trickier and trickier... The mental pictures of roadways from the air made
sense now. That must have been a close-up of the filaments in action. Maybe the tapeworm roads were a later
stage in their development – or else a route map of intended progress. Merton rubbed his fingers. He could
almost feel the filaments on his skin. It was a dry, dusty feeling, right down deep within his pores.

Well, then. If they were dusty, there was one thing he could try. The vacuum cleaner was in the hall
where he had pulled it from the cupboard. Maybe he could suck the filaments out before the bedroom eye
became a head, or any other eyes appeared. Once he had the filaments in the dust-bag, he could go out in the
garden and burn it. Aunt Niagra had been too easy-going. There would be no invisible lodgers in Merton Gnik's
house – guest room or no. He'd need to make the dust more visible first. Merton paused to think. There had
been a magnifying glass in the back room bureau. He fetched it out and set to examining the wall near the eye.
The eye looked down at his wandering hand.

"Ah!" he mused. "There's something dusty." The brick wall under the paper came in view, as if the lens
had x-ray strength. There was a circular hole like a little window there. Suddenly the view jumped back to
reveal the bricks as part of a series of constructions unbelievably complex and big. Walls loomed up before
him,  soaring  and  extending  geometrically.  He  lowered  the  lens  and the  scale  changed.  Now shifting  and
diminishing, the structures fell away. It was the aerial photographs again – from so high up the ground was
hardly to be seen under clouds of dust. Merton had a stomach-lurching sense of the immense drop, as from an
aeroplane or mountain. Then vague outlines of trees and grass began to seem familiar. It turned out to be the
pattern on his carpet. He slowly came back into himself.

The filaments on his fingers must have plugged him in directly to the diary blanks. "Merton's treacle",
indeed! He might as well have another look at Auntie's words. No doubt the rest would reveal itself unsought.



"Another sporangiation. I was just relaxing after a heavy day on the armpit when the sneezing took me. The
very dust is full of eyes. My lungs are heaving with the lodger germs. If ever I run out of treacle, I could use my
phlegm for ink! It makes me feel light-headed, yet the prospects don't look good. I am an armpit of the force of
reason. The force has so many armpits it is a windmill for the world."

Merton looked about the room. If these things had let off spores, he was going to have his work cut out
with the vacuum. But that entry was a year ago and he wasn't sneezing yet. Winter must have slowed them
down. He might still have time. He forced himself to read the last few entries, knowing Aunt Niagra's end was
nigh.

"Doctor came first thing. A serious but stale condition. (Stale – after all my rising hopes!) But I ought
to pull through. The main thing's not to crumble. That's easy for him to say."

The blanks were bigger and more frequent now, the written jottings just odd words and numbers.
"I can smell my death approaching... It's coming at me like a pig out of a shrubbery. I think death must

be like going to sleep under a pile of leaves."
That was Aunt's last entry. Merton wiped a silent tear. She had crumbled in the end. Crumbled beyond

recall. "Desiccated leprosy" it said on the death certificate, but that was just the doctor's way of saying he didn't
know. "It keeps the neighbours from talking," he'd said in hushed tones.

Merton closed  his  eyes  and visions  rushed from all  directions  –  road maps,  house  plans,  circuit
diagrams, subterranean workings, all seen from impossible heights. They spun and flickered in his mind until
he seemed to know the very infrastructure of the civilised world. But the view was not his own. He was seeing
through the eyes of the invaders. He shook his head and jumped to his feet.

"No! I won't let Aunt Niagra die in vain! I still have time, before the next sporangiation."
He ran out for the vacuum in the hall. Writhing roadway lines and spidery etchings filled his thoughts.

He reached to put the plug into the socket. The outlines of the wiring flashed in his eyes like lit-up veins. The
filament lodgers were stopping him – forcing him to drop the plug. A rat slipped out of the socket and scuttled
sideways. It turned and gave a mournful look. Already, it was starting to crumble. The rat was powder dry. A
shiver ran through Merton's blood, as much from sudden cold as horror. He realised the heating had gone off.
'They' had cut the electricity. He would have to stick his fingers in the power point to get more rats. He was
going to have to burn the leprous rats as solid fuel.

The authorities assured him the house had been thoroughly fumigated. Whatever caused the deaths of Merton
Gnik and Aunt Niagra was eradicated now. Nevertheless, in order to placate potential buyers, Cousin Hefter
decided to live in the place himself before putting it on the market. That way, he could lay any fears to rest. It
wouldn't harm the place, indeed, to give it a lived-in feeling after leaving it empty a whole year. It was quite a
cosy home, to be sure, though it hadn't surprised him about the rodent problem, given its age. That and the
fungus almost went as read in houses built before the war. There were all these new diseases, too, that had to be
kept in check. Rats could spread all manner of mutated viruses and germs.

Hefter lounged behind his paper in the big armchair. It was good to have a bit of room to stretch his
legs. Sad as it was about his – albeit distant – cousins' demise, he felt this newfound comfort but his due after a
life in bed-sits and cheap hotels. The factor had even had the place done up. It needed more upgrading, but any
improvements would increase the value of the property. So Hefter thought. He'd only stuck his fingers in the
power point once (a single man has his quirks), so he'd barely made a start. He raised his eyes from the printed
page. That light fitting, for example, was a trifle dull. Maybe all it needed was a stronger bulb – or bulbs. The
great old-fashioned – shade, he supposed it was called – the light-shade looked like an outsize insect's eye. It
seemed to have hundreds of little facets, which rather diminished than magnified the light. He really ought to
change it for something more efficient.

It hurt him to stare too long, so he turned back to his paper, waiting while his sight unblurred. There
seemed to be a lot of maps and diagrams in the news. No doubt that was modern journalism. So much ready
information on the Internet. So easy to download and print – whether it was relevant or not.

"Forward on the jolly highway to prosperity!" The voice sounded right inside the room. He'd need to
have  a  word  about  next  door's  telly  –  once  he'd  settled  in  a  bit.  Didn't  want  to  come the  heavy-handed
newcomer. "Every road and artery has a purpose." It was odd how the voice seemed to match the page before
him.   "Onward stretch the pathways with their cargoes!"   And as he watched, the lines marked on the diagrams



seemed  to  move.  Roadways  positively  undulated  over  maps.  "Onward  and  outward!"  chimed  the  voice.
"Outward and onward thrust!"

Hefter was drawn down into the layout – news reports of roads and architecture come to life, searing
his retinas. Then he wasn't reading the reports any more. He was part of them. All around him walls dissolved
and redesigned themselves, highways snaked like eels to fit round new alignments. Faces showed at windows,
peering  out  of  alleys,  popping  up  from manhole  grilles.  Cousin  Merton  and  his  aunt  were  all  of  them,
reproduced  like  images  on  wallpaper.  They  scrutinised  him scrutinising  them.  Scurrying,  pattering  noises
echoed underground.

A rat jumped Hefter's outstretched legs. He was too far gone to mind. Cousin Merton wasn't gone,
though. He watched the scene from his compound eye on the ceiling. Puffs of dusty powder blew like steam
from Hefter's ears. Hefter's hair was lifting like a wig, opening up the skull beneath. Overheated circuitry was
showing through the crack, smoking electronics and burnt-out fibrous wires. The room began to fill with fumes.

Rats chewing electric cables were blamed for the conflagration. Cousin Hefter, his skeleton raked from the
charred remains, had to be identified from teeth. The chair must have been adjustable – a recliner with a built-in
motor, judging by the melted wiring there. Probably wasn't stuffed to health and safety standards, either.

The fire attracted quite a crowd. They had to be herded back for their own protection. Smoke and dust
was everywhere, billowing upwards and blowing across the city in great clouds. Buildings for miles around
were coated  with the stuff.  Funny sort  of  fallout  too,  if  you examined it.  Granular.  Not  that  people were
encouraged to get too close. Toxicity was still an issue. So it was, they never saw the stares, not right off. And
by the time the people noticed, it was far too late to act. By that time, all the walls had eyes. By that time, they
were overseen. Big City was watching them.

Ends



Chicago – the Stinky-Onion city
By Mark Hudson

Most of us have waited all winter for summer.
But once it arrives, you hear the whining. “It’s too
hot..” and so forth.

Well, I’m going to whine for the purpose of
this poetic assignment, and then I’m going to move on.

The first thing that greeted me this summer,
in Chicago, the “stinky-onion” city, was a bunch of
workers outside my apartment replacing the sewer
pipes. For one month, I was greeted by the odour
of a sewer and loud noises. Then, being by Lake
Michigan, the wind would come along, and
blow dust everywhere.

If that were not enough, I was up early in
the morning, and a stinky garbage truck came by,
and the wind off Lake Michigan brought tons of
dust into a floating dust cloud!

Then one day I was on the purple line, and
a little kid was with his dad, and a Metra train
drove by over yonder. A cloud of steam came off
the train.

“Daddy, did we just eat steam?” the kid asked.

“No.” the dad replied.
“Good. Because I’d rather eat peanut butter.” the kid said.

So would I, kid!

And I love dogs, but the corridor sometimes reeks of
dog poop. I’m not one to complain about dogs, I love them
so much. I would just prefer not to smell them. Dogs should
be seen, and not smelled. And now I suspect that one of my
neighbour’s smokes. God forbid anybody admits how much I stink!



His City
By Christopher Woods

Coming up the road in that sad region, he thought he recognized a tree. First one, then another. Finally, he
recognized an entire line of trees. Suddenly, he remembered having helped plant them, many years before. It
came to him that he had been away a long time, perhaps thirty years if the trees could be trusted. They were
mere saplings when he left.

Doubtless this city, Bastillo, had changed greatly in that amount of time. Other men his age had married,
had fathered  children.  His  former  friends  had worked alongside  each other  in  this  city,  the  one  he  never
believed was his own. He had banished himself from it. The only things he had touched, it seemed, were the
trees, and now they didn’t recognize him. He was thinking about this, how nothing seemed to belong to him,
when he came into the city.

Maybe some of his friends were already dead, he didn’t know. Maybe buried outside the city in the
ground he had always thought too dusty. His city would be sturdy. Built on more rocky terrain. His city, he was
sure, would not rise from a dusty plain in such a sad region. Not his city.

 No one he passed in the streets paid him much mind. Certainly no one recognized him. He realized he
too would have a hard time recognizing someone he used to know. After all, he was more familiar with the
faces of people in his own city, wasn’t he? Could he really be expected to remember all these faces, and from so
long ago? Then too, a fact remained. The people in this city were the stuff of someone else’s dream.

So it came as something of a surprise when a woman he passed in the square stopped and stared at him.
After a moment, she began weeping and put her arms around him. An old woman, eightyish, she was dressed in
yellow muslin, her eyes as sad as the land itself.

Gently, careful not to frighten the old woman, he pushed her to the side to be free of her. If it was still
there, he was thinking, there was a house he needed to see. He set out for the street that led to that house. But
there were so many new streets now, maybe a hundred more than he remembered, and soon he felt as though he
was merely wandering.    

 Even if the old woman had begun following him now, even if she was crying so mournfully, he would
not stop. He would not slow his gait, or even turn to look at her again. He ignored her cries, and would not
admit that he was her son. All that was someone else’s dream, being born here, he knew. It was a brittle kind of
knowledge that, if left to fester, would only confuse him. He began walking faster, leaving the old woman
behind him.

He did not find the house he wished to see that first afternoon. There was not time enough before the sun
went down. Some things had not changed. No electricity in the city, just as he remembered. His city would have
electricity. It would have running water. His city would never be without ample food and drink. His city would
not be in such a sad region.

 When darkness fell, when he finally stopped walking, when the weeping old woman was only another
soiled memory, he stood on the bank of a river. He could feel the breeze off the water and smell the muddy
shore, but the darkness hid the river itself. He could smell food being cooked somewhere nearby, down the
darkness of the bank And he could hear voices.

They took him in, a small band of workers who would sleep on a bluff above the unseen water flow. If
they recognized him, they didn’t let on. With them in the darkness, listening to their talk, he realized they were
young enough to be his sons. They didn’t ask him where he was coming from, or where he was going.

 He asked them for a bit of work, he didn’t care what, and that made them accept him. They gave him
some food, and a blanket. Maybe he’d be one of their own kind, that’s all they could have thought.

He had decided, early on, that in his city there would be no such thing as hard work. It could only mean
that all the people who had come before, who had toiled the long centuries through, had worked in vain. They
hadn’t been able to get rid of it, of work. All they did was work toward something, but no one seemed to know
what it was.  It just kept going on. Going on.



Of course he didn’t tell the others about his city, and the fact of little work. Such information might make
them edgy, and perhaps suspicious. And he didn’t complain about how exhausted he was by the following
afternoon, when the cargo loading was done.

What kind of work was it? They had loaded a small steamship with what appeared to be some kind of
native product packed in large wooden crates. He didn’t know what it was he had struggled with all day. All he
knew was that the cargo smelled half of tar and half of dust, and that it was going somewhere else. 

 When work was finished, the men scurried to their places on the bluff again. He walked slowly, allowing
them to get ahead of him. By the time they reached the bluff, he was nowhere to be seen, by any of them.

There was still that house he wanted to see. The Bastillo house, it was called. A famous house. Bastillo
had been the first man to come along and make a camp on the dusty plain near the river. He brought others
along with him. Still others, passing through the sad region and feeling forlorn, also arrived and stayed. A city
came from nothing but dust and blood and the river, and Bastillo named it all after himself.

  It was Bastillo’s house he looked for, street after street, in the final daylight. After dark, he felt his way,
house by house. An hour passed, then another. He spoke to no one, as there was no one in the streets. He knew
they were already sleeping, passing time until the work business started up again. Started up again.

He was lucky, for even in the darkness, he saw the gables of the Bastillo house. The roof was so steep that
it appeared to pierce the sky. A house like this is not so hard to remember, he thought. It was exactly as he
remembered it, in fact, as he had hated it for some long years now.

He unlatched the front gate and walked directly below the great veranda of the house. The stairs did not
moan as his weight shifted from one step to the next. Then, standing before the front door, he thought about all
the time he had been away, and about how far he had walked. And how much hate had played a part. How it
was hate which had propelled him to return.

He could no longer contain his anger. He spat on the door and the beveled windows. He spat on the
wicker chairs and tables that graced the wide veranda. Finally, when his mouth was dry, he retraced his steps
back down the stairs and to the gate. He went back like he had come, street 

after street, until he was once again at the edge of the city. The farther from the city he walked, the more
he could feel the heavy sadness of the plain lifting. In his mind, the air seemed to clear.

In time, it would clear enough for him to know the place for his own city when he came to it. Bastillo had
been found during a flood. Bastillo’s small boat had capsized in the river, and he swam ashore before anyone
else. A high river tide had given him a city to call his own.

So he felt that his own city was something he could feel certain about, nearer or farther on that road. Or in a
storm. Or sometimes as they come, in a dream.  He believed that his city would come in the latter fashion. So
he slept much, and dreamed. In his city, with no work to steal his time, he could sleep and dream as much as he
pleased.

But his sleep was anxious. He was in a hurry for a voice to come to him and direct him to his city. He was
getting older now. All those trips to other cities had aged him greatly. Sadly, his memory was dimming with
age. It had become a problem, trying to recall which cities he had already visited, and which houses he had spat
upon.

In the end, though, he had no choice. All he could do was to keep on.
Keep on.

Ends



Bandstand
By John Grey

Nothing like lolling in the grass
in a city park
with a dozen of your neighbours
as men in red and gold uniforms
strike up Souza from the old bandstand.

Oh how the music takes me back,
before hip-hop, rock and roll,
until I'm tapping my feet to songs
no one alive snapped a finger to
the first time it was played.

With every trombone blast,
each trumpet serenade,
I drift into the past.
Surely, the men are in dark suits,
the woman adorned with frills and laces.
A balloon trails a child in a sailor's suit.
The cinema's showing "Intolerance."
Only one family in town
owns an automobile.

Gale will be by soon.
First words out of her mouth will be,
"I didn't know you liked
this kind of music."
Gale will be by soon.
The present also.



Plotting in Morningside Heights
By Rachel Ginsburg

The day after hearing about my parents’ divorce, I stabbed my best friend. Crystal and I were sitting on the
blacktop playing stabscotch with the eraser end of a sharpened pencil in our concrete school-yard at P.S.165.
My pencil leapfrogged over her spread fingers like a bridge.

My pencil’s movements blended in the sunshine making tiny McDonald’s Ms. The Bicentennial 1976
mural I helped paint in first grade, towered behind us in sun-bleached reds, whites and blues. We took turns
jumping the pencil eraser between our fingers which were spread on the ground in front of the mural. During
my turn, I moved the pencil faster and faster in a mad test of coordination. I flipped the pencil to see what
would happen and Crystal didn’t even notice and with one slight adjustment, the pencil point went right into the
back of her middle finger just below the knuckle.

“What the hell?” she said as she flinched back. The yellow pencil stuck out from her finger like a branch.
No blood. I was a little disappointed.

“Oh shit. I didn’t realize!” The pencil fell out and still no blood, just a dark black, purple dot, a hole into
another world.

“Let’s go to the nurse,” I said and grabbed her good hand, and we ran inside the dark building.
After everything was sorted out and Crystal bandaged up, we had to tell the nurse and our teacher what

happened, and I was barely in trouble, not even enough to call my parents into school. I wanted to see them
sitting there in the beige, pictureless school office close together. My mother’s red coat and my father’s brown
coat merged into one, crossed legs pointed toward each other, figuring it all out. I had seen this scene before,
after I was discovered to be the classroom treat-snatcher and was sent home to grilled cheese and television.

 For the stabscotch incident my mother only got a phone call. “It was just an accident,” she was told, and I
got a firm order not to play stabscotch again from the school secretary. Crystal wasn’t even mad, and I could
see she loved the extra attention in fifth period class with a big bandage on her fuck you finger.

The next night in our faculty housing one-bedroom on 122nd Street, my parents made low murmuring
noises with louder inflections behind closed doors in their room. I could hear my name. I could hear another
name I couldn’t fully make out, but it sounded fancy and Italian or French like Arabella or Anabella. I sat in
front of the TV, in my nightgown, eating takeout, watching Good Times reruns. The packed boxes for our move
(my mother’s and mine) piled up near the door. My mother came out of their bedroom. Her skin looked gray.
She turned up the TV’s volume and went back into the room.

Eventually, my father came out of the bedroom and rumpled my hair. His blondish red hair and beard
softened  and  melted  into  a  smile  that  reminded  me  of  squeezing  the  orange  stress  ball  in  the  school
psychologist’s office.  He distorted into something different,  happy, and warm, and then when he thought I
wasn’t  watching,  his  face  popped back  after  a  second  to  a  stern  scowl  with  two deep  lines  between  his
eyebrows. He then came close on the couch and grabbed my container of lo mein and slurped up a mouthful
with a pair of extra chopped sticks he secretly got from the bag.

“Hey,” I said, “that’s my dinner!”
“You should share with me so we can have this moment together. Remember what I taught you about

shared experiences and Gerta Walther?” He tapped my nose.
“I don’t like her. She grew up in a sanatorium, remember? Gross.”
“Nora, you just have to think bigger than this moment.”
“My brain feels better when I only think about this moment.”
“OK, you have a point, my Zen Master. But I’ve got to go teach now. I love you, go back to your show

and your Chinese food.” And he kissed me on my forehead, grabbed his coat and walked out, dwarfed by the
large moving boxes he had to squeeze through to leave.

After my father left, my mother went to her meeting, leaving me with the phone number of where she
would be. Gone were the days of the babysitters. I was able to do what I wanted and stay home alone now.
Gone were my father’s students who came over and let me sit on their laps and read me stories or drew with
me. Gone were the babysitters’ friends who came over last Halloween and wore flesh-coloured nylons over
their faces,   dressed as robbers with distorted features  as the tight stockings  bent their noses towards cheeks or



lips towards chins.
“Who are you?” I asked, looking up at the masked teens, as they paced through our apartment in disguise,

touching everything. They leafed through books, clicked pens, and rearranged framed photos with a clock.
“Stop it,” the babysitter snapped at her friends as she blew cigarette smoke out the air shaft.

Alone in the apartment now without a babysitter, I went to my parents’ bedroom and dug out my mother’s
flesh coloured pantyhose strewn about on a chair with her underpants and bras that weren’t yet packed for the
move. I opened my father’s top desk drawer and pulled out his scissors and cut the foot off the nylon and
squeezed my head into it carefully pulling it down to avoid a run. I looked in the mirror hung over the dresser. I
looked unrecognizable in the tight pull. Eyes and eyebrows sloped to a Neanderthalic point as I saw the image
of someone deformed and alone looking back at me.

I went to my mother’s desk that was emptied for the move (everything looked pleasantly hazy through the
stocking) grabbed a pencil from my father’s desk and made a list of the things I should do so my mother and I
couldn’t move away:

1. Break my leg (I would need an elevator and wouldn’t be able to climb the steps in the new house)
2. Land in Juvie (Steal something much bigger than kids’ lunch treats and my parents would have to stay

together for the trial—perhaps the stocking mask would come in handy for this)
3. Hitch-hike to my Grandparents’ barn in Vermont. (I had heard of a kid who did that recently and their

parents had to fly all over the world to find him)
4. Write a winning play (My parents would have to stay together to see me through the Broadway debut)
5. Burn down the new house.
 
But instead of doing any of those things, I opened the sofa bed where I slept every night and crawled into

the gap in the back. I hadn’t been in a while and barely fit.
Crouched in the back of the fold-out,  trying to make myself  smaller  than humanly possible,  I  felt  a

darkness  move  into  me  that  I  had  not  known before.  A darkness  somewhere  between  crying  and  killing
something. It was all heartbeat and hot breath.

I needed a person, fast. Leon, our doorman, would be downstairs and I was allowed to go to the lobby
while my parents were out, even in my pajamas. So, I zipped my sweatshirt and slipped on my Keds and went
down to see him.

Leon saw me as soon as I came out of the elevator.
“I heard you’re moving to Queens, little lady. Your mom told me. You know I live in Queens,” he said. I

had to play along. No one could know of my plans to foil our move.
“Yeah, my mom and I are moving. My dad’s staying here to teach.”
“Okay, so your dad’s staying here.” He seemed to pause to figure out exactly what that meant. “So, you’ll

come back and visit me sometime, okay?”
I busied myself in the little alcove behind the desk where he collected packages, sorting a pile of letters

like he taught me. He had a photograph of his family pinned on the wall, two little girls younger than me,
crouching in front of Leon and his wife. His daughters were older now and in high school he told me. The
photo was curling at the corners. A little Virgin Mary figurine I imagined came from Mrs. Blauvelt in 3F was
upright, overlooking some mail yet to be sorted. I put the virgin in the pocket of my sweatshirt.

“Yes, of course, I will visit you.”
Just then we heard screaming outside the building, “Stop!” a woman’s voice yelled and echoed through

the glass and wooden doors of the lobby as if they weren’t closed.  Leon ran and opened the door to see what
was going on and I followed. A woman, a little older than my mother, sweaty and pink-cheeked, explained to us
in a warbly out-of-breath voice that she had just gotten mugged.

 “He grabbed my bag and ran!” She was pointing towards the park.
“Nora, stay here,” said Leon, as he started to run after the guy. The woman took off her heels and was

running in her stockings. In the almost darkened street, it was like shadows running after each other. I started
running too, I couldn’t stay alone. I quickly passed the woman who was mugged, and I could see the back of
Leon chasing the mugger.  The sweet smell of spilled soda on the ground and burnt meat from barbecues wafted



over from the other side of the park. I was running through the night air, and I felt clear headed. I could fall, get
hit by a car, get kidnapped. I imagined a whole story of the mugger holding me and Leon hostage by gunpoint
in a secret world in Morningside Park. In that moment I realized I never could have planned for a more perfect
event; it was exactly what I was hoping for.

I heard Leon breathing hard and the lady behind me panting. Leon’s sweat smell lingered in the air or was
it the mugger’s? Cars parked for the night lined the street we ran down. Apartment buildings, churches, dorms
across from the park loomed over me. We ran down Morningside Drive past 120th Street getting further from
home. Underfoot were leaves, newspapers, cigarette butts, dog shit, needles, sheet music. I imagined all the
dangerous possibilities that were not on my list that could make my parents stay together.

At 118th Street and Morningside, the mugger tried to escape from Leon by jumping the wall of the park.
We all knew that wall.  That wall was a forty-foot drop with rocks below. “Fuck!” Leon yelled. He turned
towards us, face in his hands. We all ran to the edge of the wall and looked over it. There was nothing to see but
branches and leaves. I felt my heartbeat in my mouth. I wanted to see what happened. I couldn’t look away.

“Nora, what are you doing here? You should’ve stayed at the apartment, please go back.” Leon said,
begging me with his hands, tears in his eyes, looking like he would burst. His voice sounded different, distant,
and shaken. It was too dark to see below, even though the days were getting longer; just a hint of a light left.
My eyes tried to adjust. Somebody must have called 911; three police cars and two ambulances lit up the street
like a red and blue sun. I stared into the strobes; a wave of dizziness almost knocked me off my feet.

Morningside was now closed off, and the block felt like a sinister carnival. At first it was just the cars and
the  police  walking  around,  then  came  the  dogs  and  people  with  notepads  and  walkie  talkies  squawking,
flashlight beams hovering like light sabres. The stairs to the park entrance were just north of where we stood,
and I heard a lot of commotion and I assumed they had the mugger. Leon was pacing, waiting to hear what
happened. And then he heard something from one of the policemen. At first, I couldn’t tell if he was happy or
sad from a shift in his excitement, but then he let out a moan.

“He fucking hit his head!” yelled Leon, “The kid is dead.” He crumpled onto the hood of a police car with
his head in his hands.

 I heard words like time-of-death, affirmative, perp, deceased floating above me. It was confirmed and my
stomach dropped. I felt around for the tiny Virgin Mary in my pocket and dug her chipped head into my palm
until it hurt. Had I caused this? Had my wishes for a big event to keep my parents together destroyed Leon and
killed the mugger? Leon was directed with the lady who was mugged into a police car, and I felt stranded. Why
didn’t the police want to speak to me? I got my bearings and knew I had to head north towards home, through
the sea of onlookers and police with their skin cast in a red and blue glow from the lights. I put one foot in front
of the other knowing if I did, I would eventually get home, holding the little statuette tightly in a sweaty grip. 

“Nora!” My mother was back from her meeting, standing in the entrance of our building shielding her eyes
from the glare of the police lights that kept coming down Morningside to the scene. She gathered me in her
arms, and I pulled away and put my own arms around myself.

“Why did you come out here?” she asked. “I was worried sick when I saw all of these police down
Morningside and then you were not at home and no Leon at the door. You can’t imagine what I thought. And I
heard something about a mugging?”

I opened my mouth, and I wasn’t sure if I would be able to speak. “We chased the mugger and he jumped
over the wall in the park to escape.” She put her hand over her mouth. “He hit his head on the rocks down
below. He’s dead,” I said, knowing I wouldn't be able to take the words back once they were spoken. “Is Dad
coming? Did you call him?”

“Yes,” she answered. A thread of excitement began to spin inside of me.
We turned to see my father running from campus to meet us, almost in slow motion. The freshly turned-

on street-lights bathed him in a yellow glow.
“I ran as soon as the office told me you needed me. Everything okay?” He stopped, out of breath. We

explained everything to my father and then I leaned into the nook where my father’s elbow met his ribcage. A
button from his shirt dug into my cheek, and I pressed in harder hoping for a lasting indent. I saw my father
look at my mother  and her at him.   And we stood  there,  the three of us,  as it was  meant to be.   The strongest



shape, I recently learned in geometry, was the triangle.
Could it have worked? Could the whole thing, the chase, the fall, the mugger’s death, going further by

myself than I had ever gone before worked and now they would stay together? I leaned into my parent’s bodies.
My father moved away to look at his watch and a wind moved into the space where he was. My mother

turned and walked towards the lobby of our building and my father began to walk back to campus to teach his
class. And they never stopped walking away from each other.

Ends

At The Whitney
By S.F. Wright 

On the floor with
The Jasper Johns
Flag painting,
I was strolling around
When two kids stopped
To look at a
Lichtenstein. 

The boy had
Black hair,
Tight clothing,
A beaded necklace;
The girl,
Also with
Black hair,
Wore a
Short
Black dress.

She was the type who,
At their age,
I would have
Fallen in love with—
Whether I’d
Known her
Or not.

I kept stealing glances,
Though I sensed that
If she noticed me,
She wouldn’t
Say anything;
And the boy—
He wouldn’t
Do anything.

I was here, though,
To enjoy myself;
And went onto
The patio
Overlooking the
Hudson River;
When I returned,
They were gone.

Yet.

I started on 
The temporary
Exhibition on the
7th floor.
By the time I got
To the bookstore
On the first floor,
I’d looked all over.

What would I have done?



Red & Black
By DJ Tyrer

We had come to the flat in search of the supernatural, Dan, Richard and myself. Richard knew someone who
worked in the Council’s Department of Housing and had heard the tale from him about a family vacating in a
hurry after being haunted. The Council had its doubts about that, but they had made a rumpus about their
human rights, so nobody had wanted to risk saying ‘no’, regardless of how bizarre they thought the reason for
their move request. It was thanks to the same contact that we had, quite against the rules, managed to gain
access to the flat.

We had taken Richard’s car and parked in the undercroft beneath the building. There were only two
other cars parked down there, and one of those was a burnt-out wreck slapped with a couple of ‘police aware’
stickers. Richard was not too happy about leaving his car there as we had passed a band of unruly-looking chav
teens slouching about in the block entrance as we drove into the estate who looked just the sort to indulge in a
spot of vandalism. The reason why there were so few cars, other than the fear of theft and destruction, was that
the block was half empty and the people left in it were down on their luck.

The occupancy of the block was being wound down due to demolition plans, but, with the recession,
that  had been put  on hold,  especially  due to a  lack of alternative housing options.  As it  was,  the lack of
inhabitants only added to the aura of neglect.

We entered through what was meant to be a secure entrance but was anything but secure: the heavy
metal door was hanging off its hinges like the flimsy front door of a shack. That led into a dirty, dingy stairwell
that smelt as if it had been used as a toilet recently. The windows were covered by metal security screens that
admitted little light, of which there was precious little, anyway, this time of year, and most of the wall lights
either didn’t work or were flickering alarmingly, leaving the stairwell unpleasantly dark.

When we arrived on our destination floor, it  was almost as bad as the stairs: the passageway was
narrow and enclosed, running between two sets of doors. The windows at one end were boarded over, whilst
those at the far end were missing, allowing ingress to a modicum of light and a chilly breeze. The floor showed
signs of having been mopped at some point in its history, but only so far as the dirt had been swirled into
circular patterns and congealed in piles against a peculiarly out-of-place, formerly-beige skirting board.

About halfway down the corridor, we found the door to the flat we wanted. The varnished wood of the
door was scraped and, like the corridor walls tagged with graffiti, and half the number was missing from it. Dan
slipped the key into the lock, turned it and opened the door. We went inside. The flat was nothing much to look
at: two bedrooms, a lounge, separate bathroom and toilet, a tiny kitchen, a little cupboard. All of them had tired
grey walls except the two bedrooms, one of which had been painted pink and had the posters suitable to a little
girl stuck to the walls and the other was a heavy red with black touches. The furniture was minimal – I’m not
sure if the family had not been back to collect their property or had just cherry-picked the best, leaving the rest.
Either way, it really wasn’t very inviting. The small balcony off the lounge held a single pot with a dead-
looking shrub in it; I kept away as it was glass fenced and I have a problem with heights.

We spent  some time looking around.  Nothing strange or  supernatural  happened;  it  was  all  rather
boring. We had brought a magnetometer and a thermometer, but they registered nothing anomalous. I set a
video camera up in the lounge in the hope that it might pick something odd up during our time there.

The closest thing to a supernatural occurrence we experienced whilst searching the place was an odd
noise from the lounge after we put on the light which proved to be a cranefly or daddy-longlegs flapping
ridiculously against the bulb until it  finally gave up and came to rest on the ceiling nearby, looking like a
jumbo-sized mosquito.

However, despite nothing actually  happening, we soon began to feel on edge, nervous, jumpy. The
atmosphere inside the chilly flat was oppressive. I actually felt scared, despite there being absolutely no rational
reason for my fear, no cause at all. I have been in situations where something odd can startle you or where
something you cannot place plays on your mind – the sound of that cranefly could have been an example had
we not realised what was making the noise – causing fear to slowly well-up inside you, but this was different;
this was something deeper and inexplicable. Soon, my heart was pounding and I was inclining strongly towards
leaving; after all, it was not an official investigation in any sense, we could abandon it freely;  or we could leave



the camera, hope it didn’t walk off, and return the next morning when it was a bit brighter.
Outside, it had started to drizzle and the light was rapidly fading. Even the lights in here seemed to

fade, just a little. They were those eco-bulbs, not incandescent, so maybe that had something to do with it; they
lack the forceful glare of their predecessors, if you ask me.

Not having quite decided to leave, Richard and I had sat ourselves down in the lounge where we
fidgeted  slightly  and barely  talked;  we sat  in  near-total  silence,  almost  as  if  we were  afraid  of  attracting
attention to our presence.

Dan, however, had been more affected by the tense atmosphere than us. From somewhere, he had
obtained sticks of red and black chalk: I’m not sure if he brought them with him or had picked them up in that
child’s bedroom. We heard him scrabbling around in the narrow entrance hall of the flat which ran from right to
left from the front door past the lounge/kitchen, the bedrooms, toilet, bathroom and cupboard. The soft sound
grew somewhat off-putting until, eventually, we had to go see what he was doing.

Dan was on his hands and knees in the hall before the flat’s front door working with manic speed and
repetition at a chalk design on the grey-tiled floor. A rectangle of black filled the space before the door and was
veined with a strange red curling pattern that twisted in on itself and seemed to blur as I gazed at it. The nature
and meaning of the symbol escaped me, but something about the shape and the way in which Dan kept grinding
the chalk into the floor to better define it made my heart beat even harder and faster. Despite this, I, strangely,
felt ever so slightly better – not only did the curious chalk drawing give me something specific to feel scared of,
even if the fear was irrational, but also fascinated me as I wondered at it.

“What is it?” I asked him. “What are you doing?”
Dan didn’t look up, didn’t acknowledge me. I just heard him say something like “outside the door.”
Perplexed, I bent over his chalk drawing, careful not to step on it and smudge his creation, and placed

my hands on the door to steady myself before leaning forward to press my eye to the peephole to look into the
passage outside.

I recoiled in horror: there were two figures out there! Both wore a sort of grey-beige hooded top. The
taller  one,  who stood a little back and to one side,  was barely in the field of vision for the peephole,  yet
something about his or her pose did not seem right. But, it was the other one that terrified me: with its hood up,
I could see nothing of its features as the head was bowed. But, it slowly began to raise its head and I jerked
back in fear as I caught the merest glimpse of a lumpy, inhuman face.

Although I suppose there was always the possibility of them being a pair of hideously deformed chavs,
I knew they were anything but human. As much as that brief glimpse of the one’s face had told me that it was,
once again, a feeling that I had to contend with. A horrible icy feeling flowed down my spine as I recoiled. How
had Dan known they were there? I had heard nothing. Equally, why were they there? What were they doing just
standing there on the other side of the door? My head was full of questions. Perhaps the worst one of those was
the one that slithered into my conscious mind a minute later:  was the pattern that Dan had been drawing
intended to act as a ward to keep them out – or, had the patterns he had made acted as a means of summoning
them to the door? I  had a terrible  feeling that  what  Dan had drawn was,  effectively,  a  welcome mat  and
invitation. I wondered how long the two had stood there and how long it would be before they tried to enter the
flat. My sense of fear began to grow rapidly, disturbingly.

Richard had joined us and was asking what Dan was doing and why.
“They want to come in,” Dan stated blandly, pausing just a moment from grinding black chalk into the

floor.
“Who?” Richard asked, bemused.
“Outside. Two of them,” I told him. “Hoodies... Well, they’re wearing hoods – I don’t think they are

human...”
“They want to come in,” Dan stated again.
As if to mark his words, a pounding upon the door began with his final word.
Richard swore and backed away into the lounge.
Dan just kept scribbling, a strange, lopsided grin on his face.
It was then that I made a split-second decision that I’m still not a hundred-percent certain was a bad

call. I pushed Dan aside and scuffed the chalk pattern into a formless sprawl of dust.



Dan began to giggle wildly and utterly unlike himself. “The joke’s on you!” he yelped. “Death awaits
those who fall into the clutches of the Laughing God!”

Suddenly, the door began to splinter as pallid, grey fists pounded their way through the thin wood. I
know the door wasn’t that strong, but whoever – whatever – was battering at it was making easier work than
I’d’ve expected.

I’ve always been a great believer in discretion being the better part of valour, so I decided to retreat.
Turning tail, I scarpered down the passage towards the bedrooms, Dan giggling in an unpleasantly high-pitched
tone behind me, as wood crunched and splintered free.

I heard them, whatever the two figures were, smash their way into the flat, so I leapt into the first of
the bedrooms, the one with the red walls, and slammed the door shut. I looked for what I could shove against
the  door  in  order  to  barricade  it  shut  and  realised,  with  a  sinking  feeling,  that  the  room  had  the  same
combination of red and black that had formed the pattern Dan had chalked before the front door; I even noticed
unpleasantly suggestive swirls in the brushstrokes that had supplied the red paint to the walls.

As I turned, my foot caught something beside the door and it clattered to the old vinyl floor. It was a
framed photo with the legend  ‘The Laughing Man’ emblazoned across it in jagged red letters. I recoiled in
shock – a sort of clown stared up at me from within the frame: rather than the traditional white face, this
clown’s face was pitch-black in colour, almost blending into the black of the background and the clothes he
wore, with a bright-red smear across his lips, red circles on his cheeks and bloody-red surrounds to his eyes.
The eyes seemed peculiarly dead and, presumably through the use of contacts, the picture seeming to be a
photograph,  an equally-deep red in colour  as the eye make-up. A sort  of badge on the lapel of his  jacket
reproduced in the miniature the symbol that Dan had earlier scrawled.

I heard agonized screams from the lounge – the two things had got Richard. As neither had followed
me into the bedroom– I having been distracted by the picture from barricading the door – I was assuming that
they had gone for him as the nearest target. I decided to make an attempt to escape. I know it seems callous and
cowardly to abandon him like that, but I doubted I could do anything to save him and, yes, am a strong believer
in self-preservation. Besides, I had no desire to stay with that vile clown face grinning up at me with those dead
eyes.

I dashed down the now-empty corridor to the shattered remains of the front door and the smeared
remnant of Dan’s pattern on the floor.

Just as that moment, Richard lurched into the lounge doorway, gripping the frame in a vain attempt to
stop himself slipping down onto the floor. He gazed at me with agonised eyes that tore my soul as I knew there
was nothing I could do to save him. His throat had been torn open and blood was pouring down the front of his
black coat, trickling in suggestive curves of red across it. As he slumped to the floor, tiny rivulets of blood
meandered their way across the floor to mix with the chalk dust. Behind him, I could see his two killers, who
stepped stop-motion-like towards me.

I turned and ran. With the outside hallway so narrow, I burst out of the front door and smashed straight
into the wall opposite. Turning, not daring to risk a glance back, I dashed off down the passageway and burst
into the stairway. I took the stairs two at a time, almost taking a tumble a couple of times. After what seemed
like an eternity, I thrust the useless security door open and escaped into the chill of the night. As Richard had
his car keys, I had no choice but to flee on foot, running pell-mell through the estate. There was nobody about,
except those chavs who observed my passing in mute fascination.

Of course, I went to the police and they checked the flat, which was in a mess with Richard’s blood
pooling on the floor where his body had fallen – but, of his body, there was no sign. With Dan missing, they
concluded that he had to have been in league with the ‘hoodies’ who’d attacked us and that, between them, they
had disposed of the body; only with my survival ruining their plan, Dan had had to flee. Nonsense, but I had no
desire to contest the summation and be deemed a lunatic.

Sadly, the video camera had caught nothing of use, except Dan’s bizarre proclamation and Richard’s
screams, as Richard had blundered into it upon his retreat, knocking it over so that it fell to the floor facing a
grey-beige skirting board rather than filming the room.

Perhaps it was for the best… Ends
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Once the Dogs Stop Barking
By CL Bledsoe

There comes a point when you have
to go down to the street, point your
nose to the river, and follow its bends 

home. No one will stop for you to cross.
If you walk too far, you’ll end up part 
of the catfish’s mystique. If there 

aren’t catfish, it’s probably the wrong 
kind of river for you. Let’s be honest. 
Make a list of all the things you’d cut 

out of your heart, if you could, then sell
that online so you can afford a knife.
If no one wants it, substitute your under

wear. This is how you solve problems. 
You can jot them as you walk. Find 
a way to get past the bridges, the fences,

the gated condos with their walls. They
will absolutely call the cops if they see
you bleeding or being. Someone always 

thinks they have something to say 
that’s worth listening to, but they never 
want to pay the ASCAP fees. They call 

this a consumerist culture, but you don’t 
have a choice as to who eats your corpse. 
What horse shit. At the very least, you 

can sell plasma, if you can get to the clinic. 
It won’t make rent but you can buy food
to replenish yourself. This is the world

you and your neighbours let happen. I’m
not trying to make waves. I just want
to go home, thanks.



A Movie in Laos 

By Krish

The van pulled up outside the hostel and two lads exited. One was tall, white, with long blonde hair. The other
small, dark – Indian looking, with long black hair. Both were scruffy, very young, and had noticeably tired eyes
and thin, brooding faces that were emaciated almost. They slung their packs to their backs and wiped the sweat
off their forehead in unison. 

The old man watched their movements as they walked towards him, almost synchronised. He took a sip
on his coffee and lit a cigarette. “Hey,” he said to them with a slight wave.

“Hey,” said the small Indian one. “Is this Vientiane Backpackers Hostel?”
“Sure is,” said the old man. “Go on in, Vi at the front will get you sorted.”
“Cheers… Mind if I pinch a cigarette?” 
“Be my guest.”
The small Indian lad lit his cigarette and reached out his hand, “Vishnu.”
The old man squinted through his  glasses  as he spoke:  “Dave.  Nice to  meet  you Vishnu…” Vishnu

noticed one of his eyes was devoid of colour. It looked dead. Non-functional. Dave held out the cigarette pack
to the other lad. “You don’t want one?”

The other lad shook his head. He looked tired, more tired than Vishnu. 
“How long are you lads here?”
“Just a couple of days. We’re off to Vang Vieng next… Just thought we’d spend a couple of days relaxing

here before the craziness,” said Vishnu.
“Craziness?”
“Ah, you know… It’s meant to be pretty nuts up there. A lot of boozing and stuff…”
“Oh right well yeah… We should go for a drink sometime.”
“Yeah… We should…” said Vishnu. His friend nudged him. “You go in, I’ll just finish this,” 
“It’s lovely here you know… You should never leave…” said the old man.
“Oh yeah? What’s so good…” Vishnu said, but the old man didn’t hear the rest. 
“I’ve lived here 13 years,” he said. He carried on speaking, to no one in particular. “I used to teach art

back in England. Scotland actually… In a big boarding school. Fettes, have you heard of it?”
Vishnu shook his head, but the old man didn’t see.
“It’s a big old posh school up in Scotland… I hated it you see. Bunch of snobs…”
Vishnu interrupted. “I’ll speak to you later Dave. I just have to go and get checked in. We’ll chat later.”
“Oh yes yes… you guys go on… I’ll always be here…” said the old man. 
He watched through his one working eye as they walked in and handed Vi passports and waited on the

bench. Outside the rain had stopped and the streets had taken on a warmness befitting of the scene. The old man
finished his coffee and went to sit inside.

Vishnu and his friend were travelling on their gap years. They’d spent months in Vietnam, Cambodia and now,
in their fourth month, were here in Laos. They’d arrived at the hostel after a night on a sleeper bus in which
they’d got no sleep. 

Once they’d checked in, they showered and lay on their beds waiting to fall asleep. Vishnu felt weirdly
alert, as if he’d drank too much coffee in the day and couldn’t sleep at night. 

Daylight streamed in through the shoddy curtains and the sound of horns flooded into their room which
was musty with the smell of sweat and feet. “What did you think of that old man?” Vishnu asked his friend.
There was no reply. 

Hours later, Vishnu walked down with scruffier hair than before. He ordered a white coffee. Vi bought the
coffee outside in a white mug and laid it on the table. There was a pack of cigarettes still there. It must be the
old mans. Vishnu helped himself to one, drank his coffee and started reading a book. The old man walked
outside.



“Oh, hi Dave,” said Vishnu. “Sorry. I helped myself to a cigarette. I’ve been smoking flavoured ones;
these are such a relief… Sorry.”

“Oh no no… be my guest,” said the old man. “What are you reading?”
He passed the old man the book. It was Dharma Bums by Jack Kerouac.
“Oh yes yes… The classic hippie tale,” said the old man. “I read that time ago, a long time ago. He’s a bit

of a waffler isn’t he, Kerouac?” The old man’s lips curled upwards as he spoke. His nostrils flared and curled
upwards too. “He talks a bit too much for my taste… You know who you should read?”

“Who?”
The  old  man  squinted.  “Thomas  Pynchon…  Oh  yeah  well  yeah,  he’s  great  you  know…  Brilliant.

Hmmm… Very complex works… Not easy reading you know…”
Vishnu noticed the old man had an odd way of speaking. Kind of squeaky and quiet and under his breath:

as if mumbling to himself, as if he wanted no one else hearing. In this way the old man carried on, on and on,
not letting Vishnu get a word in. 

“As I was saying,” said the old man. “I taught art back in England. Scotland actually… But no, it wasn’t
for me. I was brought up in Barbados… My Dad was in business out there… I grew up there. That’s where I
met  my friend Richard  Drayton.  Have you heard  of  him? He’s  a  professor  at  Cambridge… Professor  of
History… Well yeah, anyway, I’m used to the tropical climate. I can’t stand England… I used to visit Richard
Drayton, but I haven’t seen him in years. And I’m not going back. Well yeah, I asked him to come here, but you
know he won’t. And I’m not going back to England… So, I came out here. Been here 13 years…”

“Did you teach art out here?”
The old man heard that. “Oh no no… I found a job teaching English… It was great back then. Warm,

beautiful. Well yeah, I even asked my friend Richard Drayton to come out here… He said no. He was busy… I
still speak to him sometimes. I send him a letter or two…”

The old man paused for a few seconds. It was like he was out of steam. “Could I have another cigarette?”
said Vishnu.

“Oh yeah yeah…” The old man pushed the packet towards Vishnu with a flick of his hand. “As I was
saying, I taught English… Then I met my wife… Give me a second…”

The old man was skinny. His skin was like rubber and his hands shook as he reached into his pocket for
his wallet and took out a small, dirty picture. “That’s her. My wife… We’ve just split apart… We’re in the
process of sorting our divorce… That’s why I’m here in the hostel… My house is up there in those hills. We
used to entertain all our friends. I even asked Richard Drayton to come out here once.” 

The old man paused and looked pensive. 
He raised his arm and pointed into the distance – where exactly Vishnu couldn’t tell. “Well yeah, I used to

live there… But now I’m in the hostel because we’re getting a divorce… You know it’s quite hard in Laos to
sort those things.”

Vishnu looked down at the dirty picture. She looked young and pretty and small, with clear skin and
bright features. He looked at it for quite some time before handing it back to the old man who was still talking.
He didn’t notice Vishnu handing him the picture. Vishnu placed it on the table by the cigarettes.

“Beautiful country you know… I love it… Been here 13 years myself. But there’s some stuff that really
gets to me. You know how they treat the mentally ill out here… Well yeah, it’s a mixture of the Buddhist belief
in reincarnation and the old animist beliefs in spirits and demons and devils and all that stuff… So they believe
the mentally ill have old demons in them. And they need to be exorcised out of them, whipped out of them if
you will! So, they actually whip them… They whip them so these demons will leave their bodies… You can
hear the screams sometimes up there near my house… It’s haunting, those poor voices…”

A young girl who worked at the hostel walked outside to their table. She said something in the local
language. “Sorry?” Vishnu said.

“She’s asking if you’re finished,” said the old man.
“Oh yeah, sorry, yeah…”
The old man spoke back to her in what seemed like perfect Laotian. He talked, she laughed, she said

something back, he said something again, she laughed again.
“She reminds me of Thun,” said the old man.



“Thun?” Vishnu asked.
“My wife… You know, my wife…” The old man noticed the picture then and held it out in front of him.

Then he placed it back inside his wallet. 
“I miss her,” he said. “I had dengue a few years back.” He leaned forward. “Look at my eye… My right

one. It’s gone. It doesn’t work. I lost it to dengue. Awful it was. I was out for days. I could barely walk for
weeks after. My limbs wouldn’t work… Thun nursed me through the whole thing. She fed me every day when I
lay there in bed like an old cripple. This hot soup she would feed me. And red curry and yellow curry with big
clumps of rice. That’s all I could get down me… Useless I was. I had to stop teaching. I emailed my friend
Richard Drayton for money. He couldn’t you know.”

Vishnu took another cigarette. He passed the old man the pack. The old man lit one. Vishnu hoped his
friend would come down and save him. He secretly wished he’d never come outside.

“Thun’s  sister  stepped  in  you  see.  She  leant  us  some.  Well,  she  didn’t  exactly.  Her  husband did…
Michael…  He’s  an  Aussie…  You  know  the  Donald  Trump  type  personality?  Well  yeah  you  know,
authoritarian… absolutely power hungry… egoistic… ah I could go on forever.” 

Isn’t that what you’re doing already, Vishnu said to himself. 
“He leant us some money. That was the first mistake I made. You know from then on, he owned me… He

owned us. He ripped us apart…” 
The old man stopped talking for a second. He puffed on his cigarette and took a long drink from a bottle.

Vishnu got up and shook the old man’s hand. “I best go inside Dave,” Vishnu said.
“Oh yes yes… No problem… You should come up for dinner one time. Thun’s an excellent cook.”

When it was nearing night, Vishnu and his friend got ready to go out. Manchester City were playing Leicester
and they were showing it on a big screen in a bar a few blocks away. Vishnu said to his friend, “Be careful. If he
sees us, he’ll tag along. He chewed my ear off for hours earlier.”

“When?” his friend asked.
“You were asleep. He went on for ages. He’s such a natterer. How do these guys always find us?” 
They crept away, the old man not spotting them. He was upstairs in his room, showering, shaving and

changing. He straightened his glasses, sprayed some cologne, and looked deeply into the mirror. 
He walked to a bar and had a bottle of Lao beer. He ate some rice noodles and had another bottle with

some salted peanuts. He spoke to the barman for a bit but he was sat on a stool playing games on his phone.
Still, the old man talked on. Where is everyone, he thought. 

He paid up and walked out, wandering through the street until he could hear some noises. Shouts and
chants… It was coming from the big outdoor bar where a screen was playing football. 

In the corner, Vishnu and his friend were crouched low on stools drinking beer and watching the game.
Tens of locals surrounded them, screaming, all in blue Manchester City shirts. They didn’t notice the old man
and he didn’t see them. He sat down on a low stool and ordered a beer. 

On the table next to him, a woman was sat alone, drinking cold beer out of a glass. He leant over to her,
“Mind if I join you?”

“Sure,” she said. She made room for him on the table. She was old, but not as old as him, with dark,
frizzy hair and she was wearing a tight black vest and dark green cargo shorts with a bumbag around her waist. 

“Do you want a cigarette?” he asked.
“No. Thanks,” she held out her own pack. “I’ve got my own.”
The old man lit a cigarette. “You into football?” 
“No. I’m just here for the cheap beer.”
“Well yeah, me too… I always hated football… Where are you from may I ask?”
“London,” she said. 
“Oh England. Me too… I used to teach school there. Well, not England exactly. Scotland… Have you

heard of Fettes?” the old man began. 
Suddenly she interrupted and told the old man, Goodbye. She stood up quickly and walked away. The old

man had another bottle of beer and then paid up and made his way back to the hostel. 
The beer had dried his mouth. He lit a cigarette.



These streets seemed distant. Despite knowing them so well, to tread on them seemed wrong, almost
painful, as if the past thirteen years of life was fiction, a movie screening he had just walked out of in a daze.
The house was gone and the red curry dinners on the oak table. Well, obviously without the house, there is no
oak table you fool. 

Thun was gone also, gone forever to her stupid sister and that stupid Donald Trump with their perfect
family at that international school. Sure, she’d be a slave there… Nothing better…  And on the holidays when
the kids came back, she wouldn’t be auntie, she’d be their very own maidservant. 

Outside  the  hostel  he  hoped  he  would  find  Vishnu  or  Vi  or  the  girl.  Just  for  a  chat,  for  a  little
conversation. He stood outside and sucked on the end of the cigarette. 

The moon looked a different colour tonight – maybe it  was a different colour. He looked up to his old
house on the hills. The wind was non-existent bar the smoke he exhaled. In the distance somewhere, a dog
barked.

Ends



City Limits
By Judy DeCroce

It had once been a city without a name,
then they called it Consequence.

The streets were always crowded.
Executives rushing for meetings.

Shoppers—
just people moving, surging,
on a blue October Tuesday.

She kept speeding up,
keeping with the flow.

It had been a long time and things changed—
people change.

She wasn’t the same person;
no one is.

“Wait,” he yelled.
He ran to catch up.

Slowly she turned.

It was then he noticed her eyes,
flashing on and off.

Smoothing her fur,
while putting on a tricky smile,
she thought, “Finally he understands."

Later, in the car,
his glance was quick—furtive.

He continued to drive too fast.



Bad Vibrations
By Alex Ramsden

No Two Skies Are The Same

The weather: grey.
The soundtrack: Run for Home by Lindisfarne
The mood: Bloody bored.

I have run this route literally a million times, well, not literally. In all those times, I have never seen anything so
amazingly illuminating as what I saw today. I say illuminating, it was like a vision- a fluorescent, incessant
kaleidoscope of colour and beauty.

You might think I’m exaggerating but, uh oh Shaggy, I’m not. A strange sensation trickled over me at
first, as my legs pumped and the muscles muscled, my feet pounded the pavement, and my heartbeat matched
the brutal rhythm of some savage rhapsody of electronic music. Once it had stopped trickling, it hit me, full in
the face and full in the body. I was in the stranglehold of a salivating and virile state of emotion. It was a
symphony.

Anyway, enough bullshit, let’s crack on with the story. 
The day was as grey and drab and boring as any other. They just all blend into one, don’t they? The

Mondays quickly turn into Wednesdays that dribble glacially slow into Sundays and then we start the whole
mind-numbing charade all over again. Clouds seemed to wobble with rain, they hung in the sky like an upside-
down bat in a black cave. The sky reflects my mood. I laced up my running shoes, as usual. I zipped up my
track top, as usual. I downed a pint of water before treading my shoe leather as usual. The routine of habitual
boredom. The same streets, the same faces, the same shouts of abuse and whistling (the best one was when
somebody took note that I was wearing a yellow top and orange trainers. They called me a ‘silly little Solero’,
so that was cool). There was nothing on the cards to suggest that that day was going to be any different from the
struggles  of  normality.  Anyway,  I  was  running  like  Forrest  Gump  on  speed  when  my  eyes  clapped  the
multicoloured angel running opposite. 

I guess it’s as simple as being in the right place at the right time. She was there. I was there. The sky was
blue, and the grass was green. The Earth was round (seriously, don’t go there) and the government was an
omnishambles. Life was normal. Until this very moment. Frozen in time like a blanket of pure, white snow-
glistening and gleaming. Our eyes briefly met as we jogged past each other. It was the ultimate rom-com meet-
cute. 

That was until it happened, of course. The unthinkable. The catastrophe. 
Anyway, back to the story. I ran across her path, pretending to grab my calf as I went by, hoping she saw

me in slight discomfort. She definitely, definitely looked at me. 
I feigned injury a little further up the path, sitting in the damp grass, clutching tentatively at my calf. I

thought to myself: if she was as wonderful as she looked, then she’d come over and ask how I was. A pathetic
attempt at starting the ball rolling. Any normal person would, of course, go to a bar or a party and make a
valiant go of talking to the opposite sex. That’s what a normal person would do. I don’t fall into that category,
unfortunately. No, I need an elaborate ruse. One such as pretending I have injured myself in the line of duty, out
on a run. She comes over. Yes! A victory for awkwardness! She looks concerned but smiles a breezy greeting
at me.

“Hi, are you okay? Pulled a muscle?”
“Erm. Yeah. Maybe. It’s just a bit tight, that’s all. Kinda like an elastic band being pulled from one end of

the road to the other.”
What am I talking about? 
“Yeah,” she chuckles, “I suppose so.”
I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but I’m a bit of a tit. 



The weather: Sunshine.
The soundtrack: Television Romance by Pale Waves.
The mood: Delirium.

She introduces herself as Polly, I am more than tempted to ask if she wants a cracker and to ask if her surname
is Styrene…because I’m really funny, that’s why. Obviously. Then I quickly realise that she will have heard
them all before, all the jokes and gags and sparkling word play. I need to come up with something original. I
know that people say that the old ones are the best but I think that’s just what painfully unfunny people say.
Anyway, she looks at me with her big brown eyes, dark like mahogany in the morning, and they smile at me.
Her pupils dance along as she surveys the not-even-really-injured specimen sprawled out on the ground next to
her. It is in these kinds of social situations that I have no idea how to go about them. They are a mystery to me.
Something to both fear and delight me. I know all the telltale signs, the flickering conversation, the fluctuating
laughter and the flirty glances as we chat and chill.  This is exactly like that. There are more clicks than a
castanet class (that’s quite a niche reference, I know, look it up) but it’s definitely, definitely there. 

Polly tells me to get up and we will run the rest of the road together, to stretch out my career-ending calf
injury. The one that doesn’t exist. We bound along the grassy path, legs in harmony, arms in motion and hearts
beginning to interlock like spaghetti slowly gaining moisture and coiling up into strands of sensuality. Yeah,
something like that. We finish at the picnic benches outside the pub- you see where this is going- and I take a
seat. To my eternal delight and visible surprise, she sits with me and we start chatting again. The conversation
lilts between running and weather, an undulating preamble to our certain date. There is no tied-up tongue. I can
talk to her so easily, so confidently. Usually, my tongue swells up inside my mouth, clogging up my throat and
stopping proper words coming out. It dries up like an Ethiopian drought, cracking my voice and croaking my
sentences. It chokes me. This isn’t one of those times. Polly is a cracker. Sorry, I’m at it again. She seems
genuinely interested in my conversation, even though I’m pretty sure what I’m saying is about as entertaining
as listening to Piers Morgan drone on and on about income tax, or something. Whatever, she’s into it. And I
like it. 

The venue is ideal. I can slip inside the eye of her mind and start getting to know her. I can slip inside the
pub and buy a pint. It’s the most win-win scenario I can think of. Yeah, sure, you can have your skydiving and
your fast cars but the real buzz comes from the beautiful helter skelter of human attraction. That’s the way for
me. 

Everything is going swimmingly. People always say they can pinpoint the exact moment that they meet
the  man/woman (delete  as  applicable)  of  their  dreams.  I  have  only  ever  previously  met  knuckle-dragging
cavewomen in my living nightmares, stuck talking to the tragic and torrid tadpoles in the pool. This is nice.
This is good. This is…right. 

It’s like rolling a six and then passing go. We get to talking about films, food, television, the unfair and
unrealistic prices of alcohol in rural village pubs. 

“I just don’t think you should have to pay so much for peanuts. It’s such an expensive outlay for several
second of pleasure,” I say, with a bit too much irritation. 

“It’s not that big a deal, Eddie.”
“It’s not like it’s, I dunno, beans on toast… with that, you put in very little effort, you use the toaster, or

the grill and open a tin and chuck it all on. The effort level is probably at a 3/10. Then you eat it and the reward
is a 9/10.”

You might think what sort of woman would sit and listen to this shit? Polly does. 
She seemed to actually find my attempts at humour funny, my ramblings and ravings to be philosophical

(Schrodinger’s Jokes- they are both funny and very, very unfunny). I cannot believe how much humans can
connect, that instant fire ignited. I always believe it to be very much like the first people ever to add sugar to
cocoa  beans.  Boom.  You  get  chocolate.  Probably  the  greatest  invention  in  the  universe.  That  kind  of
connection, that spark of ideas, that volatile yet ephemeral tranquility is rare. 

I’m talking absolute balls again, aren’t I?
Let’s keep going. 



It was all going so well. Smoother than a Barry White track. Happier than a dog seeing its owner for the
first time in ages. We did everything together. We kept up the jogging. We ate chips and drank tea and listened
to reggae and danced in the moonlight. The solar system was ours. 

We were cheated out of it. 
All of it. 
I remember the details so vividly, so horribly. 
Deep breath, everyone, things are about to get teary. 
 

The weather: A deep, depressing slice of black smog. 
The soundtrack: Eve of Destruction by Barry McGuire.
The mood: Foreboding, downbeat, crass, ennui, ugly.

It  was a  Sunday.  Bloody Sunday,  eh? You know that  if  anything is  going to  dampen the  mood,  kill  the
atmosphere and destroy the beauty of life, then it’s going to happen on a Sunday. It wasn’t anything to write
home about, really. There had been some suspicious and unexplained rumblings in the air through the night.
They were put down to being a sonic boom, or a very heavy and hideous wind. The kind of wind that gusts and
gales across desolate moors and isolated heaths. Wuthering nights. There were bursts of black rain, scarring the
sky. It was acidic, acrid, awful. Nobody seemed to know. News crews were racing all over the place. Experts
were frantic on the scrambling airwaves. Panic and fear were starting to set in. Polly and I sat in her kitchen,
watching the charcoal drizzle dribble down the window-pane. The door was creaking. The house was groaning.
The flowers in the pretty garden were grotesquely maimed. 

The morning was chaotic. The explosions happened randomly, intermittently. There were screams and
sirens. Birds choked on the inky atmosphere.  The thing you couldn’t  avoid was the smog. Thick smog. It
blustered belligerently into bedrooms, craftily crept into cars and maniacally mutilated anyone brave- or stupid-
enough to go outside. It was like living in a horror film. 

The last explosion was the largest. 
People say the word ‘kaboom’ when they talk about things going bang. There was no word to describe

this noise. Giant clouds of ash and liquorice black smoke billowed everywhere. I couldn’t see my hand in front
of my face. I couldn’t see anything. I couldn’t see Polly. 

The aftershock continued to vibrate beneath me. 
My heartbeat thudded and thudded and thudded. 
My feet were glued to the ground. 
My senses went into overdrive. 
The smog. The fear. The darkness. The shaking. The ringing. The panic. The pain. 
A lot of time passed; I have no idea how long exactly. It felt like hours. The last of the vicious veil of

smoke dissipated, drifting towards its next victims. The house was destroyed. I could see what was left of the
roof, the walls, the fence. Silence. A deafening, desperate silence. The silence of apocalypse. The end of the
fucking world. 

Underneath the collapsed kitchen wall, complete with shattered window, was Polly. She was pale and
gone. I knew that straight away. The dust covered most of her face and hair. Shards of glass glistened. The sky
was dull, propped up with a million broken dreams. The faces of the dead etched into the atmosphere. The
disaster had been so sudden, so unexplained. 

It was all over. Who knows how many survivors? Who cared? 
It was said that the world would end with a whimper, not a bang. My world ended in a loud and lucid

catastrophe. I was alive but I had died all the same. 

The weather: Gloomy.
The soundtrack: The distant sound of rolling thunder. 
The mood: Over and out. 

Ends



A Stitch in Time
By Brett Dyer and Valkyrie Kerry

Imagine, if you will, being trapped like a rat in a maze, unable to leave, unable to execute any type of free will. 
Meet Ada Spinks, an amazing woman who has endured two world wars, seen empires rise and fall, worked in 
healthcare. Now she sits in her rocking chair, day after day. A rocking chair cut from the same wood as the log 
cabin that houses it. Her only company is her wayward grand-daughter Agnes. Ada sits and knits, her sore 
thumbs working away as she waits. Her only chance of leaving her prison, the daunting hope of a wooden box, 
but freedom sits on the very cusp of a daunting reality.

Click, clack, click, clack. The needles weave together their endless blanket, its colours drench the old woman’s 
lap, covering her legs and trailing across the floor. Occasionally her eyes dart up and observe Agnes. The slip of
a girl drifts aimlessly between the living area and kitchenette.

“Tea Grandmother?” She offers. Ada glances at the clock, 1pm. Its white shiny face reflecting the hue of 
light that ghosts the cabin.

“Tea would be lovely dear. Tell me, is your head better. I seem to recall that it was troubling you last 
night.” Instinctively Agnes strokes her forehead, the cuckoo screaming in her ear.

“It is better, though not quite right,” she states whilst placing the kettle on the stove.

Click, clack, click, clack. The sound of the needles pounds her temples, but she looks at the kindly face of the 
old woman, and her tightly woven bun and a hint of sympathy settles her nerves.

“You are troubled child, perhaps last night’s thunder scared you?” Ada queries, gently rocking back and 
forth in her chair. Agnes scoops a loose strand of blond hair behind her ear.

“I did not hear it grandmother, I slept heavily,” She whispers handing her grandmother the tea. “Your pills
grandmother!”

“I told you dear,” the hunched over woman laughs, “they’re not mine.” Agnes sighs,
“Must we have this argument every day?” She mutters to herself moodily.
“And grandmother told you to control your moods, anxiety puts the leprechauns in you.”

Click, clack, click, clack. Whistling steams from the kettle. Agnes, realising that she has forgotten to remove it 
from the boil hurries to the kitchenette. Steam rises against the window, and she stares at the outside world, the 
inaccessible world. Now, merely another picture on the wall. For an instant, in the steam, she catches a glimpse 
of a pale looking mousey girl. Sickly. It fades, as did the thunder. The steam mesmerises her, captivates her, and
her gaze is held. The cuckoo cuts in, calling time, where time no longer matters.

Click, clack, click, clack. Ada looks at the clock as it strikes four. The round face staring at her, reminding her 
of the slow and painful progress of time.

“Is it medication time?” Ada queries, her needles working another line.
“Grandmother, you said that the medication was not yours. Remember?” Agnes snaps impatiently.
“Indeed, I did,” Ada chuckles, “I wonder whose medication it is.” She looks up as Agnes tuts and rolls her

eyes. “I am sorry dear; I forget how trying I can be.” The wizened lady apologises as she steadies herself 
against the heavy, white cushions of her chair. A bland colour, one that permeates the cabin.

Click, clack, click, clack. Agnes tidies furiously, straightening the chairs, plumping up the solid cushions and 
aligning the wall clock. She scrubs her grandmother’s cup and saucer and washes her hands furiously.

“You seem agitated child,” Ada points out, barely looking up from her wool. “Is something amiss?” 
Agnes wedges the sofa’s legs against the ivory mat.

“That infuriating tapping,” Agnes growls. “It drives me insane.”
“I’m sorry dear, I am a burden, but with my joints there is little else for me to do.” The cuckoo yelps in 

Agnes’s ears once again, forcing her to jump involuntarily. Ada stares at the round dial.



“I suggest you drink your milk and try to sleep.” Agnes reaches for the milk, she had not noticed it before,
but now it rests on the table, waiting.

Click, clack, click, clack. CUCKOO. Ada looks up at the clock, it seems to smile announcing dawn. 8am. She 
watches curiously, ever weaving her wool, as Agnes eats her breakfast. In the mirror Ada glimpses an old man 
and smiles to herself. She remembers him, an educated sort. Capable and professional. His image fades almost 
instantly as the needles continue to knit their melody.

“How are you feeling today? You look refreshed.”
“Very much so grandmother,” Agnes replies, “would you like your tea.”
“That would be lovely dear,” Ada replies. As the kettle boils Agnes fixates on the window, longs for the 

world outside, until the steam fogs her view, and once again the sickly shadow appears, albeit momentarily.

Click, clack, click, clack. Ada’s white dress and pale skin vanish into the depths of the cushions. Click, clack, 
click, clack. CUCKOO. Her face peers from within the padding, drifts into existence. She looks up at the white 
dial, 1pm, and then down at her white knitted blanket. The noise beats like drums in Agnes’s brain. She rips the 
cuckoo clock from the wall and smashes it to pieces with her feet. The white moon of the sundial stares down at
her, time passes.

Click, clack, click, clack. CUCKOO. The sound comes in the absence of the object. Click, clack, click, clack. 
CUCKOO. Agnes places her hands over her ears, in the mirror she glimpses the sickly girl talking to an old 
man. The furniture seems slightly out of place. She rushes around straightening angles, plumping up the thick 
white cushions, washing and scrubbing her hands.

“It’s four O” clock dear,” her grandmother mutters nonchalantly, “you are wasting time again.”
“Wasting time? How can you live in this mess, and with that infernal noise?”
“There’s no mess dear. Life is too short for concerning yourself with such nonsense.”

Click, clack, click, clack.
“Too short? To live in a hygienic home.” Agnes snaps, noting the alignment of the furniture once again. “I

am stuck in here, with you, no way out. The least I can have is a bit of order.”
“Then you shall not leave.” Ada laughs as she rocks back and forwards, disappearing into the padding of 

the white chair. The needles bang together, the noise deafening. CLICK, CLACK, CLICK, CLACK. Furiously 
Agnes grabs the needles and drives them through her grandmother’s chest and into her heart. The needles melt 
into the cushions. The walls crack and heave, a split forms. Then another, then another. Quaking ruptures the 
floor, glass shatters from the window and mirror, spreading shards across the disintegrating abode. Then there is
nothing.

Agnes rubs her eyes. She blinks, and blinks again. The old man sits beyond the glass. His white coat firmly 
buttoned to his neck, his clipboard and pen write furiously. The metronome swings from side to side; click, 
clack, click, clack, click, clack. She gazes confused at the white padded walls, the high barred window, and her 
own sickly reflection in the glass.

“Do you remember me, Agnes?” The psychiatrist asks. The scared girl shakes her head.
“I’m your doctor – Dr Adrian Spinks. You are in Bedlam, admitted for severe OCD. A danger to yourself 

and others,” he flicks through his notes, “obsessed with straight lines and bleaching body parts.” He looks up 
from his clipboard to the round, white clock on the wall. 4am. “It is time for your medication Agnes.”

Click, clack, click, clack. The cuckoo cries out wakening Agnes from a forgotten dream. Her grandmother
sits observing, always observing as the needles tap.

“Would you like tea grandmother?” Agnes asks.
“That would be lovely dear,” the old lady replies whilst eyeing the displaced furniture.



Very little comment here, save for this small aside. Life is short, obsession with death even manifesting through
compulsions that seem reasonable, may give an early death. A self-inflicted prison of one’s own making. If
there is an escape it is through a change of personal direction, such counselling could be sought in another
realm and in that realm who is the hero? Ada or Agnes? The only thing we know for sure is that time is the
villain.

World rebuilt by Man
Planetary urban blight
Nature overthrown

By DS Davidson



Missing in Missed Moments: for Qi Hong
By Yuan Changming

1/ Reaching out 

From the heart of night I look high up & 
Spot two particular stars twinkling at me

As lovingly as your eyes beyond the horizon

On a beach rock, I howl aloud
Towards the whole pacific, & hear an echo

From your call like a lost whale

Amid summer raindrops, I shoot my thought of you
Down through the earth, & feel a deep tremor

Vibrating on the other side of this world

2/ Searching in 

Sitting stark above my selfhood
Your image enchants every synapse 
Within my feel, so much so
That my entire innerbeing weathers fast
In the wind of thought as it blows wildly from
Between the lines of poetry rhyming with my heart
Beats
       So constantly missed in my missing for you
Ah, that’s how I miss you



Los Alamos, New Mexico
By Cynthia Gallaher

Hidden by a periphery
of majestic mountains and 
dense conifer forests,

Up, up, 7,000 feet to the “secret city,”
 the “instant city,” Los Alamos, 
where the atomic bomb was born,

From its eagle’s aerie,
they could see potential Russian spies
from 100 miles away.

And can still track visitors like us
with cameras posted
along its long and winding roads.

Its missiles among tall pines,
lingering radioactivity interspersed
between the freshest air,

Monetary wealth surrounded by poverty
in this thicket in the wilderness,
with more millionaires per capita
 
Than almost anywhere else on earth,
multiple PhDs and more areas marked 
by number and not name.

Up from Jemez, our brakes smoked
after the wild romp around mountain curves,
after rise and falls until we reached this elegant mesa,

Where the attendant at the gas station
on the corner of Trinity and Oppenheimer
tried to reassure us 

Nothing 
explosive 
would happen.



A Hint of Complicity
By David Rudd

Mike Ansom couldn’t keep his eyes open any longer. He would have to take a nap. He swung his white Ford
Sierra into a layby and eased the car to a standstill. Prising his hands from the steering wheel, he massaged his
aching neck. This really was a young man’s game, he told himself.      
     He also needed a pee but was so tired he couldn’t summon the energy to go for one. He kept nodding off,
then coming round with a painful jerk as his head lolled onto his chest. Finally he managed to open the car door
and ease himself out of his claustrophobic cockpit. “I’m too old for this,” he told himself, but retirement was
still a way off. He tried to arch his back, bracing his hands against his hips for leverage, but his hands kept
sliding off the rolls of fat at his waist. He staggered into the undergrowth. Fortunately, the layby was deserted.   
     Within minutes he was back in his car, settling himself into his seat. He struggled to adjust it to the reclining
position,  but eventually gave up. His sample books of fabrics,  filling the back seat and leg-well,  wouldn’t
budge. He really should get them organised, he told himself once again. In the end, he fell asleep with the seat
partially reclined, too exhausted to attempt more.
     Unfortunately for Mike, even sleep didn’t bring peace. He had one of those dreams where you think you are
still awake, wondering why sleep won’t come. In the course of this waking dream, he’d looked up to see, at the
end of the layby, a girl hitching. A very attractive girl,  too, with blond hair tied in bunches, wearing blue
dungarees and a denim jacket. The sight of her made him abandon any attempt at slumber (so he thought). He
would give this young woman a lift. It was dangerous, he told himself, for girls to be out on their own. He
always worried about them, picturing his own daughter in a similar predicament.
     The girl gratefully accepted a lift and they drove off. Although he kept the conversation light and playful, for
some reason he found himself aroused by the young woman’s presence. He could feel his penis harden in his
trousers, constricting them further. Even turning the steering wheel was difficult. And the motion of the car was
only making matters worse. He groaned, then, on impulse, found himself unzipping and pulling her head down
towards his groin and then, and then … 
     He woke with a jerk, alone in his car, an uncomfortable stickiness at his crotch. He was still in the layby.
Although it had only been a dream, he felt disgusted. Fortunately, the layby remained quiet, and he managed to
clean himself without attracting attention.
     Feeling more human again, Mike started the engine and gently pulled away, checking his rear-view mirror.
What a day! He couldn’t wait to get home. Then, as his eyes focused on the road ahead, he spotted, standing on
the grass verge, a girl hitcher—that self-same girl he’d dreamt about: large blue eyes, blond hair, bunches,
dungarees.
     He was so embarrassed that he was tempted to drive straight past. But he knew he couldn’t leave her here. In
fact, how could she have got here in the first place? he wondered. It was a dual carriageway. There were no
other routes apart from the one he was taking. 
     He drew alongside and opened the passenger door, experiencing an eerie feeling of déjà vu. Was he, once
again, mouthing the same words as those from his dream? His sense of mortification still tormented him. But
there she was, beside him in the car, thanking him profusely for rescuing her. She closed the door and they
moved onto the main carriageway. 
     His main concern was that the car smelt. The dusty fabric samplers were bad enough, but what about his
personal aroma? Could she have spotted him, in the layby, when he’d been … asleep? Had it looked like he’d
been … playing with himself? He couldn’t even say “masturbating”, the word itself made him feel sick. He
swallowed hard.
     She showed no signs of distaste, however, and they soon settled into a relaxed conversation after she’d
expressed an interest in his fabric samples. Sam (short for Samantha) was a textiles student. He was delighted to
see her so captivated by the patterns and textures. He, too, had always found them a great source of comfort:
dependable and predictable in their orderliness. Sam asked permission to take some sketches, and Mike was
delighted to watch her copy some of the designs into her pink-and-white, polka-dot notebook.



    Eventually, he dropped Sam off at the end of the street where her digs were. It was slightly out of his way
but, as he told her, he didn’t like to see girls hitching on their own. He worried for their safety, especially after
his own lurid dream. 
     He would have driven her right to her door, but she insisted that the end of the road was fine. And he
realised that, were he to be more assertive, that in itself might sound creepy. Even so, he carefully watched her
walk down the road before finally turning into a gateway.
     It wasn’t until he was on the ring road going out of town that he noticed the polka-dot notebook wedged
beside the passenger seat. 
     At the next roundabout he started to retrace his steps. It was getting dark now. But, crawling down her street,
he thought he could remember her gateway. He parked his car and went to the door. He had thought of posting
her book through the letter box, but it was too bulky and, besides, he wanted to make sure he had the right
place. If he were honest, he’d also admit that he was looking forward to seeing her bright young face again. At
the end of his long and weary day, she had been a breath of fresh air.
     The door opened and an elderly woman stood before him. He’d expected someone younger: a student of
some sort. He started to explain himself, then abandoned the attempt, asking more directly, “Can I speak to
Sam?”
     As he said her name, it was as though he had struck the woman. The colour drained from her face and she
started to tremble. As delicately as he could, he took her arm, fearing she might collapse. “Help,” he called out.
     An older man appeared, his face creased in anger. He obviously thought Mike had attacked her. She quickly
regained her composure and reassured her husband she was alright. Both of them now seemed keen to invite
Mike inside. 
     It certainly did not look like a student house. Had Sam deceived him? Mike wondered. Had she only
pretended to enter this house? But that still didn’t account for this older woman’s reaction. The name “Sam”
had triggered something.
     And then it all came out. Mr and Mrs Benson used to rent rooms to girls at the art college, but they had
stopped doing so some fourteen years ago, after Sam’s tragic death.   
     When Mr Benson announced this, Mike stopped him, waving Sam’s polka-dot notebook in the air as he
related his earlier encounter with her. Were the couple suffering some form of dementia? he wondered. 
     Mr Benson went across to a bureau and extracted a book of cuttings, which he passed to Mike, who scanned
the yellowed rectangles of newspaper. They came adrift as he read them, the Sellotape brittle and discoloured.
There she was, right enough: blond hair tied in bunches – just as he’d seen her. Mike read the caption: “Bright,
blue-eyed Sam Rowlandson, just 18.”
     Mrs Benson leaned across and touched his arm. “You’re not the first,” she said. “We understand.”
     Mr Benson was on his feet again. “This,” he said, waving a long woollen scarf before Mike’s eyes, “was
dropped off by someone else, five years ago. Also left in the car when she got out.”
     “We think it’s the tip of the iceberg,” said Mrs Benson, “but most drivers wouldn’t know where she lived.”
     “What about her parents? Do they know about this?” asked Mike.
     “They don’t,” said Mr Benson. “Both dead, hearts broken.”
     Mike looked down at Sam’s notebook, still lying on the chair arm beside him: a tangible, physical object.
     “We hadn’t heard anything since the ten-year anniversary of her murder,” said Mr Benson. “We thought that
might be it...”
     “And then you come along,” added his wife. “Let’s get you a cuppa,” she said, her voice choked. She left the
room, her husband following soon after.
     Mike gazed at the top headline once more. “Girl Hitcher Murdered!” According to the report, she’d never
left the layby. She and her boyfriend had had a row, it said, and he’d driven off, abandoning her there. Twenty
minutes down the road, he’d calmed down, turned the car round and gone back, but couldn’t find her. He
assumed she’d accepted a lift. As he later discovered, though, she’d never made it back to the Bensons” or,
indeed, to her parents” house. 
     Within the week, her body had been discovered in the undergrowth, half buried. The boyfriend, a fellow art
student,  had initially been charged, but DNA tests on the semen lodged in her throat—she’d choked—had
cleared him. The murderer had never been found, so a later cutting—a decade on—informed Mike.



     Mike drank his tea, though it almost choked him, and thanked the Bensons. He left the notebook with them.
It seemed right, somehow, that Sam’s belongings – these tangible artefacts that, bizarrely, made the journey she
never did—be kept together. He had quite enough to remember her by.
     As the Bensons closed the door behind him, he was overpowered by the image of some smelly torso
thrusting itself into his face, suffocating him, a gush of fiery seed coating his mouth, and a slug of mucus
sliding down his throat. He barely reached their front gate before the vomit exploded from him. For the second
time that day he had to clean himself up.
     As he stumbled back to his Sierra, Mike tried desperately to hold on to this feeling of empathy with Sam.
The alternative was too unthinkable: that he might have more in common with her killer; someone into whose
skin he had so easily slipped.
     Mike fumbled with the car keys, eventually resettling himself into his womb-like Sierra. For some time he
sat there, distracted. Finally, he reached for one of his fabric books, opening it across his lap. Mechanically, he
flipped through the samples, desperately trying to focus on the designs; seeking succour in their dependable
patterns—patterns that had, until  this particular evening, always offered solace,  given his life some sort of
shape and meaning.

Ends

World Turtle
By Tony Daly

Vultures rest in flight with snakes in beaks,
circling spires of glistening sky rises
shading lesser buildings and back alleys
from liquid light dripping into sewers
flowing through concrete to join river sediment
layered on bedrock pitted with dinosaur bones
and pockets of black gold,
sprayed from four ancient elephants trunks,
statuesque on emerald tortoise shell pedestal:
wisdom, protection, tranquility, steadfastness,
eternally striding around a cosmic ellipsis,
sending shivers and quakes
through the city with every step,
but what supports the tortoise?
Something, we know not what.



Deep in my Couch
By Michael Lee Johnson

Deep in my couch
of magnetic dust,
I am a bearded old man.
I pull out my last bundle
of memories beneath
my pillow for review.
What is left, old man,
cry solo in the dark.
Here is a small treasure chest
of crude diamonds, a glimpse
of white gold, charcoal,
fingers dipped in black tar.
I am a temple of worship with trinket dreams,
a tea kettle whistling ex-lovers boiling inside.
At dawn, shove them under, let me work.
We are all passengers traveling
on that train of the past—
senses, sins, errors, or omissions
deep in that couch.



The Coffee Shop
By Stuart Cavet

It was late afternoon/early evening and I was sat on my motorbike pushing its heavy, silent weight along the
sidewalk with my feet. The lights of all the shops and restaurants along the street had come on. My bike’s
headlamp was already on, too, but I now noticed that it was off-centre and aiming its weak beam somewhere to
my right. I leaned forward to adjust it and found that the bracket that secured the rust-covered lamp was loose.
In fact, the whole thing immediately came away in my hands – lamp and bracket. 

I was now in an awkward position. My hands were full of hardware, yet I needed to stop and park the
bike. And I was conscious that the sidewalk was about five or six feet above the road and – quite typically for
the country – had no safety railing, which made my situation feel even more precarious. Anyway, I somehow
parked the bike and dismounted. 

I saw that I was outside a coffee shop, so went inside holding the lamp in one hand – like a huge speckled
metal egg – and the various component parts of the bracket in the other. I thought I would sit down in a quiet
corner and figure out how to re-assemble these bits of my bike. So I perched on a high stool at the narrow
wooden counter that ran along one of the coffee shop’s walls, but still I felt my situation was a little precarious
to be honest. 

I put the lamp away in my little rucksack for the time being and focused on the bracket. It consisted of
two metal ‘arms’ and three screws – two to be inserted one way, and one the other way. But it seemed that the
holes through which they were to be inserted were too big or that the screws were too small. Actually, what I
needed – what the bracket needed – was not screws but nuts and bolts. (But I didn’t think of that then. I have
only just thought of it now in telling you all this.) 

At this point a waiter in a white shirt came up behind me, asked if I wanted to order anything and held out
a menu. I was flooded with shame and embarrassment, and I blurted out, “Coffee.” I didn’t want coffee, but I
knew I had to order something. I couldn’t say, “No, nothing thank you.” And I couldn’t just leave. 

So the waiter brought me my coffee. And I got down from my stool (I don’t know why), put the bracket
away in my pocket and took the coffee from him. Then, when I went to resume my perch, I saw that somebody
was already sat there. And when I looked around for somewhere else to sit, I couldn’t see anywhere. 

I began going from table to table hoping to find a seat. One table without any occupants was clearly
reserved by a couple of handbags, so I moved on. At another table sat one man with two unoccupied chairs. I
asked if I might sit down on one of the unoccupied chairs, but he indicated with his hands all his paraphernalia
that covered the table and made it clear that I might not. I thought of explaining that I didn’t need any table
space and that I just wanted to sit down while I drank my coffee, but I didn’t and again moved on. 

But it was no use; every seat looked taken. 
Then I saw a couple of empty tables – somewhat oddly arranged next to a low chiller cabinet that was

itself somewhat oddly located in the middle of the shop – as if they were intended to be used for a display of
goods or perhaps as a serving station. I thought of asking someone if I might take an unoccupied chair from
their table and seating myself at one of the empty tables by the chiller. But, again, I didn’t; I was convinced it
would have looked odd. It would, I knew, certainly have felt odd. 

My chances of finding a spare seat seemed hopeless. I now saw my waiter in the white shirt standing near
the entrance and went over to him. I was tempted to give him back the coffee and tell him that I didn’t want it
after all. But instead, as I held it out to him, I said:

“Would you mind holding this while I go and pay for it?” 
He took it from me without saying a word. 
“Bahut shukriya,” I said, and I at once cringed. Why had I said that? He wasn’t Indian. We weren’t in

India. I knew perfectly well the local words for ‘thank you’. I hurried away to pay for my coffee, hoping that
while  I  did  so a  place  at  a  table  would  become free  and the  waiter  would  forget  my absurdly  irrelevant
expression of gratitude. 

I made my way towards the tills at the back of the shop, where there was a throng of people. Finally, I got
to the front of the throng and handed a note with a ten on it to the cashier. 



“For my coffee,” I said. 
“Which one do you want?” he straight away replied, indicating with a nod of his head the list of coffees

on the board above. 
“Oh no, I don’t want a coffee,” I said, almost apologetically. “I’ve already got a coffee – from the waiter. I

just want to pay.” 
He looked at me as if greatly put out by the irregularity of my request. He then, together with each of the

other cashiers and the baristas and other staff members behind the tills, turned smartly to his left and walked
off. I was nonplussed.

A line of new staff members then promptly filed into position behind the tills. I heard the other customers
around me saying that it must be a change of shift. I tried to catch the eye of the first member of the new line-
up. I smiled and said, “Excuse me,” and she smiled and said, “How can I help you?” She was clearly European,
and I supposed she was out here to learn the language. I explained that I had already paid for my coffee, that I
had already received it and given it to someone to hold for me and that I was just waiting for my change. She
continued to smile but I felt that she had lost interest and was becoming impatient. I told her again how much
change I was expecting, and I deliberately inflected my voice to make it clear how little it was and how small a
task it would be to extract it from the till and give it to me. Not that I needed to downplay the amount or the
task; it was genuinely a small amount – only two small coins – and it was genuinely a trifling task and one that
was well within the scope of her regular duties.

“Just a moment,” she said, and she turned and walked out the back of the shop – which, I now realised,
was completely open to the elements – and she went out into a lush green sunlit field. I supposed it was a quirk
of the local geography that it could be soft grey dusk in the street out front and, at the same time, brilliant
midday sunshine in the field out back. (Just as I suppose, thinking about it now, that it must also have been a
quirk of the local geography that it could have been both busily urban one side of the shop and airily rural the
other.) 

I watched my cashier stop in the middle of the field, bend over and begin busying herself with something.
And I noticed that she was ladling water from an enormous rusty tub into a small rusty container. I supposed
that was the water they used to make the coffee. Had she misunderstood me, I wondered, and had she thought –
despite my laboured explanation – that I did want coffee? More importantly, had the coffee I had left with the
waiter been made with that same water? 

I remembered my lamp now and that I still needed to fix it. And I decided I no longer wanted my change.
Forget it, I thought. I just wanted to get out of the shop. Forget the coffee, too, I thought. 

I looked for the waiter in the white shirt. I didn’t want to offend him by telling him to keep the coffee.
Equally, I didn’t want the embarrassment of trying to sneak past him only for him to see me and remind me to
take my coffee. But when I looked, I couldn’t see him over the heads of all the customers crowded round the
tills. Was he still there? He hadn’t said anything when I handed him my coffee. Had he actually understood why
I had given him the coffee? And even if he had understood, was it likely that he was still waiting there for me
after all this time? Didn’t he have other customers to attend to? I stood on tiptoe and still couldn’t see him. I
wondered if he had been replaced during the shift-change, but I couldn’t see any replacement either. 

Meanwhile, the crowd of people seemed to be getting bigger and bigger and seemed to be forcing me up
against the tills and making it more and more difficult to leave. It was also getting harder and harder to breathe.
I couldn’t see how I was going to get out now except by climbing over the tills, exiting the back of the shop and
crossing  the  field,  which  seemed  to  lead  nowhere  except  to  an  increasingly  jungle-like  wilderness  in  the
distance. 

(And that, I can assure you, is my story, the whole story. That’s it.)

Ends



Winged in the City
By Mary Birnbaum

The journeys of my childhood were vertical.
Being lifted to my father’s shoulders,
riding in awe at my high and mighty view. 
The subtle push of the elevator floor at my feet,
walking our of a squared chrysalis 
into the wormholes of hallways, echoing doors.
The stairways of these high buildings
were endless. At the top, as if you’d ascended 
a church tower connecting clamour to heaven,
you’d look out and see the sun vibrate, belling, 
while the trees below shrank to the size 
of spring shepherds’ purses, fragile islands 
of green hunched in an ungainly city. 
Shrunken creatures scuttled into hidden angles. 
The drum of trucks pulsed through rackety 
metal casements in arid urban arroyos. 
All I was left with, on a spiky planet, 
was the sky’s wilderness, storms from sea 
or far prairie, a feast of winged caravans, 
manic stars on low horizons.



Where Do You See Yourself In Five Years?
By CL Bledsoe

The man on the other side of the table
is a variety of sneezes, held together

inside beige by sheer force of lack 

of will. What he’s smelled out there 

is more sensible than me, but I don’t 

so much fault him as marvel at his 

restraint. In the face of all joy, this

man chooses the sour eye. He gets 

excited at the prospect of a new tie 

on father’s day. His hair is a damp 

smattering of crumbs from other 

people’s meals, and he’s proud of 

its pedigree—carries a laminated 

copy. Everything about him is 

something I don’t understand, something

I would avoid at all costs, and vice 

versa, but the difference is he holds 

the soft feathers of my future in his 

sweaty palms and all I hold is the bill. 



Matthew's Trip to the Bridge
By R. A. Gallagher

Matthew hadn’t slept a wink. Again. He’d been getting quite used to these nights. First, a couple of
cans to keep the shakes at bay. Then onto the vodka. Always the cheap stuff. That vodka that slides
down the back of your throat like paint stripper. Vile gear but it does the job for Matthew. Or at least it
did.

These last few months had led to a new acquaintance in Matthew’s life. Crack. Devil smoke.
The debts were mounting up. Matthew hadn’t been working and the goodwill of his shattered ma and
pops had run dry. Surely rock bottom.

His head was pounding. He got up from his bed and checked the side cabinet for any downers
to  take  the  edge  off.  Nothing.  He  tossed  the  empty  Valium  box  into  the  now  sizeable  pile  of
counterfeit, street Valium packets.

The thoughts started again. They had been appearing on and off every couple of days. It felt
closer now. Real close. He stumbled through to the bathroom, his heart  pounding in that all  too
familiar, anxiety-induced beat. He looked at himself in the mirror. A face once routinely admired by the
girls back in the glory days of high school was now scarred and humiliated. He felt his sharp, jagged
cheekbones. A feeling of intense sadness enveloped Matthew as he studied his tortured face. His
nose,  broken  and  with  a  two-inch  scar  straight  across  it.  His  eyes,  yellowing  and  tinged  with
bloodshot. He could look at it no more. The thoughts were loud and he had succumbed.

The keys to the battered, ninety-seven, P-Reg Ford Fiesta were beside the scorched pipe he
had last sparked up, just before six am. He glanced up at the small clock. It had just gone eight-thirty.
He picked up the keys and made his way to the front door. The time had come for Matthew's trip to
the bridge. His inevitable trip to the bridge. 'I hope the traffic isn't too bad', he thought.

Ends

Beware This Feral Night
By Antoni Ooto

where houses huddle en masse,
tents against the predator,

night claws through emptied streets
where light searches

and I steal my way through
these brick forests

searching for relief this violet night
as terrors hunt their dinner



How Phoebe Harris Told Her Story
By Maia Cornish

As I walked the Holborn streets, I step into a doorway to shelter from the rain and feel you tugging at my mind.
The bricks above me open their pores, leaking your blood down the walls, pooling at my feet.

“I am here. Listen.”
A shudder travels up from my smart City boots and shivers up my spine beneath my businesswoman’s

suit. I try to shut you out, head back to my new office, lunch hour over, but I can’t shake you off. Who are you?
You are waiting for me the next day. I don’t risk the doorway again so put up my brolly. Fat raindrops

bounce off. Each contains a skull, a pair of eyes, a screaming face. I try to blend in, to hide from you among the
bankers and investors, the lawyers, and the editors. I can’t find you to remonstrate with but still you pursue me. 

The coffee shop is full of bustle and noise. Surely you can’t follow me in here. I choose the high stool in
the window and the mug of sweet chai calms me. I relax a little for the first time, watch the street, savour the
normality.

A small crowd is waiting beside an ancient wooden door across the road. I’m puzzled. Side entrance to
The Old Bailey, perhaps, an obscure tourist attraction, a secret entry? As I leave the coffee shop, I spot the
plaque and hear your voice. “Yes! I’m here”

“Site of Newgate Prison.”
You’re easy to find after that. I skip the office party and head straight home to search for you. I know you

are a woman. I sense your tragedy, I know where you were incarcerated, I sense your tragedy.
I search ‘women/executed/Newgate’ and there you are. I read the transcript of your Old Bailey trial, you

and your two co-accused. I follow your betrayal by the man who took your daughter home with him before he
led the Peelers to your door. I watch as your high-flying lawyer argues for your three lives but only succeeds for
two. For the offence of ‘coining’, copying the King’s head onto counterfeited silver coins, you are found guilty
of treason. The punishment is death.

They burned you at the stake in the London street, outside the prison walls. The crowds watched as you
were brought  through the prison gates  and tied to  the stake.  Did your daughter  stand among them as  the
executioner slid the rope around your neck? Did she cry out as he pulled on it and strangled you to death, ‘to
save your suffering’? How long did it take to choke the last rasping breaths from your body, before the pyre was
lit and the flames engulfed you?

Your smouldering remains burned long after your life was extinguished.
Dense smoke and the smell of your burning flesh brought an end to local trade for the day. Complaints

were raised, letters written to newspapers and MPs. But did anyone grieve for you, Phoebe? Did you story get
passed down through the ages by your surviving family, or was it, like your ashes, scattered in the winds of
time, to touch those, like me, who feel your story, and shudder?

On the anniversary of your death, I return to the site and lay flowers.
Phoebe Harris burned at the stake, 25th June 1786.

Ends



Bold fox walks the street
Undeterred by passing cars
Bins providing meals
Open windows inviting
Entire city its domain

By DJ Tyrer

The Waitress Named Charlotte
By K. A Williams

There once was a waitress named Charlotte.
Her neighbours thought she was a harlot.
She married a DJ.
He took her to L.A.
And now she's a Hollywood starlet.

First published in Nuthouse Magazine (2011).
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